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ABSTRACT 

The geology of the northern Mamaku Plateau is dominated by the 
rhyolitic Mamaku and Waimakariri lgnimbrites, although exposures of 
the dacitic Waiteariki Ignimbrite are common in river gorges. 

The Mamaku lgnimbrite comprises 4 flow units (sheets 1 to 4). 
The base of sheet 2 (the bulk of the ignimbrite) is an uncompacted 
pyroclastic breccia to lapilli tuff grading into a moderate to 
strongly welded zone, often lenticulitic. The upper zone is 
incipiently welded, often light pinkish grey, with poor to moderate 
crystal contents. Fossil fumeroles are common in the upper middle of 
the flow, devitrification and vapour phase alteration is extensive. 

The upper zone of the Waimakariri Ignimbrite is usually light 
grey and incipiently welded. Towards the lower middle of the flow 
this grades down into a welded lenticulite, occasionally eutaxitic. 
The base is usually an incipiently welded pyroclastic breccia enriched 
in lithics. This ignimbrite has a poor to moderate crystal content, 
is composed of at least three flow units and often has an underlying 
Plinian airfall. Gas escape structures appear in distal outcrops. 

The unwelded top of the Waiteariki Ignimbrite is often eroded. 
Usually only the middle of the flow, a densely welded lenticulitic 
with eutaxitic texture is present. The base of the flow is a 
moderately devitrified, incipiently welded, pyroclastic breccia to 
fine tuff. Evidence suggests the Waiteariki Ignimbrite comprises 2 
cooling units both of which are crystal rich. 

With increasing distance from source plagioclase crystal 
percentages, pumice size and pumice percentages decrease in the Mamaku 
Ignimbrite (sheet 2). For the Waimakariri Ignimbrite, there is a 
decrease in crystal lengths with distance from source (assumed to be 
the Taupo Volcanic Zone). There is an increase in crystal percentages 
from a medial to distal position, and a moderate increase in pumice 
percentages. This is explained by elutruation of vitric material from 
the Waimakariri as a co-ignimbrite air fall ash concentrating pumice 
and crystals. 

No relationship exists between crystal length and vertical 
position in the Mamaku ignimbrite. Pumice percentages often increase 
towards the top of the flow, while pumice numbers increase towards the 
middle of the flow. Welding is at a minimum at the base, at a maximum 
in the lower middle of the outcrop, reducing towards the top of the 
flow. Phenocryst increase towards the base of sheet 2 is attributed 
to welding/compaction. No relation exists between crystal length and 
vertical position in the Waimakariri Ignimbrite; pumice percentages 
and size increase towards the base of the flow, while pumice numbers 
often increase towards the base and top of the flow. 

Horizontal sections over distances of 194 and 350 m for the 
Mamaku and Waimakariri Ignimbrites respectively, demonstrated that 
they are relatively homogeneous over short distances. 

Both the Mamaku and Waimakariri Ignimbrites traveled as 
moderately fluidized laminar flows, but the surge deposits separating 
Mamaku flow units were turbulent as were parts of distal Waimakariri. 
The surges (probably foward jetting from the front of the flow) imply 
the Waimakariri flowed faster than the Mamaku Ignimbrite. A new flow 
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unit is presented, perhaps more applicable to distal large ignimbrite 

eruptions, than the standard ignimbrite flow unit. Most field 

evidence indicated the Mamaku and Waimakariri Ignimbrites were 

emplaced en masse. The diversity of facies in both Mamaku and 

Waimakariri Ignimbrites implies a single large pyroclastic flow can 

operate under several flow regimes, dependent to some extent on local 

paleo-surface conditions. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 



1.1 LOCATION 

City. 

The study area covers an area of 132 km 2
, 14 km SW of Tauranga 

Based on geology and topography it can be divided into the 

northern Mamaku Plateau (which comprises the bulk of the area), the 

lower eastern Kaimais and the southern Whakamarama Plateau. The 

Opuiaki River provides an approximate. boundary between the north 

western Mamaku Plateau and the eastern Kaimais, while the 

Mangakarengorengo River separates the northern Mamaku Plateau from the 

southern Whakamarama Plateau (Fig. 1.1). 

Two topographic maps cover the study area: NZMS (Topographical) 

260, Sheet 014 Tauranga, Sheet 015 Ngongotaha, 1:50 000, Lands and 

Survey, 1980. The four boundary points of the mapped area are: 

1/2 km east of Kaikaikaroro trig (014/750750), 1.5 km south west of 

the junction of Oropi and Warner roads (014/860750), 1 km south west 

of Ngatuhoa Youth Lodge (015/750630) and 1.2 km north west of the 

intersection of Taumata and Pyes Pa road (015/860630). This is 

illustrated in Fig. 1.2. From State Highway 29 the main access roads 

are Soldiers, Omanawa, Belk and Pyes Pa roads which tend to follow the 

middle of interfluves. In the south west there is a network of 

private forestry and hydro roads which provide access. 

1.2 HISTORY AND LAND USE 

The study area lies in the tribal lands of the Ngatiranginui. A 

pa site with some well preserved earth works lies 500 m S of the end 

of Belk road (014/827703). Archaeological examination in the Ruahihi 

area (McFadgen and Sheppard, 1984) revealed that it was an important 

staging post between the bush and coastal resources. Earthworks of a 

military redoubt (circa 1860) can just be discerned 150 m SW of the 

junction of Peers and McLarens Falls Rd (015/801670). In 1915 the 
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Fig. 1.1 View of northwestern study area. Clockwise from lower 

left of photo, interfluve of Mamaku Ignimbrite, Lake 

Mangapapa and dam, Opuiaki River gorge, edge of lower 

eastern Kaimais, and Whakamarama Plateau. 

Fig. 1.3 Old tramway 

( U14/825711) 
tunnel, distal Mamaku Ignimbrite 
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Tauranga Rimu Company was formed to mill the bush between Oropi and 

Omanawa. Some of their tramways and cuttings still exist. The best 

example is a 50 m tunnel and 100 m cutting which lies to the southwest 

of the end of Belk Rd (U14/825711). This provided some good exposure 

of distal Mamaku Ignimbrite (Fig. 1.3). 

A variety of native trees grow in the gorges and valleys of the 

study area, particularly in the more inaccessible areas. In the upper 

gorge of the Mangapapa River a reserve of scattered kauri occurs, 

growing at its most southerly natural limit. Immediately north of the 

kauri is a stand of hard beech in a very rugged section of the gorge. 

Bordering the edges of Lake Mangapapa are dense stands of tanekaha. 

In the headwaters of the Opuiaki are thick stands of rimu, 

totara, miro and tanekaha. Downstream in the valley, the bush has 

been cut over and secondary growth now predominates. Intermixed are 

the occasional pine and scrubby thickets of bushlawyer, supplejack, 

mangemange and tea tree. These thickets are common in cut over areas 

and make for difficult access 

In the northwest sector farming is mostly sheep and dry stock 

with the occasional deer unit. In the northeast horticulture 

predominates with kiwifruit being the most common crop. These 

orchards have replaced the traditional dairy and sheep farms though 

several such farms are still being worked. Exotic forestry is rapidly 

replacing mixed secondary and native growth in the far southwest, with 

deer farms and horticulture common at lower altitudes. 

exotic forestry predominate in the southeast. 

Dairying and 
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1.3 HYDRO-ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT 

The Wairoa River hydro-electric power development comprises a 

system of tunnels, dams and canals that direct water through a 

progression of power stations. The scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1.4. 

Water resources were first developed in 1915 with the opening of the 

700 KW underground station at Omanawa Falls. McLarens Falls was 

selected as the site of the second station and began generating 

(2.75 MW) in 1925. These stations have been superseded by the 

Mangapapa scheme. The first stage, joining the Mangapapa, Opuiaki and 

Omanawa rivers, under a total head of 274 m was completed in 1972 with 

the commissioning of the 15.4 MW Lloyd Mandeno station. The 6 MW 

Lower Mangapapa station opened in 1979, followed by the 20 MW Ruahihi 

station in 1982. The scheme is operated by the Tauranga Joint 

Generation Committee except the Omanawa Falls Station which is run by 

the Tauranga City Council. 

Bracegirdle (1973) notes that floods passing through McLaren 

Falls Station have been measured as nearly twice as great as those 

passing through the Arapuni station on the Waikato River which has 40 

times the catchment area. During Hurricane Diana in 1967 10 cm of 

silt was deposited on the floor of the generator room at McLaren Falls 

and 1 m on the turbine basement. 

1.4 GROUNDWATER 

Mean annual rainfall is closely related to the topography of the 

Kaimai Ranges. In the upper Kaimais annual rainfall averages 2500 mm, 

falling to 1250-1500 mm in the Tauranga Region (Davis, 1985). In the 

Ruahihi area rainfall has averaged 1980 mm per year over the last 16 

years, with a maximum of 2318 mm in 1970 (Cowbourne, 1985). 
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The ability of ignimbrites to store the rainwater and release it 

over a long period is well known. From tritium analysis Dell (1982) 

calculated a residence time of 50-100 years for groundwater in the 

Mamaku Plateau. He suggests the ignimbrites store large volumes of 

water which provides a constant low flow water resource. This is 

important to the operation of the hydro schemes as the lakes 

themselves are small and provide little storage. 

A number of springs and seepages were noted, especially at 

contacts and in the lower less welded zones of the Mamaku and 

Waimakariri Ignimbrites. It is quite common to find swampy zones in 

these areas which act as informal hydro-geological boundaries. 

Adjacent to a youth camp off Merrick Road (U14/839739) several springs 

have tunnelled caves. A substantial flow exists in the access tunnel 

leading to Omanawa Falls station. Below the spring the ignimbrite 

seeps water which has necessitated a lining. At the base of the 

Waimakariri Ignimbrite on the Waiorahi Stream, 200 m upstream of the 

weir (UlS/857738), several springs of large volume emerge. 

Springs and seeps are common in the Ruahihi area. Cowbourne 

(1985) also saw them and states the catchment area is too small for 

the volume produced. Penstock leakage is precluded and Cowbourne 

suggests "the area marks an exit point of an extensive hydrological 

system involving the Mamaku Plateau and perhaps the Kaimai Range". 

However, a possible partial source could be Ruahihi canal and Lake 

McLaren though this could only be proved by the addition of tracers to 

the water. 
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1.5 HYDROLOGY 

Main rivers in the northern Mamaku Plateau are the Opuiaki, 

Mangapapa and Omanawa. Those in the lower eastern Kaimais are the Te 

Aruhu and Ngamuwahine which join to form the Mangakarengorengo River. 

All rivers are tributaries of the Wairoa. 

The major waterways in the northwest Mamaku Plateau flow in 

roughly parallel directions to the north (tributaries draining into 

these rivers tend to flow north east) enclosed in vertical or steep 

sided gorges and. valleys 60-110 m deep, separated by interfluves. 

These drainage patterns have been most effective in modifying the 

landscape and have imparted a distinctive dendritic pattern (see 

geologic map in back pocket). 

The headwaters of the Opuiaki River lie to the SW of the study 

area and consist of a series of rapids and waterfalls enclosed in 

steep gorges (which are difficult to impossible to traverse) widening 

to occasional valleys. At Ngatuhoa Falls (U15/755647) the stream has 

cut through the overlying Mamaku Ignimbrite with the Waimakariri 

Ignimbrite acting as the fall rock (Fig. 1.5). The same also occurs 

at the Mangapapa and upper Omanawa Falls. From where the Mangaroa, 

Ngatuhoa and Awahotuhoa streams join the Opuiaki River it widens to a 

narrow valley about 100 m deep and may be tramped for about 4 km. 

Good exposures of lacustrine sediments overlain by Waimakariri 

Ignimbrite outcrop in the river bed and valley walls (Fig. 1.6). 

Downstream of the ford (U14/767694), mineralised ignimbrite is exposed 

for about 300 m. From this point the Opuiaki begins to downcut again 

into an impenetrable gorge falling approximately 80 m until it meets 

the Mangapapa River. 



Fig. 1.5 View of Ngatuhoa Falls. The step like effect is due 
to zonal variation in welding. (1) Basal Marnaku
Ignimbrite, (2) Upper middle Waimakariri, (3) Welded
lenticulite, (4) Basal Waimakariri. 

Fig. 1.6 Diatomaceous horizontally graded sandy silts. Opuiaki 

Sediments Opuiaki River (UlS/753677). 
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The Mangapapa River falls approximately 200 m from the southern 

boundary to Lake McLaren and provided some of the most difficult 

terrain encountered. Upstream of the first dam on this river the rock 

is entirely Mamaku ignimbrite, below the dam occasional outcrops of 

Waimakariri were found up to an 80 m high waterfall. Below the falls 

there is an extremely rugged gorge and all efforts to penetrate to the 

river bed in this area were unsuccessful. It was often possible to 

get quite close to the river but the sheer cliffs in the final 10-15 m 

defeated all attempts. Downstream of the Lloyd Mandeno station Lake 

Mangapapa has been formed by damming in a narrow gorge of Waiteariki 

Ignimbrite. The lake was explored by rowboat and outcrops of Opuiaki 

Sediments and welded Waimakariri Ignimbrite observed. 

Below the dam, the Omanawa River flows through a series of rapids 

and small falls in a gorge about 100 m deep. The gorge widens after 

2.5 km to a narrow valley extending for about 1.8 km which can be 

tramped with relative ease. The river bed comprises moderately welded 

Waimakariri Ignimbrite with an unusual frittered appearance. Below 

Omanawa Falls, which exposes basal Waimakariri Ignimbrite is a gorge 

which continues for 2 km before widening to a narrow valley with 

Waiteariki Ignimbrite as bed rock. This can be tramped (with some 

difficulty) for about 4 km until the river cuts out of the gorge. 

Downstream of the Taumata Road bridge, the Kopurererua Stream 

downcuts into Waimakariri Ignimbrite and Waiteariki Ignimbrite. 

Generally the stream bed is broad and sandy with the occasional 

outcrop of Waiteariki. From U14/837712 onward the stream narrows and 

it is only possible to follow for short distances. One ridge leading 

to a tributary of the Kopurererua (U14/832707) appeared to have been 

well used in the past although now it is mostly heavily overgrown. It 

may be an old water or fishing track for the adjacent abandoned pa. 
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The Tautau Stream flows north west on Waiteariki Ignimbrite in a 

valley 70-80 m deep, carved in Mamaku Ignimbrite and discontinuous 

Waimakariri Ignimbrite. Travel is easy as a cut track follows the 

stream. Downstream of the T.C.C weir on the Waiorahi Stream geologic 

conditions are similar though the stream flows more to the north. 

In the lower eastern Kaimais, the northeasterly flowing 

Mangakarengorengo River is formed at the junction of the Ngamuwahine 

River and Te Ahuru Stream and is relatively easy travelling apart from 

one gorge. The river falls 45 m over rapids and a 15 m waterfall 

until it joins the Wairoa River. Rock outcrops in the river bed are 

all Waiteariki Ignimbrite, with occasional outcrops of Waimakariri 

Ignimbrite along the southern bank. The Wairoa River begins at the 

junction of Lake McLaren and the Mangakarengorengo River. It drops 

10 m to form McLaren Falls and continues to drop rapidly, falling a 

further 60 m through a series of rapids before reaching sea level at 

the Ruahihi Power Station. 

1.6 PREVIOUS WORK 

General Geology 

Reference to the geology of the study area was first made by 

Thompson (1953) to a pozzalana deposit in the lower Kaimais. He 

compiled two stratigraphic columns and divided the rocks outcropping 

into three formations, siltstone 

(Waiteariki Ignimbrite) and alluvium. 

(Opuiaki sediments), dacite 

The latter two were not 

described. Thickness of the sediment at the quarry was measured at 

about 55 m with total quarryable siltstone estimated at 382275 m 3 

while volumes in the immediate vicinity of the quarry exceeded 

45873 m 3
• Thompson states the sediments exposed in the quarry range 

from extremely fine siltstone, through siltstone, to sandstone, some
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of which are rich in diatoms while others contain carbonaceous 

fragments. The beds dip at angles between 1-2 ° except for a tilted 

section at 12 °. Thompson believed this was not related to faulting. 

Some beds show excellent graded bedding from coarse sandstone to fine 

siltstone. Generally they are white but upon weathering bedding 

planes yellow and become obvious. Local iron pans are interbedded 

with the sediments. 

Thompson returned in 1956 and re-examined the area to assess the 

material for use in the concrete structures of the Atiamuri hydro 

scheme, and about 13 476 m 3 was suitable for this purpose. A further 

three columns were described and intraformational bedding, 

carbonaceous fragments and minor faulting in the southern section 

noted. The quarry was visited by the writer but it is no longer being 

worked and is heavily overgrown in scrub and gorse which obscured 

outcrop and made examination difficult. 

described. 

However one column was 

Thompson (1958) visited a proposed water supply dam site on the 

Waiorahi Stream (U14/858739). He discussed jointing and suitability 

of the rock (Waiteariki Ignimbrite) as a foundation for a small dam. 

Lloyd (1969) examined the same area, also for water supply potential 

and logged a 30 m core of Waiteariki lgnimbrite. 

Healy et al. (1964) in their regional 1:250 000 geologic map 

recognised the Mamaku and Waiteariki lgnimbrites in the study area and 

drew a number of Late Quaternary fault traces. 

Fransen (1982) mapped and described seven Pleistocene ignimbrites 

in the western Mamaku Plateau. One new ignimbrite was discovered and 

named the Waihou and another renamed the Waimakariri, previously 

called the Lower Mamaku Ignimbrite. A major part of Fransen's work 
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was concerned with examining vertical and lateral variations in the 

Mamaku Ignimbrite by describing petrogaphic, welding, texture and bulk 

chemical variations. He found that the Te Akau core sequence 

(proximal Mamaku) consisted of two sheets that were emplaced within a 

short time and cooled as a single unit. The base of each sheet was 

characterised by an enrichment of phenocrysts. Sixteen columns were 

presented, the structure of the plateau described and geologic history 

interpreted. 

Harmsworth (1983) produced a 1:25 000 scale geologic map of the 

southern Tauranga Basin, compiled 11 stratigraphic columns and 

demonstrated that some of the fluvial sediments in the Matua Subgroup 

are detritus eroded from the northern Mamaku Plateau. His was the 

first comprehensive work in the area. Three new ignimbrites were 

identified: the Wairoa, Te Puna and Te Ranga. None were found in 

this study area and the writer suspects the Te Ranga is distal 

Waimakariri after examining Harmsworth's Te Ranga sites. The Matua 

Subgroup was adopted as a formal name for all Pleistocene material 

overlying the Waiteariki Ignimbrite in the Tauranga Basin (Fig. 1.7). 

Cowbourne (1985) investigated lithology, rock strength, defects 

and paleotopography in the Ruahihi area. A column was also described 

at the Opuiaki River intake. These locations border or comprise part 

of the writer's study area. Cowbourne defined the ignimbrites in the 

area as Waiteariki Ignimbrite which is overlain by Grey, Waihou and 

Waimakariri Ignimbrites respectively (Fig. 1.7). Cowbourne states his 

lithostratigraphic sequence is based on a number of small highly 

weathered exposures and bore hole data. Nowhere can a complete 

sequence be seen between between the younger ignimbrites and basement 

Waiteariki in one exposure. 
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Ivy Creek was revisited by the author in response to Cowbournes 

thesis. The 'Grey Ignimbrite' is Waimakariri Ignimbrite that has 

infilled a paleo valley and is considerably more welded than where 

Waimakariri Ignimbrite overlies paleo ridges in the area. In outcrop 

it bears no superficial relationship to adjacent Waimakariri and it is 

only by examining numerous exposures in other localities that it can 

be confidently correlated. Though the basal section at Ivy Creek is 

less pumice rich than normally seen this is interpreted to be the 

front of the flow (gas charged, possibly turbulent and mostly fine 

particles) infilling the paleo valley as opposed to the body of the 

flow which is deposited on adjacent valley walls. 

Cowbourne in his column of the Opuiaki River intake describes an 

outcrop of Waiteariki overlain by sediments, Waihou and Waimakariri 

Ignimbrites. This site was also visited by the author and consists of 

strongly welded, dark grey crystal rich Waiteariki Ignimbrite which 

changes to a weathered pale grey colour as it approaches the contact 

with the Opuiaki sediments. This sedimentary sequence of about a 

metre thick includes a chalazoidite layer (the chalazoidites fine up 

over 10 cm) and an iron pan which has stained unde�lying sediments. 

Overlying the sediments is a 15 m mixture of basal Mamaku Ignimbrite 

and welded cobbles of hard welded Mamaku that is derived from a small 

landslide which adjoins the site and/or debris from bulldozed terraces 

which overlie the area. This in turn is overlain by basal Mamaku 

which grades into 'normal' looking devitrified Mamaku Ignimbrite. 

Basal Mamaku could easily be mistaken for a separate ignimbrite unless 

continuous exposures had been seen at other sites, for example Oropi 

Gorge (UlS/687876). The surprising factor here is the absence of 

Waimakariri Ignimbrite as it is 30 m thick 2 km NE at Ngatuhoa Falls 

and was identified in core logs along the proposed tunnel routes by 

Lloyd (1965). 
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Geology relating to the hydro-electric schemes 

Healy (1955) visited Ivy Creek in response to the proposed 

replacement of the McLarens Falls Power Station and described the rock 

outcropping (Fig. 1.7) and sketched the area. Healy suggested the 

chalazoidite bed could be an important marker bed if it was 

widespread. The deposit is indeed widespread, it was seen at the 

Opuiaki River intake by Cowbourne (1985), at Motuhoa Island and 

Omokoroa by Harmsworth (1983) and at Oropi Gorge by the writer. 

The Ivy Creek section in a sense misled Healy as he related the 

stratigraphy seen further south back to this 'type site' of what is a 

complex sequence of distal, weathered, incipiently to densely welded 

ignimbrites. 

In 1956 Healy revisited the Ruahihi area. Fifteen cores were 

described though they were taken at only a few levels. He makes the 

comment: 

"there is a tendency for sandstone pumice breccia (Waimakariri) 

that normally may appear to be moderately compacted in outcrops to be 

in a plastic state when first removed in wet condition from the core 

barrel. These cores harden up as they dry out". 

This is an important point as it implies that incipiently welded 

Waimakariri lgnimbrite is best strength tested insitu. For 

engineering purposes th� geology was divided into four main groups 

(Fig. 1.7). 

Healy (1957), investigated further south in response to proposals 

to further develop hydro electricity in the Omanawa-Mangapapa area. 

He examined potential tunnel routes, dam and station sites and logged 

6 drill holes. Healy noted that cores were not taken in sufficient 
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quantities and drillers were not able to take cores at critical 

intervals. Five ignimbrites were recognised (Fig. 1.7). The McLarens 

Falls (Waiteariki) Ignimbrite was mentioned in his 1955 and 1956 

reports. 

Lloyd (1965) prepared a report on the proposed 

Omanawa-Mangapapa-Opuiaki development which superseded the scheme 

described by Healy (1957). The geology in relation to the proposed 

tunnel lines was based on field surveys and cores from 16 holes (these 

were taken about every 20 m and were about 1 m long). Lloyd drew 

several useful cross sections showing the generalised stratigraphy and 

recognised that Healy's Upper and Lower Mangapapa Ignimbrites were 

variations of the Lower Mamaku Ignimbrite (Waimakariri). 

In 1968 Lloyd logged a further 31 holes, the objective being 

where possible to locate the proposed diversion tunnels within either 

the welded zone of the Upper Mamaku Ignimbrite or the welded zone of 

the Lower Mamaku Ignimbrite to avoid lining the tunnels. This 

exercise was only partially successful, owing to restrictions placed 

by the engineers on the amount of core extracted and the highly 

variable nature of the ignimbrite. Lloyd noted that the Upper Mamaku 

Ignimbrite is thickest where it was deposited in paleovalleys carved 

in the Lower Mamaku (Waimakariri) lgnimbrite. 

Riddols (1971) visited the scheme and prepared a report on the 

geology encountered by initial tunneling. The soft ground tunneling 

machine being used had -considerable difficulty in coping with hard 

ignimbrite (which Lloyd had tried to locate) and some tunnel routes 

were relocated in an attempt to avoid as far as possible hard layers. 

A map was prepared by Riddols showing the probable extent of hard 

ignimbrite. At this stage as many as two hundred holes had been 

drilled, though most were of limited value in interpreting the geology 
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as few cores were obtained, the engineers using rates of penetration 

for locating favourable routes. 

A further report by Riddols (1972) described tunnelling problems 

and possible solutions. It seems that much of the rock was too hard 

for the machine and a considerable amount of tunnelling was undertaken 

by hand. 

Carryer (1974) examined the geology in the Ruahihi and Omanawa 

area and logged 8 drill holes from which it seems continuous cores 

were taken. The objective was to suggest a potential dam site and 

tunnel routes. A canal leading to the Ruahihi power station was 

recommended though it was recognised the canal would be through highly 

pervious material. However, a compacted ash lining was thought 

suitable. His stratigraphic column of the area is outlined in 

Fig. 1.7. Several dam sites for the Lower Mangapapa Station were 

examined and the gorge in the lower reaches of the Mangapapa River was 

suggested as the most suitable site. 

Carryer (1975) returned to the Ruahihi area and logged a further 

28 cores. He stated that for most of the length of the suggested 

route of the canal, sand and pumice breccia is overlain by a sequence 

of silts and sands often sensitive. Two layers of weathered 

ignimbrite were identified overlying Waiteariki Ignimbrite plus a 

local area of swamp deposits. The route adopted by the engineers was 

significantly different from that suggested by Carryer. A 

stratigraphic column was not erected, the geology being defined in 

engineering terms: (1) Silty sand (pumice breccia). (2) Sensitive 

silts and silty sands (lake sediments). 

ignimbrite). 

(3) Clays (ash and weathered 
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A report on site investigations and laboratory tests was prepared 

by the engineers Mandeno Chitty and Bell (1975). Thirty two holes 

were logged with about 90% core recovery. These were described in 

engineering terms and the writer had some difficulty in interpreting 

them (ie moderately hard ignimbrite rock). 

Mitchell (1980) reviewed the 'soil' conditions at Ruahihi for 

Fletcher Construction in an attempt to revise the tender contract due 

to conditions being different from that stated at the time of 

tendering. Mitchell's main conclusions were that: (1) the physical 

properties of the soil were different from that expected, (water 

contents, silt clay contents, sensitivities and high allophane 

levels). (2) Geological sections provided were different from 

conditions found in the field. (3) A wide range of soil physical 

properties occurred over short distances in the north eastern half of 

the site. 

Oborn et al. (1982) as part of a submission to the Ministry of 

Works and Development on the Ruahihi Canal Failure described the 

geology and geological features related to that failure (Fig. 1.7). 

Note, Mamaku Ignimbrite identified by Oborn (1982) (and Carryer 

(1974)) in the Ruahihi area has not been found by this writer, the 

closest outcrop being about 3� due south. Perhaps they 

misidentified weathered Waimakariri which 

Ignimbrite. 

can resemble Mamaku 
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1.7 TECTONIC SETTING 

This section reviews the tectonic setting of the North Island for 

two purposes. First, it is argued that volcanism in the Taupo 

Volcanic Zone (TVZ) can be used to model previous volcanism in the 

Tauranga Volcanic Zone (the products of which are described in 

regional geology). For example, Kamp (1984) noted that there are 

broad similarities in eruptive environments, compositional ranges and 

eruptive volumes of andesites in the Northland-Hauraki Volcanic Region 

to those of the TVZ. This would appear to be supported by Houghton 

and Cuthbertson's (in press) interpretation of the Pukepenga Formation 

(andesitic and dacitic lava flows in the Kaimai Ranges) as part of a 

chain of stratovolcanoes that resemble the lava fields of Ruapehu. 

Second, current landforms and Late Quaternary geology in the Tauranga 

Region are largely derived from volcanic activity in TVZ. 

The North Island of New Zealand occupies the leading margin of 

the Australia Plate where it is obliquely underthrust by the oceanic 

Pacific Plate. This convergence dates from about 23 m.y., and 

consequently throughout the Neogene-Quaternary the North Island has 

been subject to a complex pattern of arc volcanism, regional 

compression, extension and transcurrent displacement (Kamp, 1984), 

collectively referred to as the Kaikoura Orogeny (Suggate, 1978). 

Ballance (1976), Cole (1979), and Cole and Lewis (1981) have 

interpreted the radiometric ages as a series of NNW-SSE oriented 

Neogene arcs, whereas -Kamp (1984) showed that the andesites actually 

migrated to the southeast and into the TVZ as a series of NE-SW 

frontal arcs. A similar conclusion was arrived at by Brothers (1984) 

and indeed the ideas of Brothers and Kamp were pre-empted by a 

speculation of Skinner (1979). 
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It is known that about 6 m.y. a major change in volcanism took 

place, probably caused by a readjustment of the Indian and Pacific 

plate margins. This was accompanied by the development of the Hauraki 

Graben and the Havre Trough at 5 m.y. Tensional faulting on the 

eastern side of the Coromandel Peninsula and rhyolitic and ignimbrite 

eruptions related to this faulting allowed volcanic activity to 

develop in Tauranga and adjacent regions. To the north and south of 

this acid volcanism there were andesitic eruptions and extensive 

hydrothermal mineralisation of previously erupted andesites and 

dacites. At approximately 3 m.y. the Tauranga Volcanic Zone is 

thought to have formed in response to tensional graben structures. 

Thereafter rhyolitic volcanism dominated by ignimbrites and minor 

andesite continued (Ballance, 1976; Cole, 1979). 

The currently subducted Pacific Plate dips at an angle of 12-15 ° 

for 250 km beneath the North Island before it steepens to to a dip of 

50 ° at a depth of 80 km. This line of marked change in dip 

corresponds at the surface with the trend of the TVZ, a calc-alkaline 

province of Quaternary volcanics (Cole, 1979). 

The TVZ is a graben structure which extends for about 300 km (NE) 

by about 75 km wide across the central North Island (Fig. 1.8). It 

can be divided into three segments. The northern segment contains the 

andesite volcanoes of Whale and White Island. Most of the rhyolitic 

volcanism is concentrated in the central segment, a 125 x 60 km area 

comprising the Maroa, Okataina, and Taupo Centres (each associated 

with multiple caldera collapse) and the Rotorua Centre, a simple 

collapse structure. The Rotorua Caldera is 15 km in diameter and is 

thought to have formed by basement collapse during and following the 

eruption of the Mamaku Ignimbrite, one of the youngest and most 

widespread ignimbrites in the TVZ. The southern segment consists of 
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the andesite volcanoes of the Tongariro Centre. It is estimated that 

16,000 km 3 
of rhyolite, 260 km 3 of andesite, 5 km 3 of dacite and 2 km

3 

of high Al basalt has been erupted from the TVZ (Cole, 1979). 

The TVZ is now clearly appreciated as part of the Hikurangi 

subducton margin (Cole and Lewis, 1981). This margin consists of a 

shallow structural trench (Hikurangi trough), a 150 km wide thrust 

controlled accretionary borderland (continental slope, shelf and 

coastal hills of the central North Island), a frontal ridge (greywake 

ranges of the North Island) and a frontal arc (andesite-dacite 

volcanics) and a behind arc tensional graben where the rhyolites were 

erupted and along the margin of which are minor basalt eruptions. 

Based on strontium isotope studies the ignimbrites and lavas are 

thought to be derived from partial melting of basement greywakes and 

argillites (Cole, 1979). This rift zone is flanked by plateaus, made 

up of ignimbrite sheets; together this region is referred to as the 

Central Volcanic Region. On the basis of 25 major tephra eruptions 

during the last 20,000 yrs, an average rate of one eruption every 

800 yrs is calculated, though the interval between eruptions does not 

seem to be random (Hodder 1983; Berryman and Hull 1984). Major 

ignimbrite eruptions are calculated to have taken place at the average 

rate of one every 30,400 yrs since 0.7 m.y. 

Hull, 1984). 

ago (Berryman and 

Initial faulting in the Taupo Fault block started in the early 

Pleistocene and still continues. The faults north of the TVZ are all 

normal and mostly linear. Several show a scissors type displacement 

with throws of up to 3.5 km. Although the fault planes are rarely 

observed. Grindely (1965) infers steep dips. The occurrence of these 

differentially uplifted blocks and the character of the faults which 

bound them are primary evidence of NW-SE crustal extension (Kamp, 
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1985). 

The Yellowstone volcanic region of the western USA and the TVZ 

are similar in size, eruption rate and age though they have different 

eruptive styles, the TVZ having a shorter eruptive cycle (Wilson 

et al., 1984). This is attributed to the TVZ's having a thin 

continental crust which is of insufficient strength to allow a large 

accumulation of magma. 

In summary some of the volcanic products and landforms in the 

Tauranga area are derived from previous loci of volcanism in the 

Coromandel-Tauranga region and it is proposed that they were similar 

in style to that currently active in the TVZ. However much of the 

recent land form development in the Tauranga/Rotorua area owes its 

origin to tephra and ignimbtites from the TVZ to the SE. This 

activity (in the TVZ) can be compared with overseas examples in 

similar tectonic environments. That is the TVZ is a zone of intense 

activity in which faulting, a range of lava flows, hydrothermal 

activity. large scale pyroclastic deposits and rifting have been 

especially active over the last 1 m.y. These frequent pyroclastic 

eruptions have produced a varied and complex lithology not only in the 

TVZ but over the adjacent plateaus. 

1.8 REGIONAL GEOLOGY 

Healy (1969) described the Beeson's Island Volcanics as andesite 

lavas and associated interbedded flow breccias which make up the core 

of the Kaimai Range. These are dark grey and fine grained containing 

phenocrysts of plagioclase, augite, hypersthene and magnitite. The 

rocks are often mineralised and faulted and have a maximum eruptive 

age of 16.2 m.y. (mid Miocene), suffering hydrothermal alteration 7 

to 2.6 m.y. ago (Adams et al. 1974). These volcanics, some of which 
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have been mineralised, also outcrop in the Papamoa Ranges (Fig. 1.9) 

Houghton and Cuthbertson (in press) have redefined the geology of 

the Kaimais; their subdivisions do not coincide exactly with earlier 

workers (Henderson and Bartrum, 1913; Healy, et al., 1964; Healy, 

1969). Comparing geologic maps, Houghton and Cuthbertson's Waipupu 

Formation (Kaimai Subgroup) approximates Healy et al's (1964) Beeson's 

Island andesite. The Waipupu Formation is a sequence of andesitic, 

matrix supported tuff breccias. Lava flows are 10-100 m thick, with 

margins typically brecciated and oxidized. Steeply dipping dykes cut 

the sequence in several locations. 

Minden Rhyolite is defined to include all hypersthene, 

hornblende, and biotite rhyolites within the Coromandel Bay of Plenty 

area, north of the Taupo Volcanic Zone (Houghton and Cuthbertson, in 

press). They have renamed the Minden Rhyolite previously identified 

in the Kaimais as Te Weraiti Rhyolite and state it has been 

substantially changed by faulting and erosion. It is a tabular body 

of massive, grey and pink, often spherolitic rhyolite with steep 

isoclinally folded, flow banding close to margins. Generally it is 

.exposed in streams crossing the Whakamarama Plateau. Minden Rhyolite 

was seen by this writer outcropping just outside the study area in an 

unnamed stream 0.75 km WN'W of Kaikaikaroro trig (U14/738749). Based 

on fission track dates from obsidians at Bowentown and Mt Maunganui a 

Pliocene age (2.29 to 4.34 m.y.) is suggested 

Cuthbertson). 

(Houghton and 

The southern Kaimai Range consists of rhyolite domes, while domes 

in the Tauranga area include Mt Minden, Mt Misery, and Mt Maunganui. 

Harmsworth (1983) suggests they could be part of a large volcanic 

complex extending north and south of the Tauranga Basin and west of 

the Whakamarama Plateau. 
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The Aongatete Volcanics are divided into Upper tuffs and 

breccias, Aongatete Ignimbrite, and Lower tuffs and breccias which 

together are about 146 m thick. The rocks distinctive characteristics 

are an abundance of pumice and a lack of quartz, hornblende, and 

biotite which differentiate it from the Waiteariki Ignimbrite 

(Healy, 1969). Several erosional contacts occur within the Aongatete 

Volcanics and a significant time break separates the Aongatete 

Volcanics from the Waiteariki Ignimbrite (Brenion and Hegan, 1977). 

Houghton and Cuthbertson prefer the term Aongatete Ignimbrite for the 

whole formation rather than the middle member. They describe it as a 

range of unwelded, partly welded and lenticular dacitic tuff breccias, 

with minor reworked sediments. These volcanics have fission track 

ages dating from 0.86 ±0.14 m.y. to 1.26 m.y. for the oldest flow 

(Houghton and Cuthbertson). The ignimbrite overlies Beeson Island 

Volcanics to the northwest of the Mamaku Plateau and overlies Minden 

Rhyolite in the Tauranga Basin. 

Underlying the Papamoa Ignimbrite are the Te Puke Breccias, 

(named by Healy et al., 1964) described as sediments with interbedded 

andesitic flows and pumiceous tuffs and a suggested mid Pliocene age. 

The Papamoa Ignimbrite is considered by Healy et al. (1964) to 

closely resemble the Waiteariki Ignimbrite. Based on a day's 

inspection of outcrop on and adjacent to Rocky Cutting, Upper Papamoa 

and Waitao Roads plus investigation at Kaiate Falls, the impression 

obtained was that the ignimbrite was considerably more pumiceous and 

less welded than Waiteariki seen in the Kaimais and Northern Mamaku 

Plateau. Therefore this author is of the opinion that Papamoa 

Ignimbrite is not part of the pyroclastic flows that emplaced the 

Waiteariki Ignimbrite. However more work in the Papamoa Ranges would 

be necessary to confirm this view. 
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This study has shown the Waiteariki Ignimbrite underlies the 

northern Mamaku Plateau where it acts as local basement. In turn it 

is overlain by fluvial and lacustrine sediments which have been given 

the informal name of Opuiaki Sediments. The Waimakariri Ignimbrite 

overlies these sediments and is often separated from the Mamaku 

Ignimbrite by a sandy gravel lens of 2-5 ems. Air fall tephra up to 

6 m thick mantles the interfluves. The Waiteariki, Waimakariri and 

Mamaku Ignimbrites are discussed in some detail in Chapter 3. 

The Matua Subgroup comprises up to 150 m of Pleistocene 

estuarine, fluvial and volcanic deposits which overlie the Waiteariki 

Ignimbrite in the Tauranga Basin (Harmsworth 1983). This can be 

further subdivided into an informal upper Matua Subgroup up to 40 m 

thick originally described by Healy et al. (1964) as fluviatile 

terrace deposits (ha hl h2 h3). These terraces are not mappable as 

extensive features, are of varying elevations and are composed of a 

wide range of lithologies including gravels, sands, clays, and silts. 

These deposits are often characterised by rapid vertical and lateral 

variations and are capped by sequences of air fall tephra. 

1.9 PHYSIOGRAPHY 

Major physiographic features are illustrated in Fig. 1.10. The 

Hauraki Plains is a graben, occupying a broad valley 25 km wide 

extending over 200 km from Tirau to the Hauraki Gulf, infilled by late 

Pleistocene to Recent rhyolitic volcaniclastic sediments (Cuthbertson, 

1981). Houghton and Cuthbertson (in press) state the graben can be 

subdivided into a number of blocks caused by faulting, paralleling the 

graben margins. 
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Fig. 1.10 Physiographic regions: Hauraki Plains to Tauranga Basin. 

1. Tauranga Basin;

2. Whak.amarama Plateau;

3. Kairnai Ranges;

4. Hauraki Plains;

5. Paparnoa Ranges;

6. Mamaku Plateau;

7. Maketu Basin;

8. Kaharoa Plateau;

9. Coromandel Ranges.
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Rising abruptly from the Hauraki plains is the upfaulted block of 

the Kaimai Ranges, bounded to the west by steep fault scarps dissected 

by streams. (Fig. 1.11). To the east the transition is more gentle 

with the Mamaku and Waiteariki Ignimbrites abutting against the 

Kaimais. The range trends NW/SE usually as a single chain but becomes 

multiple in the Te Aroha district. Mt Te Aroha is the highest point 

(952 m) in the Kaimais; south of this peak the range averages 

500-800 m. The range consists of of a core of andesites (some have 

been mineralised) of Beeson Island Volcanics capped at higher levels 

by dacites (Healy, 1969). 

The Whakamarama Plateau, bounded to the south by the Kaimai 

Ranges lies to the north of the study area and is an old feature 

(approximately 0.84 m.y.) which dips gently (4-8° ) under and is 

overlain by the sediments and volcanic products of the Tauranga Basin 

and northern Mamaku Plateau. 

The Mamaku Plateau is a geologically young structure (0.14 m.y.), 

covering an area of 4350 km 2 (Fig. 1.12). It fans out from the 

Rotorua Caldera, with its apex at Mamaku (600 m) and extends west to 

Tokoroa and Putaruru and north to Tauranga and Te Puke where it has 

been divided by the Papamoa Ranges (these contain a number of 

northeastly trending volcanic vents). Isolated outcrops east of the 

Rotorua Caldera suggest that the Mamaku Ignimbrite originally 

surrounded its presumed source, the caldera. The presence of tors at 

Mamaku and 5 km north of the Mamaku Ignimbrite type site (UlS/887554) 

indicates that some of the unwelded material has been eroded. 

However, the flat interfluves in the study area indicate that much of 

the original plateau profile has been preserved. 
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Fig. 1.11 View of western Kaimais and Hauraki Plains . .  Note the 

steep Hauraki fault scarp. 
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The northern Mamaku Plateau dips about 2 ° in a northerly 

direction towards the the Tauranga Basin, falling 300 m over 12 km in 

the study area. The streams and rivers flow north, entrenched in 

steep to vertical gorges. Interfluves with concordant heights 

separate the waterways. Streams have cut small gullies on these 

interfluves through the soft upper Mamaku Ignimbrite to its harder 

middle layer. 

At the north eastern boundary of the study area, where the rivers 

have mostly cut out of their gorges, lies the 

Pleistocene-Holocene Tauranga Basin, covering an area of 

late 

about 

570 km 2
• It is a north easterly dipping block, dominated by the tidal 

estuarine lagoon of Tauranga Harbour. The basin, in which subsidence 

still continues, is infilled by fluvial, estuarine and volcanic 

deposits (Matua Subgroup) with Waiteariki Ignimbrite acting as local 

basement (Harmsworth, 1983). 

1.10 NOMENCLATURE 

Three groups of pyroclastic rocks are recognised in the 

literature. These are derived from flows, falls and surges (Wright 

et al., 1980). The overall geometry is the main feature used to 

differentiate between these deposits, though Walker (1981b) notes that 

there can be overlap between these processes. Pyroclastic flows and 

surges are the end members of a range of hot gas-rich, sediment 

gravity flows, which vary from concentrated laminar and plug flows 

through to dilute turbulent density currents (Sparks, 1976; Sparks 

et al., 1978; Sheridan, 1979; Wright et al., 1980). The deposit of a 

single flow, is a flow unit (Smith, 1960ab). A commonly used term for 

this or multiple flow units is ignimbrite. which is adopted by the 

writer regardless of the degree of welding in preference to ash flow 

tuff or welded tuff. Terminology 1n this work generally follows that 
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of Smith (1960a,b); Wright et al., (1980); Schmidt (1981); Wright 

et al., (1981); Fisher and Schmincke (1984). 

1.11 AIMS 

(1) To differentiate between the Mamaku, Waimakariri and 

Waiteariki Ignimbrites by petrographic techniques, by field 

examination and prepare a geological map of the northern Mamaku 

Plateau. 

(2) To construct detailed stratigraphic columns that highlight

crystal, pumice and lithic variations within each ignirnbrite and to 

estimate welding with the use of a PT Schmidt hammer. 

(3) To suggest eruptive mechanisms, and modes of transportation

and deposition of these ignimbrites. 



CHAPTER TWO 

METHODS 
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2.1 FIELD METHODS 

2.1.1 Introduction 

Preliminary reconnaissance of the study area was made in late 

1983 and most of the mapping was undertaken during the summer of 1984. 

A total of 588 samples were collected, 21 columns described and 57 

days spent in the field. 

2.1.2 Mapping 

Initial mapping was undertaken at a scale of 1:10 000 with base 

maps obtained by photo-enlarging the appropriate sections of 

topographic maps U14 and U15. Information was transferred to the 

final map, prepared at a scale of 1:25 000. 

Exposures along interfluves are usually poor and to map it was 

necessary to find ridges which could be followed to the waterways. 

Thick scrub and precipitous slopes made this difficult. Occasionally, 

farmers' tracks and public and private roads allowed easy access to 

the geology and provided many of the columns. Air photos at a scale 

of 1:30 000 and 1:25 000 were used to locate outcrops, to identify 

ridges that might be followed, and in final mapping. 

Units were mapped in the traditional lithostratigraphic manner as 

formations. However it was recognised that the Mamaku and Waimakariri 

Ignimbrites contained several members (flow units) within each 

formation. For example the Mamaku Ignimbrite in the study area 

contains 4 flow units and the Waimakariri at least 3 flow units. 

These are discussed in Chapter 3. 
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2.1.3 Column Descriptions 

A major aim of this thesis was the construction of detailed 

stratigraphic columns, of the tephras, sediments and particularly 

ignimbrites. This study is thus primarily a field study. Sample 

sites in the ignimbrite columns were mostly selected every 5 to 15 m 

if the deposit was appeared homogeneous, though this depended on the 

height of the column and available exposure. Where there were obvious 

changes these were described and so the sample program is to some 

extent biased. 

2.1.4 Ignimbrite Descriptions 

For ignimbrites, a number of different parameters were measured 

at each site of a column. The procedure was to first note outcrop 

characteristics, particularly joint orientations and intensity and 

then a hand specimen description was recorded (see Appendix 2 for a 

copy of the field guide). 

Colour was noted and then total crystal percentages were 

estimated with a hand lens. For pumice, a 30 cm by 13 cm clear 

plastic bag acting as a sample area was placed over cleaned outcrop 

and every pumice clast down to a few millimetres diameter counted 

within the area. Percentages within the sample area were estimated 

with the use of the comparison chart of Andrews (1982). The colour 

and physical characteristics were noted and pumice lengths measured, 

these provided minimum, maximum and average values. The pumice 

measurements gave upper limits to grain size while the smaller to 

medium size ranges (glass and crystals) were estimated by visual and 

hand lens examination. If pumice appeared to be flow aligned the 

bearing was recorded. Welding was estimated with a PT type Schmidt 

hammer. Lithics were identified, and lengths measured to give average 
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and maximum values, percentages were estimated using Andrews 

comparison chart (1982). The groundmass was described and degree of 

sorting estimated using a grain size comparator. Approximate rock 

strength was estimated using Selby's (1982) table. The degree of 

weathering was estimated using the field guide of Andrews (1982). The 

field guide developed does not cope with all eventualities and if 

pyroclastic structures, charcoal logs elutriation pipes or any 

interesting phenomenon was seen this was also noted. A sample was 

usually taken from each site for more detailed examination. 

2 .1. 5 Welding 

To obtain quantitative measurements of the degree of welding of 

the ignimbrites, the PT type Schmidt hammer was used. This is a 

pendulum type hammer, devised for carrying out in situ, non 

destructive tests on weak building materials with a compressive 

strength of 23 to 345MPa (Operating Instructions). 

The N, R, P and PT Schmidt hammers were experimented with in the 

field on the ignimbrites under study. The N and R types were reliable 

only on densely welded Waiteariki, while the P type left indentations 

in less welded sections of the Mamaku and Waimakariri Ignimbrites. 

While experimentation demonstrated that the PT hammer gave the 

best overall results, for greater accuracy the N, R and P types could 

have been used in more densely welded sections. However it was not 

practical to carry more than one Schmidt hammer. Ten to fifteen 

impacts were made on cleaned outcrop and obvious low values were 

disregarded in the calculation of the mean. Joints and pumice were 

avoided and each impact was made on a fresh area. 

obtained are meant only as an index to welding. 

The measurements 
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2.1.6 Errors 

Pumice was occasionally difficult to see owing to similarity in 

the colour to that of the matrix, its texture or its small size. Thus 

it can be expected that in some cases numbers and percentages were 

underestimated. As only a two dimensional view of pumice can be 

obtained in a cleaned face, it not being practical or in some cases 

physically possible to excavate each pumice, it can also be expected 

that lengths in some cases were underestimated. Potential errors in 

estimating more densely welded rocks with the PT Schmidt hammer and 

bias in the data have been mentioned. 

2.1.7 Descriptions of Sedimentary Rocks 

Descriptions of sediments were recorded in a systematic manner 

similar to ignimbrites (see Appendix 2). At each site, outcrop 

characteristics were noted, particularly sedimentary structures and 

thickness of units. 

A handspecimen description was then made of the lithological 

units exposed. The colour was noted and induration estimated. 

Composition was both estimated in the field and a sample retained for 

later examination. Sizes were measured and percentages estimated of 

crystals. matrix, rock fragments and also pumice which was common. 

These measurements enabled the grain size based on the Udden Wentworth 

system to be determined. Sorting was then estimated with the grain 

size comparator. 

2.1.8 Column Height Estimations 

Initially an Abney level was used to measure changes in height 

when describing columns. However the Paulin altimeter was found to be 

much quicker and is accurate to approximately 2 m. The Littlejohn 
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pocket altimeter, accurate to about 14 m was useful for measuring 

thickness of ignimbrites when travelling down ridges. The Sununto 

clinometer, a precision slope angle and height meter, was used in 

measuring the height of cliffs. The word height is used extensively 

in this thesis. The reader should take it to mean the distance from 

the base of a column to the top. 

2.2 LABORATORY METHODS 

2.2.1 Binocular Examination 

It was realised that hand lens estimation of crystal percentages 

was unreliable, and while pointcounting is the best method of 

estimating crystal percentages it was originally thought impractical 

to make slides of all samples that required modal analysis. To 

overcome this difficulty a binocular microscope at 20 and 40 power was 

used to examine three chips from each sample and percentages 

estimated. However a large number of thin-sections were made and the 

data obtained from binocular estimations was not required. Often, 

binocular estimations were within 1-2% of estimates from 

point-counting. 

Probes of known size were used ·to reestimate the small to medium 

grain sizes (glass, crystals) of incipiently to non welded zones of 

the Mamaku and Waimakariri Ignimbrites. Interestingly it was found 

that felsic crystals particularly feldspar could be disaggregated with

ease. In some particularly devitrified samples of the Mamaku 

Ignimbrite, snow like crystals had formed, presumably a product of 

devitrification. 
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2.2.2 Thin Section Preparation 

Because of their often weak nature, ignimbrite samples prepared 

for petrological examination were impregnated with resin under vacuum. 

Ignimbrites were found to be more difficult than loose sands to 

impregnate and several methods were tried
1 

including various ratios of 

acetone to resin. However, the most satisfactory method was to 

impregnate the sample using pure resin under vacuum for half an hour 

(or until bubbles stopped). It was allowed to stand overnight to 

cure, and then placed in an oven for eight hours at 60 ° C to harden. 

The sample was then ground flat and glued to a glass slide with the 

excess trimmed by diamond saw. Before final grinding by diamond lap 

and carborundum powder the sample was reimpregnated and allowed to 

harden and cure. 

By this method full impregnation was possible and few crystals 

were plucked from the slide while grinding. Exceptions were pumice 

slides where many crystals were plucked out, rendering them unsuitable 

for pointcounting. Oxidized mafic crystals in Mamaku Ignimbrite were 

also often partially plucked out. A total of 107 slides was made. 

To investigate mineralised Waimakariri, three polished slides 

were prepared for examination under reflected light. The method 

followed that of thin section preparation, with additional stages of 

progressive grinding with finer grades of carborundum powder, and then 

polishing with jewellers' rouge, moving to finer grades of diamond 

paste until a glossy shine was achieved. 
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2.2.3 Modal Analysis 

The use of a mechanical stage on a petrographic microscope is an 

established technique for obtaining quantitative estimates of relative 

mineral abundances. A point count of 400 was most often chosen. 

Errors are caused by: (1) variations within the thin section due to 

grainsize and spacing, (2) not every grain was counted and some larger 

crystals were counted more than once; (3) as mentioned previously the 

ferromagnesian crystals in the Mamaku Ignimbrite are often heavily 

oxidised and weathered which rendered them prone to plucking. Hence 

it is likely that mafic crystals were underestimated in the Mamaku 

Ignimbrite. All unidentifiable ferromagnesian crystals were recorded 

as hypersthene. 

2.2.4 x-�ay Fluorescence 

Qualitative analysis using an ORTEC energy dispersive XRF was 

used for the following purpose. When mapping a Mr Peer drew the 

author's attention to the observation that sheep had been selectively 

eating 'rhyolite' (Mamaku Ignimbrite) on his farm for many years. It 

seemed appropriate to investigate this and samples were prepared to 

see if there were trace or major element variations (see Appendix 1). 

2.2.5 Fossil Analysis 

Six samples were prepared for diatom analysis in the following 

manner: 0.25 gm of sediment was added to 50 ml of hydrogen peroxide 

and boiled for an hour. One drop of solution was placed on a glass 

slide, allowed to dry and covered by plearax suspension(which has a 

high refractive index) and cover slip added. Slides were examined 

under a 400 power binocular microscope and in three cases abundant 

diatoms were found, and traces in two other slides. 



CHAPTER THREE 

STRATIGRAPHY AND STRUCTURE 
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3.0 INTRODUCTION 

The geology of the study area consists of a sequence of Middle to 

Late Pleistocene and Holocene tephras, sediments and ignimbrites, 

discussed here in that order. This is followed by a discussion of 

structural features. This chapter describes some of the more 

important stratigraphic columns. Their location is shown in Fig. 3.1. 

Names given to the columns indicate a specific location or the 

property owner s name, type of farm, or hydro-electric station name. 

Features seen in the field and described in vertical columns and 

horizontal sections of the ignimbrites allow a variety of information 

to be deduced. For example, welding, flow directions, source, 

environments of deposition, and separation of the ignimbrites into 

flow units. 

3.1 TEPHRAS 

Previous investigators have described and identified, largely by 

field methods, the principal Late Quaternary tephras in the McLarens 

Falls - Ruahihi area. 

Rerewhakaaitu Ash, 

Named tephras include Kaharoa Ash, Rotorua Ash, 

Okareka Ash, Kawakawa Tephra (Oruanui Ash), 

Mangaone subgroup tephra(s), Rotoehu Ash, and Hamilton Ash (Pullar et 

al. 1973; Harmsworth 1983; Cowbourne 1985). Tephric loess (as 

described by Kennedy 1980, 1984) have also been recognised. 

Two sections at Joyce Road and Ngamanawa are described in 

Fig. 3.2. Identification of undifferentiated Holocene tephras 

including the tephric loess are tentative as they are based only on 

their field appearance. The older units, especially Rotoehu Ash, have 

more distinctive properties (Fig. 3.3) that enable them to be traced 

over the whole study area. Pullar et al. (1973) refer to the Mangaone 

Subgroup as undifferentiated Mangaoni Lapilli (Vucetich and Pullar 
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Fig. 3.3 Close up of (1) Hamilton Ash, (2) Rotoehu Ash and (3) 

Mangaoni Lapilli. Note the strongly shower bedded 
nature of the Rotoehu Ash and the Mn stains at the 

contact between the Rotoehu and Hamilton Ashes. T.C.C 
Weir (U14/859739). 

Fig. 3.4 Exposure of about .6 m of tephra on Ngamanawa 

Incorporation land (UlS/785654). Note this photo was 

taken 0.5 km west of where the soil profile was 
described. Contact with the Hamilton ash is at the 
mans head. (1) Mamaku Ignimbrite, (2) Hamilton Ash, 
(3) Rotoehu Ash (4) Mangaone lapilli, (5) Tephric loess

and (6) Holocene Tephras.
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1969). This formation was redefined by Howorth (1975) and Howorth et 

al. (1981) as the Mangaone Subgroup comprising 8 tephra formations. 

It is not known which of these formations is represented here, but 

Maketu Tephra (c. 37 k.y.) and Hapuparu Tephra (c. 36 k.y.) are 

possible contenders, being identified in the coastal Tauranga area by 

Birrell et al. (1977) and Hogg and McCraw (1983) respectively. Ages 

for the Rerewhakaaitu and Okareka tephras are from Pullar et al. while 

the Rotoehu Ash dated at 42 k.y. by 14C, is now estimated to be

50 k.y. old (McGlone et al., 1984). 

The Rotoehu Ash is a distinctive and widespread marker bed 

(Fig. 3.4). The basal unit is shower bedded, very pale grey to white 

and comprises pumice (2-3 mm), glass, small lithic fragments and 

crystals. There is a gradational change to fine vitric material that 

has been deposited in 1-3 cm shower bedded layers that have weathered 

to a light yellow brown colour as it approaches the contact with the 

Mangaone Subgroup tephra. This upper zone is extremely firm and 

compact and often stands proud of the outcrop. Samples when broken, 

fracture in a subconchoidal fashion. 

The Hamilton Ash is widespread throughout the study area with a 

maximum thickness of 4.8 m at the end of Belk Road, although it 

generally averages 2 m. It is reddish brown and is a clay loam to 

silty clay. The structure is often massive towards the base and 

grades upwards into a well developed paleosol, with a nutty, blocky 

structure as it nears the contact with the Rotoehu ash (Fig. 3.4). 

McCraw (1975) showed that beds H5-H8 (terminology of Ward, 1967) 

overlie Mamaku Ignimbrite elsewhere; hence, one or more of these units 

is likely to be represented here. The age for the Hamilton Ash has 

been estimated from the overlying Rotoehu Ash and underlying Mamaku 

Ignimbrite (Mamaku Ignimbrite has been dated at 0.14 m.y.; Murphy and 
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Seward 1980). Therefore it is suggested that the Hamilton Ash's age 

(in the study area) may lie in the range 80-100 ky. Earlier Hamilton 

Ash beds (Hl-H4) have a maximum age of possibly 254 k.y. (Froggatt et

al., 1986). 

Occasionally a 2-3 m thick strongly weathered tephra can be found 

underlying Hamilton Ash. It is a light yellow orange, sandy clay, 

friable, with a well developed prismatic structure (Fig. 3.5) and 

comprises one airfall unit. The tephra may represent the rather 

loosely defined Pahoia Tuff of Pullar et al. (1973). The unit 

overlies Mamaku Ignimbrite and hence it too must be between 100 to 

140 k.y. old. 

3.2 RECENT ALLUVIUM 

Recent alluvium is defined as the pale grey, massive, 

unconsolidated sands exposed in the Omanawa and Kopurererua Valleys in 

the northern study area. These are levee/overbank deposits of the 

rivers and are about 1.5 m thick. A black sandy charcoal lens (1-2 cm 

thick) occasionally found near the top is probably the result of bush 

burning in the early part of this century. These small deposits are 

not discussed further. 

3.3 OPUIAKI SEDIMENTS 

3.3.1 Introduction 

The Opuiaki Sediments (informal name) are widespread throughout 

the northern Mamaku Plateau and refer to the deposits overlying the 

Waiteariki Ignimbrite and underlying the Waimakariri Ignimbrite. 

These sediments comprise a wide range of textures (clay to cobbles), 

sedimentary structures (massive to crossbedded), induration (loose to 

indurated), thickness (3 to 20 m) and paleoenvironments (lacustrine to 
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Fig. 3.5 Exposure of the Pahoia Tuff and overlying ashes: (1) 
Mamaku Ignimbrite, (2) Pahoia Tuffs, (3) Hamilton Ash
(4) Rotoehu Ash (5) Holocene Tephras. Farm track, 
upper Omanawa area (UlS/795697).
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fluvial). This means that no one column or locality characterises the 

diverse features of the Opuiaki Sediments. One of the better exposed 

columns is shown in Fig. 3.6; 6 others are included in Appendix 2. 

Stratigraphic units have been divided into lithotypes to facilitate a 

brief interpretation of depositional environments. 

3.3.2 Lithology 

The following is a summary of the Opuiaki A column in the middle 

reaches of the Opuiaki River (U15/753682, Fig 3.7). The basal unit is 

1.8 m thick, white with yellow-white varves every 1-1.5 cm and is a 

well sorted siltstone (lithotype 1). When dried the rock has a low 

specific gravity which reflects the rock's abundant diatom content 

(see section 4.5.1). This is in sharp contact with, and overlain by, 

a 4 cm, medium grey, massive, loose, silty sandstone (lithotype 2). 

This layer, in turn, is overlain by a 1.2 m thick normally graded unit 

composed of a number of sets of strata (lithotype 3). These 

alternating coarse/fine sand and siltstone strata have on average a 

basal sandstone unit 1-2 cm thick (a clean, white, medium sandstone) 

that grades into a siltstone 3-4 cm thick (pale yellow grey, firm, 

silty sandstone). This bedded unit is overlain by a 1.9 m massive 

light yellow sandy siltstone (lithotype 4). In turn this layer is 

overlain by a 1 m thick, light pinkish grey, firm siltstone (also 

lithotype 4). A similar sequence was described at the pozzalana 

quarry (U14/732723). 

At Oropi Gorge, 20 m of sediments are well exposed (Fig. 3.6). 

These are divided into three main lithotypes. Type 4 are massive 

(with the occasional lamination). pale grey to light yellow siltstone. 

A 10 cm thick, normally graded, chalazoidite layer lies at the top of 

lithotype 4. The matrix is a light yellow orange siltstone. The 

chalazoidites average 8 mm diameter and when broken open have brown 
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Fig. 3.6 Sediments at Oropi Gorge (UlS/877687). 
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Fig. 3.7 Horizontalli bedded sands and siltstones, lithotypes 1, 
2 and 3. The sandy lens has been partly eroded out. 
Opuiaki A column (UlS/753682). 

Fig. 3.8 Medium scale trough crossbeds. Hammer at base of 3 cm 
thick iron pan. Lithotype 5, Carrs Track (U14/830750). 
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concentric rings. Type 5 deposits are normally graded, with the basal 

unit usually a 2-3 cm thick silty sand and the overlying unit a few 

centimetres to half a metre thick. 

At the top of the sedimentary sequence there is a 3 m layer of 

matrix supported, poorly sorted, Waimakariri Ignimbrite. However as 

it is both under and overlain by sediments and is strongly reverse 

bedded, the deposit is considered to be a subaqueous pyroclastic flow. 

An alternative hypothesis is a debris flow, though these are typically 

massive and not graded, therefore this idea is rejected. Diatoms were 

not found in any of the samples from this column. 

At the base of Carrs track (U14/828748) there is a 2 m exposure 

of low angle crossbedded sands and gravels interspersed with several 

iron pans and a gravel lens (Fig. 3.8). These are referred to as 

lithotype 6. Petrographic examination of the gravel clasts 

demonstrated their Waiteariki Ignimbrite and Minden rhyolite 

parentage. Overlying the sands 1s a fine grained, well sorted, 

Plinian airfall which is interpreted as precursory to the Waimakariri 

Ignimbrite. Usually it is massive, though bedding was seen once, in 

the gorge of the Kopurererua Stream (U14/829735). The gravelly 

sands are somewhat similar to other low-angle crossbedded units seen 

at the Lower Mangapapa station, but because they are free of silts and 

clays they are referred to as lithotype 7 (Fig. 3.9). Lithotype 8 

consists of pumiceous gravelly sand. with large scale crossbedded 

sets. These are rare (Fig. 3.10). 

3.3.3 Depositional Environment 

Friedman and Sanders (1978) note that the deposits of braided 

streams consist mostly of sand or gravel, muds are subordinate or 

absent. This absence distinguishes braided fluvial deposits from 



Fig. 3.9 Crossbedded sets of sandy silts, lithotype 7. Lower 

Mangapapa station (UlS/787688). 

Fig, 3.10 Large scale tabular cross bedded sets of pumiceous 
gravelly sands, lithotype 8, in contact with 

Waimakariri Ignimbrite, Mangapapa River (UlS/777714). 
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those of meandering streams. As the majority of the Opuiaki Sediments 

are sands, silts, and clays it is assumed that the main 

paleoenvironment of the Opuiaki sediments is a meandering river (flood 

plain) system associated with lakes. 

A lake basin environment is suggested for lithotypes 1, 2 and 3. 

These deposits are rare and confined to two localities: the pozzolana 

quarry and middle reaches of the Opuiaki River. Lithotype 1 has light 

and dark coloured laminae which probably represent summer and winter 

deposition from suspended material (i.e.' varves). This in 

combination with abundant diatoms and silt sized vitric material 

excludes the smaller still water environments such as ox-bow lakes and 

localised ponds and suggests a lake environment. Lithotype 2, a 

massive, coarse sand is probably formed by slump generated turbidity 

currents from previously deposited sediments of an oversteepened 

lakeside (Collinson, 1978). It is suggested that lithotype 3 formed 

in response to finer grained components settling out of the water in 

response to the turbidity current. An alternative hypothesis is

sediment brought to the lake by an inflowing stream or river in flood 

as described by Irwin (1975). In either case the material appears to 

be derived from tephri� inputs. Healy (1975) notes that lakes 

have been a feature of lowland areas in the TVZ since it first 

developed. They were ephemeral, becoming infilled by volcanic 

sediment washed in from surrounding higher areas or obliterated by 

larger eruptions. Previously, (section 1.7) it has been suggested a 

comparison can be drawn between activity in the TVZ and the Tauranga 

Volcanic Zone. Irwin (1975) notes likely origins of lakes are: (1) 

tectonic basins formed by faulting, (2) as a result of volcanic 

activity, or as a combination of 1 and 2. Possibly one of these 

processes was responsible for the formation of paleo lake basins in 

the study area. 
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Lithotype 4 is considered to have been deposited within abandoned 

channels (ox-bow lakes) or other topographic lows within a fluvial 

system. Lithotype 5 is considered to be a flood plain deposit. These 

overbank deposits form by suspended sediment dropping out of the flood 

waters and form a widespread thin blanket of silts (Friedman and 

Sanders, 1978). An alternative origin is that of direct tephric input 

into a small shallow lake� as implied by the presence of 

chalazoidites. Paleosols might be expected in some of these sediments 

though only one outcrop seen in the Opuiaki River suggested that it 

may originally have been subject to soil formation. 

The coarse nature of the deposit (gravels and sands) and 

sedimentary structure (Nu crossbedding) of lithotype 6 imply a channel 

fill and/or point bar deposits (Lewis, 1984). A crevasse splay or 

scour fill environment is suggested for lithotype 7, while the 

relatively coarse texture and sedimentary structures of lithotype 8 

suggests a point bar or cross-over region of deposition (Lewis, 1984). 

3.4 MAMAKU IGNIMBRITE 

3.4.1 Introduction 

The Mamaku Ignimbrite was named by Martin (1961) who designated 

the gorge of the Mangorewa River at the Kohoroa-Tauranga road bridge 

as the type site (015/887554). The author visited the area, the aim 

being to compare a relatively proximal exposure (10 km from source, 

130 m thick) with the more distal Mamaku outcrops in the study area. 

Its maximum known drilled thickness is 180 m on the NW side of Lake 

Rotorua (Nathan, 1976), which is its source (Healy, 1962). An erupted 

volume of at least 300 km 3 is estimated (Wilson et al., 1984). The 

ignimbrite was originally described in the study area by Healy (1957) 

who called it the upper Omanawa Ignimbrite. While Lloyd (1965) named 
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it the upper Mamaku Ignimbrite, Mamaku Ignimbrite in Martins (1961) 

original sense is currently recognised as being the most appropriate. 

Fig. 3.11 is an idealised column of this ignimbrite and it is derived 

from distal, medial and proximal exposures. 

3.4.2 Age and Source 

Healy (1962) considers the source of the Mamaku Ignimbrite, to be 

the Rotorua caldera, collapse after emission resulting in its present 

shape. The steady thickening of the Mamaku to the south and the 

wide-spread 

contention. 

distribution in the study area supports Healy's 

Grange (1937); (cited in Briggs, 1973) states the 

ignimbrite was preceded and followed by the extrusion of rhyolite 

domes. The ignimbrite has been fission track dated at 0.14 m.y. 

(Murphy and Seward, 1980). 

3.4.3 Distribution 

The Mamaku Ignimbrite forms the upper surface of the northern 

Mamaku Plateau and dips about 2 ° to the north. In the southern study 

area the ignimbrite is widespread and thick. a maximum of 70 m being 

recorded at the entrance to the Ngamanawa Incorporation's land 

(UlS/791647). The following discussion is related to distal outcrop 

in the northern area and is discussed in a clock wise direction from 

west (Soldiers Road) to the east (Pyes Pa Road). The ignimbrite was 

not found outcropping in the far northwestern study area (southwest 

Whakamarama Plateau): the most northwesterly outcrop seen was a 5 m 

thick deposit, 20 m below interfluve level on a track leading to the 

Opuiaki River (UlS/767697). The deposit is an example of topographic 

inversion, as at the start of the track there is an outcrop of 

Waimakariri 

Ignimbrite. 

Ignimbrite which stratigraphically 

This is best explained by distal 

overlies Mamaku 

Mamaku Ignimbrite 
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flowing into a paleo-valley carved into Waimakariri Ignimbrite by the 

Opuiaki River. Further south (end of Soldiers Road) the ignimbrite 

begins to outcrop extensively. 

A small, unnamed tributary (Ul4/787713) of McLarens Falls Lake 

has exposed a 15 m thick outcrop. Further south from this point, it 

outcrops extensively in farmers' tracks and stream and river gorges. 

Two kilometres due east a very weathered outcrop is exposed in a small 

gully off Tomsett Road (U14/805712). Four kms NE at Carrs track 

(U14/828748, off Belk Road), a 2 m thick layer of Mamaku Ignimbrite 

can be seen overlying Waimakariri Ignimbrite: this flow unit is here 

named sheet 4. Three kilometres south, towards the end of Belk Road, 

the first extensive deposits of Mamaku Ignimbrite begin to outcrop 

(U14/824712). One of the most northerly Mamaku exposures is a 20 m 

deposit in the Joyce Road gully, this comprises three flow units, 

sheets 2, 3 and 4 which are discussed in some detail further in the 

chapter. The T.C.C Weir column is the most northerly exposure 

(29.5 km from source) though only sheet 2 was identified. 

The overall distribution of the Mamaku Ignimbrite in the study 

area is a fan shape which is at its furthest extent in the northeast 

sector of the study area (see geologic map in back pocket). The first 

is a gradual but steady decrease in thickness from the south to the 

north. The ignimbrite is 70 m thick at the upper Omanawa Dam at the 

far southern end of the study area. 

Four and a half kilometres due north at Omanawa Falls the rock is 

40m thick. Three kilometres north from the falls, at the end of Belk 

Road, Mamaku Ignimbrite is about 15 m thick. Three kilometres north 

at Carrs track only a 2m veneer (sheet 4). remain. 
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Apart from the fact that the Ignimbrite steadily diminishes in 

thickness in a northerly direction, the importance of the sheet 4 

deposit at Carrs track is that sheets 1, 2, or 3 are not present (it 

seems unlikely that they would be eroded but sheet 4 remains). From 

this the writer concludes that the main body of the Mamaku Ignimbrite 

lost the ability to transport its load before entering the Tauranga 

Basin. This is contrary to the view of Harmsworth (1983) and 

Cowbourne (1985) who state that the Mamaku Ignimbrite probably entered 

the Tauranga Basin. 

3.4.4 Lithology 

The Mamaku type site is 10 km NW from source and 8 km SW from the 

south-western boundary of the study area. Road reconstruction now 

provides an excellent exposure of the Mamaku Ignimbrite. The base is 

strongly welded with columnar joints every 1.5 m. Matrix colour is 

medium grey, pumice is lenticular with a greyish brown colour. 

Jointing and welding decrease in intensity as altitude increases while 

pumice becomes steadily less lenticular, though remaining much the 

same colour. In the strongly welded zone the pumice are often in 

roughly parallel alignment which is the result of compaction and/or 

indicates laminar flow. In the less welded zones only occasionally 

could preferred pumice orientation be observed, usually the 

orientation is random. Over 5 m in the lower middle of the outcrop 

the rock changes from a devitrified but welded and coherent outcrop to 

a highly altered fumarolic zone with numerous vertical fumarolic pipes 

of fine pink to red material. Most pumice has been removed or 

destroyed in this zone and the rock is weak. The fumarolic activity 

is concentrated 1n a 20 m horizontal distance and reduces in intensity 

over 8 m vertically. In all, the zone extends for about 30 m 

(Fig. 3.12). In the uppermost few metres of outcrop there is a sharp 
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Fig. 3.12 Close up of fossil fumarole. Original texture largely 
destroyed, Mamaku type site (UlS/887554). 

Fig. 3.13 Illustration of the variation in colour of Mamaku 
Ignimbrite. This is either related to fumarole -
vapour phase activity, or differential weathering. 
Lloyd Mandeno column (UlS/787685) 
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contact with an overlying flow unit here called sheet 3. The 

identification of a new flow unit was made on the basis of a manganese 

lens which separates the flows, a change in colour, changes in pumice 

numbers and percentages, and change in welding (see the type site 

column, Appendix 2). 

At the entrance 

(UlS/791647, hereafter 

to the 

referred 

Ngamanawa Incorporation's land 

to as Ngamanawa) there is a 70 m 

exposure of the ignimbrite. The outcrop can be summarised as having a 

light pink matrix with abundant brown to brownish black spots. All 

pumice and matrix has been devitrified, pumice is mostly pink though 

white examples are common in the upper half of the flow. Occasionally 

a relict fibrous texture can be detected. In the lower part of the 

flow, pumice is semi-lenticular. This effect reduces with height. 

Pumice is everywhere randomly orientated. The base of the rock is 

moderately columnar jointed and welded; both these effects decrease in 

intensity as height increases. At Hekes track, 1.5 km E of Ngamanawa, 

the textural characteristics are similar, although vertical fumarolic 

pipes, depleted in coarse material, are common. They are not nearly 

as well developed as at Ngamanawa. 

Four kilometres NNW, at the Lloyd Mandeno column (UlS/787685) a 

24 m thick outcrop of Mamaku Ignimbrite overlies Waimakariri 

Ignimbrite. Matrix colour is variable (Fig. 3.13) and ranges from 

light brown, to a light grey and shades of pink. Towards the top of 

the flow, colour changes to the more usual light pink with brown 

spots. These variations are attributed to a combination of 

weathering, fumarolic activity and vapour phase activity. Three and a 

half kilometres NE at Omanawa Falls only the basal strongly welded 

zone is exposed, the pumice is markedly lenticular and is strongly 

aligned NW-SE. 
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Scotts track (UlS/777677) lies 2 km SW from the Lloyd Mandeno 

column. Exposed is the base, the columnar jointed and welded middle, 

and upper incipiently welded zone, often with marked changes in 

lithology (Figs 3.14, 3.15). The lithological variation is not 

considered to be caused by separate flow units. 

At the end of Belk Road, 3 km NNW from Omanawa Falls and 0.25 km 

due S of the road cutting there is an abandoned tramway tunnel and 

several cuttings (Ul4/825711) about 15 m below the level of Belk Road. 

The groundmass is devitrified, slightly weathered and brownish pink. 

Pumice averages 1-2 cm, and varies from light yellow, to light pink. 

The rock is incipiently to moderately welded, the tunnel being able to 

stand unsupported. Lithics are very scarce in this outcrop. 

Basal Mamaku Ignimbrite at the T.C.C weir (Ul4/857737) column has 

a light reddish brown matrix, pumice is fresh, has a fibrous texture 

and a very pale orange colour and averages 2 cm with a maximum of 

11 cm (Fig. 3.16). The rock is poorly sorted and ranges mainly from a 

fine to coarse tuff with some breccia. In the lower section of the 

columnar jointed zone a lithic concentration zone was noted 

(Fig. 3.17). Generally these are devitrified and best seen in thin 

section. Lithologic characteristics at the basal zone at Scotts track 

are similar and not repeated. The basal groundmass at Oropi gorge 

(UlS/877687) is light yellow grey and pumice has a similar colour as 

the groundmass. 

3.4.5 Contact Relations 

The Mamaku Ignimbrite is generally separated from the Waimakariri 

Ignimbrite by a graveley sand lens 3 to 5 cm thick. In contrast, 

exact contact between the Mamaku lgnimbrite and overlying tephras 

(usually Hamilton ash) can be hard to define, as the top of the Mamaku 
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Fig. 3.14 Hand specimen of moderately welded, coarse and fine 
tuff, upper basal zone. Mamaku Ignimbrite, Scotts 
track (U14/777677). 

Fig. 3.15 Close up of strongly devitrified lapilli tuff. Note 
the well preserved lenticular, fibrous texture of the 
relic pumice. From the upper middle columnar jointed 
zone. Mamaku Ignimbrite, Scotts track. 
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Fig. 3.16 Contact between the.overlying Mamaku and underlying 
Waimakariri Ignimbrite. Note the 2-5 cm gravelly 
sandy lens which separates the two flows, T.C.C Weir 
(U14/860739). 

Fig. 3.17 Rare lithic concentration zone, basal moderately 
welded layer Mamaku Ignimbrite T.C.C. Weir. 
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is often heavily weathered. Usually there is a gradational change 

over 0.5 m to where tephra can be separated confidently from 

ignimbrite. 

3.4.6 Flow Units 

Four flow units (Smith 1960a) are here recognised in the Mamaku 

Ignimbrite. At the Mamaku type site, near the top of the flow, the 

ignimbrite was divided into two flow units (sheets 2 and 3) from field 

characteristics. From sheet 2 to sheet 3 there is a change from 

reddish grey to purple grey, an increase in pumice from 5 to 12 %, an 

increase in welding 18 to 30 PT units, a slight decrease in total 

crystals from 10 to 8% and the sheets are separated by a Mn layer 

(Fig. 3.18). 

Only sheet 2 is recognised in the southern study area (Ngamanawa, 

Hekes) though probably the upper units were eroded. However sheet 3 

was identified at Joyce Road (one of the most northerly exposures) 

based on a pumice concentration zone and a 3-8 cm thick surge layer 

which directly underlies sheet 3. 

Oropi gorge is 6 km E of Omanawa Falls and has complete exposure 

of the Mamaku Ignimbrite. The immediate basal zone (sheet 1) is a 

pyroclastic breccia to lapilli and coarse tuff, incipiently welded, 

although over a vertical distance of about 2.5 m pumice and groundmass 

steadily becomes more devitrified. The matrix is pinkish brown, while 

pumice is light orange and devitrified except the immediate 

(0.3-0.5 m) basal zone (in contact with the underlying sediments) 

which has unaltered vitric material. This 2.5 m thick unit is 

overlain by a bedded crystal (35.5 %) concentration zone, 7 cm thick. 

It strikes 140 ° and dips 2 ° S, it is interpreted as a surge deposit 

preceding the front of the advancing flow unit (Fig. 3.19). In sheet 



Fig. 3.18 Contact between sheets 2 and 3 marked by the Mn lens 
at the spade handle. Mamaku Ignirnbrite, Marnaku type 
site (U15/887554). 

Fig. 3.19 Contact between sheets 1 and 2 marked by a bedded 

crystal concentration zone (at spade handle) 
interpreted as a surge deposit. Note the onset of 
columnar jointing in sheet 2 in the upper part of the 
photo. Or6pi Gorge (UlS/877687). 
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2, welding and columnar jointing steadily increase, reaching a maximum 

intensity at 10 m from the base of sheet 2, these effects gradually 

reduce in effect with height. The most common groundmass colours are 

shades of light grey, and reddish grey. Pumice tends to be the same 

colour as the groundmass and is also heavily devitrified. Sheet 3 was 

not found at Oropi Gorge but sheet 4 1s present. This is a 

conspicuous non welded flow unit, found in the north to northwestern 

study area. 

Sheet 4 Mamaku Ignimbrite is in sharp contact with sheet 2, 

separated by a Mn layer (Fig. 3.20) ·at a cutting at the end of Belk 

Road (Ul4/826712). Because its characteristics are best expressed 

here, the cutting is proposed as the sheet 4 type site. The matrix is 

yellow/brown, pumice (pumice 1) is light yellow with a well preserved 

relic fibrous texture. In the middle of sheet 4 there is a pumice 

(pumice 2) concentration lens, pumice 2 is pinkish white and range up 

to 8 cm long though averages 2 cm (Fig. 3.21). The pumice in this 

zone differs from the groundmass pumice (differences in colour, larger 

size and not able to be disaggregated by hand), perhaps due to its 

larger size and therefore smaller specific surface area having a 

greater resistance to weathering. The lens is overlain by a 10 cm 

dark brown layer with numerous manganese stains. In turn, this 1s 

overlain by a 4 m yellow brown layer containing pumice 1 and 

occasional pumice 2. This last layer is that seen in other northern 

outcrops of sheet 4, the underlying layers of sheet 4 seen at Belk 

Road being absent in other sheet 4 outcrops. This sheet is nonwelded 

and therefore easily eroded and probably why it has been seen at only 

four locations. Sediments derived from sheet 4 are easily 

recognizable and were identified at the top of reworked Mamaku 

Ignimbrite sediments at the northern end of Joyce Road (5 km N of the 

southern end of Joyce Road) in Harmsworths' (1983) study area by this 



Gheet4 

Contact 

Gheet 2 

Fig. 3.20 Contact between sheets 2 and 4, Mamaku Ignimbrite, 
Belk Road (014/826712). 

Fig. 3.21 View of pumice lens, just below the black Mn layer. 
Sheet 4, Mamaku Ignimbrite, Belk Road (014/826712). 
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author. 

Sheet 4 has some of the characteristics of an ignimbrite veneer 

deposit IVD (Walker et al., 1981). It (sheet 4) is thin (2-3 m), 

contains stratified, rounded, lenses of coarse pumice. However the 

largest pumice in it are not consistently smaller than in the 

underlying flows and it does not pass laterally into the valley ponded 

ignimbrite (sheets 2 and 3) perhaps the most diagnostic characteristic 

of an IVD (Walker et al., 1981). 

At the Joyce Road column (Ul4/853736), a 30 m exposure of Mamaku 

Ignimbrite contains 3 flow units (sheets 2, 3, and 4) identified by 

the following characteristics. For a vertical distance of 27 m the 

ignimbrite has the normal characteristics of sheet 2 until pumice 

begins to concentrate markedly immediately before a bedded 

(occasionally with low angle cross bedding) crystal concentration zone 

(surge deposit) which strikes NW-SE (Fig. 3.22). This zone is not 

correlated with that in the basal section at Oropi Gorge though it is 

also interpreted as the front of an advancing flow unit and marks the 

top of sheet 2 and base of sheet 3. This has similar colour and 

textural characteristics to the top of the underlying sheet 2 and is 

identified as a separate unit only because of the concentration of 

pumice immediately before the bedded crystal concentration zone. 

Sheet 3 is 2 m thick and overlain by sheet 4 with the usual 

identifying characteristics of orange brown matrix with pumice 1 while 

pumice 2 is concentrated 1n a lens towards the base of the flow. 

It is not possible to state definitely that sheet 3 at the Type 

site is sheet 3 at Joyce Road as there are differences in colour, 

texture and welding. This is probably to be expected as there is a 

distance of about 18 km between the two columns. However it is 

assumed they are the same owing to their stratigraphic positions. 
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Sheet 3 

Gurge 

Gheet 2 

Fig. 3.22 Bedded zone (surge layer) which seperates sheets 2 and 
3. The pumice concentration zone which directly
underlies the surge layer is only just apparent in the
photo. Distal Mamaku Ignimbrite, Joyce Road
(014/853736).
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This does not apply to sheets l, 2 and 4 as they are readily 

identifiable. Sheet 2 comprises the bulk of the Mamaku Ignimbrite. 

The crystal enriched surge or ground layer which often separates 

these flow units was probably the head of a flow which due to 

entrapped over-ridden air is more fluidised than the rest of the flow 

and is highly turbulent, and enriched in crystal and lithic fragments 

as described by Walker et al. (1981), similar to the layer 1 of Sparks 

et al. (1973) or the turbulent boundary layer of Valentine (1986). 

Another possible and similar origin is by forward jetting from the 

flow head (Walker, 1983). Note the surge layer that separates sheet 1 

from sheet 2 is considerably more crystal rich (35.5%) than the surge 

(10%) that marks the boundary between sheet 2 and 3. This is assumed 

to be because they are different types of 'surges', though which type 

is unclear. 

3.5 WAIMAKARIRI IGNIMBRITE 

3.5.1 Introduction 

The Waimakariri Ignimbrite was originally described by Healy 

(1955, 1956, 1957). Both he and Cowbourne (1985) have several 

different names for the rock (see Chapter 1). Lloyd (1965) recognised 

it was a separate ignimbrite and called it the lower Mamaku 

Ignimbrite. Fransen (1982) renamed it the Waimakariri. A generalised 

stratigraphic column for this ignimbrite is presented in Fig. 3.23. 

Bedrock in the rivers and streams in the west is usually 

Waimakariri Ignimbrite and is often potholed (Fig. 3.24). However 

its most common occurrence in the study area is as steep sided to 

vertical cliffs in the streams and valleys that dissect the northern 

Mamaku Plateau (Fig. 3.25). Case hardening of the rock is common and 

can give an appearance of apparent welding that the rock does not 
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Fig. 3.23 Idealised column of the Waimakariri Ignimbrite, 
compiled from 7 detailed stratigraphic columns.
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Fig. 3.24 Basal Waimakariri 
removal of pumice 
River (UlS/786685). 

Ignimbrite, note preferential 
and pothole scouring. Mangapapa 

Fig. 3.25 Vertical cliffs (about 
Ignimbrite. Note the 
joints, upper right of 
(U14/780705). 

30 m high) of Waimakariri 
unusual oblique angle of the 
the photo. Lake Mangapapa 
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possess. This is probably caused by water with silica in solution 

evaporating when reaching the outcrop face, leaving the silica behind. 

A particularly thick silica deposit can be seen by the penstock 

outlets at the Lower Mangapapa station. 

3.5.2 Age 

The age of the Waimakariri is not known and only fission track 

dating will solve the debate. Fransen (1982) believes it is not much 

older than the Mamaku Ignimbrite (0.14 m.y). Harmsworth (1983) 

suggests an age of about 0.18 m.y. Field evidence this writer has 

seen is contradictory. 

A thin (5 cm) sandy gravel separates the Waimakariri and Mamaku 

Ignimbrites at Scotts Track (UlS/777677) in the eastern study area, At 

the T.C.C Weir (Ul4/857737) 9.5 km NE almost identical conditions 

exist (,Fig. 3.16). Both these columns suggest only minor erosion has 

occurred based on the following evidence: (1) the thin sediment layer 

implies a short period of erosion before deposition of the Mamaku. 

(2) the incipiently welded top of the Waimakariri is present in some

locations. 

Opposing evidence is as follows. The upper incipiently welded 

top of the Waimakariri is missing at Omanawa Falls and adjacent areas. 

Twenty metres below interfluve level and stratigraphically overlain by 

Waimakariri a small deposit of Mamaku Ignimbrite outcrops on a track 

leading to the Opuiaki River. For this to occur there must have been 

a pre-existing valley carved in the Waimakariri. Based on drill cores 

Lloyd (1965) states the Waimakariri was extensively eroded before 

emplacement of the Mamaku Ignimbrite, which filled paleo valleys 

carved in the Waimakariri. The question is how much time is required 

for substantial erosion in some locations. Collins et al. (1983) 
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calculated that 11% of the tephra deposited on hillslopes from the 

1980 Mt St Helens eruption was eroded within one year of the eruption, 

while Hildreth (1981) notes that 10% of the 1912 sheet at Katmai 

(Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes) has been stripped. This suggests that 

substantial erosion of pyroclastic deposits can occur (especially 

unwelded material) within a relatively short time. Though erosive 

effects of course depend on the topography as well as the material 

being eroded. 

In spite of the contradictory evidence, the impression gained 

during �apping and column construction was a period of a few hundred 

years elapsed before the arrival of the Mamaku Ignimbrite. 

3.5.3 Source and Distribution 

To the north of the study area the ignimbrite has penetrated 

about 1 km into the Tauranga Basin as incipiently welded lobes. 

Fransen (1982) states the Waimakariri is found throughout most of his 

study area (20 km SW from the area examined here) and is relatively 

thick and voluminous. On the basis of lithology Nathan (1975) 

correlated unit D from the Kaharoa drill hole (15 km SE) to the the 

Lower Mamaku Ignimbrite. This, combined with the distribution in the 

study area outlined below suggests the ignimbrite is widespread. 

Drill logs (Healy, 1957; Lloyd, 1965, 1968) and mapping show that 

the Waimakariri is widespread in the middle, northern and northwestern 

sectors. The rock is thickest in the middle and western study area 

(about 50 rn), while it thins to the north (25 m at Carrs Track and 

23 rn at Ruahihi Canal) and has not been found north of the 

Mangakarengorengo River although it can be seen occasionally along its 

southern banks. The rock thins to the east where it is discontinuous 

along the Tautau Stream and in the lower reaches of the Waiorahi 
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Stream and found as sediments in the Waiorahi 's upper reaches (Oropi 

Gorge). 

Dips and bearings were taken of carbonised log moulds (Fig. 3.26) 

at Ruahihi Canal (SW bank) in an attempt to infer flow direction and 

thus possible vent position (Froggatt et al., 1981). The following 

three recordings (dip and bearing respectively) were obtained yielding 

directions of 2 ° S, 5° SSW and 1 ° SW. Charcoal fragments are common 

in the Waimakariri and occasionally elutriation structures can be 

observed (Fig. 3.27). Surprisingly these are not seen with the tree 

moulds. Morgan (1986) found that tree moulds were restricted to the 

lower horizons of the ignimbrites she studied and suggests that for 

preservation a minimum load pressure is necessary and quenching of the 

pyroclastic material must occur shortly after the tree is incorporated 

into the flow. 

One of the most strongly welded sections of the ignimbrite is at 

Lake Mangapapa. Overall there is a gradual decrease in welding 

towards the north and east. Note, the ignimbrite in distal sections 

can be strongly welded where it has flowed into paleo topographic 

lows. This is not uncommon, Sparks et al. (1985) state that the Cerro 

Galan Ignimbrite is densely welded where it has been deposited in 

topographic lows. 

From the above lines of evidence a southerly source for the 

Waimakariri Ignimbrite is suggested, perhaps the Rotorua Caldera. 

Though an argument exists for a SE source in the Southern Kaimais 

based on the decrease in welding to the east. 
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Fig. 3.26 Mould left by mostly vapourised log, some carbonised 
material remains. Ruahihi Canal (U14/783727). 

Fig. 3.27 Elutriation of fines by gas given off from the 
charcoal fragments. Ruahihi Canal (U14/7837270. 
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3.5.4 Lithology 

The tors exposed in the west (Soldiers Road area) have a light 

yellow orange matrix, pumice is light yellow, lenticular with a 

fibrous, knotty, crystal-rich texture (Fig. 3.28). In stream beds the 

pumice has often been removed: this, coupled with potholeing, leaves a 

cavernous appearance (Fig. 3.24). Welded Waimakariri exposed 1n the 

bed of the Opuiaki River to the east of Soldiers Road has 

semi-lenticulite pumice with a cream colour tinged with orange. 

Upstream of the ford several contacts with the underlying Opuiaki 

sediments can be seen. Downstream of the ford the ignimbrite has an 

unusual frittered appearance seen at two other locations, upstream of 

Omanawa Falls (UlS/822683) and the waterfall at Ivy Creek 

(U14/796761). This appears to be related to the constant wetting and 

drying of the rock at these locations. 

East of the Opuiaki River in the vicinity of the Lloyd Mandeno 

station, Lake Mangapapa and Scotts farm, the ignimbrite can be seen to 

have varying degrees of welding, texture and colour. A good example 

of the upper incipiently welded section is at Scotts track 

(UlS/777677). Here the groundmass is a pale orange red, obsidian is 

common and pumice is light grey with the usual textural 

characteristics. The middle welded zone crops out along the less 

steep banks of Lake Mangapapa as benches,of grey lenticulite. Here 

the pumice has been heavily compressed and welded and tends to a light 

yellow colour. Several examples of a eutaxitic zone in which 

flattened and stretched fiamrne are recognizable. This zone of very 

strong welding can also be seen in some of the vertical cliffs that 

line parts of Lake Mangapapa. As height reduces there is a 

gradational change to a basal pumice rich zone (Fig. 3.29). This 

basal zone also outcrops by the bridge that crosses the Managapapa 
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Fig. 3.28 Tor (about 20 m high) Waimakariri Ignimbrite. Opuiaki 
Region (UlS/775688). 

Fig. 3.29 Basal breccia zone, Waimakariri Ignimbrite. 
Mangapapa (U14/783700). 

By Lake 
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River. It is light grey, very pumiceous, usually lithic rich, with 

the occasional charcoal fragment. This is in sharp contact with the 

underlying Opuiaki Sediments (see the Lloyd Mandeno column). 

To the north there is an excellent exposure of 50 m of 

Waimakariri at Omanawa Falls (UlS/821682). The basal zone is pumice 

(up to 7.5 cm in length) and lithic-rich with a light brownish grey 

matrix. Field evidence from downstream suggests that the contact with 

the Opuiaki Sediments is not far beneath this zone (Fig. 3.30). For 

20 m compaction and welding increase with height and include a 5 m 

zone of strongly welded medium grey lenticulite. The upper part of 

the sheet is moderately welded, pumice and matrix colour is light grey 

and pumice has the familiar knotty, crystal-rich texture. In the last 

few metres of the flow where· it approaches the contact with the Mamaku 

Ignimbrite, matrix colour is light grey, pumice is devitrified and the 

upper incipiently welded zone is missing. Omanawa Falls drop 20 m 

from the lower middle welded part of the sheet into a large pool cut 

from the basal breccia zone. The power station has also been 

constructed in this zone. The upper Waimakariri is also missing from 

the Dairy Farm column (UlS/828681) which lies 0.5 km to the south of 

Omanawa Falls and at the junction of Ruakaka Stream and Omanawa River 

(UlS/824673). 

Six kilometres NW from Omanawa Falls, the construction of the 

Ruahihi Canal has exposed a 30 m high by 250 m long outcrop 

(U14/7837727). At the base of the exposure, the ignimbrite is a light 

grey (slight tinge of pink), is poorly sorted with pumice clasts up to 

23 cm long though these average 2-3 cm (Fig. 3.31). Pumice is light 

grey with a fibrous vesicular, crystal-rich texture. Along the 

northwestern bank of the cutting, a horizontal pumice concentration 

zone can be seen which extends for several metres. The rock is 
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Fig. 3.30 Close up of basal Waimakariri lgnimbrite matrix. 
Omanawa Falls (UlS/821682). 

Fig. 3.31 Close up of matrix and pumice clast (23 cm in length) 
Waimakariri Ignimbrite at Ruahihi Canal (U14/783727). 
The size of the clast suggests that the flow was still 
quite dense at this distal site. Note the variation 
in matrix colour compared with Figs 3.30 and 3.29. 
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incipiently welded throughout, though there is a tendency for a slight 

increase in welding in the zone along the base of the roads which run 

on either side of the canal. Natural outcrop in the area is columnar 

jointed with a silica veneer about 1 cm thick. 

Exposed in the southern cutting there is a bedded sequence which 

consists of a series of alternating coarse and fine beds. These can 

be interpreted either as bedding caused by turbulent flow, separate 

flow units or as a pre-Waimakariri air fall sequence (Fig. 3.32). The 

author favours the latter option as the deposit is moderately shower 

bedded. However this deposit is quite different from the usual, well 

sorted, fine grained, Plinian deposit which often underlies the 

Waimakariri Ignimbrite. 

Sparks and Wilson (1976) found that ignimbrites preceded by a 

Plinian phase tend to less welded than those without the Plinian 

deposit because the high eruption column allows cooling by ingested 

air. However a time period (probably hours to several days, based on 

slight sedimentary reworking of one Plinian outcrop) seems to have 

elapsed before the eruption of the Waimakariri. Therefore the 

ignimbrite probably did not undergo considerable cooling in a high 

eruption column. This view is supported by the strongly welded nature 

of the rock in medial regions. 

Five kilometres NE from Ruahihi Canal at Carrs track (U14/828748) 

there is a complete exposure of the Waimakariri Ignimbrit� including 

overlying tephras and sheet 4 Mamaku to the underlying Plinian air 

fall (Fig. 3.33). 

clast-supported. 

Pumice is concentrated at the base and is mainly 

The preferred hypothesis for the pumice 

concentration is that the larger particles settled out under the 

influence of gravity, probably as the result of degassing and 

reduction in density and momentum. An alternative explanation for the 
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Fig. 3.32 Sequence of pre Waimakariri Ignimbrite shower bedded 
air falls, Ruahihi Canal. The carbonaceous zone at 
the contact between the air fall and ignimbrite 
suggests some vegetation growth before deposit of the 
ignimbrite as may the two small charcoal fragments at 
upper right of photo. 

(1) 

(2) 

Fig. 3.33 Basal zone of Waimakariri Ignimbrite (1) and Plinian 
airfall (2). Contact is at geological hammer, note 
the angular nature of the large pumice (27 cm). Carrs 
track (014/828748). 
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fines depleted nature of the igniimbrite (only at this location) 1s 

that the flow was turbulent Walker et al. (1981). The basal zone is 

underlain by the Plinian airfall which has petrographic similarities 

to the Waimakariri (prisms of green hornblende) and is baked at 

contact with the Waimakariri Ignimbrite. With increasing height 

pumice size reduces and the pumice is matrix-supported, averaging 1 to 

1.5 cm through most of the flow. In the middle of the outcrop, 

vertical pumice pipes depleted in fines are obvious. Pumice is white 

to very pale grey and the groundmass is much the same colour. The 

rock is incipiently welded throughout with a slight increase in the 

lower middle of the zone. Towards the top of the flow the ignimbrite 

is weathered and the pumice is long and lenticular. 

A track leading to a youth camp (U14/838743) 1.5 km SE of Carrs 

Track has complete exposure of the Waimakariri, Opuiaki Sediments and 

several metres of Waiteariki Ignimbrite. The Waimakariri exposure 

here has similar features to that at Carrs track though there are more 

charcoal fragments. 

3.5.5 Contact Relations 

The upper sheet of the Waimakariri Ignimbrite at the T.C.C Weir 

(U14/857737) is separated from the Mamaku Ignimbrite by a gravelly 

sand lens 1 to 5 cm thick (Fig. 3.16). The groundmass of the 

ignimbrite 1s light grey, pumice is the same colour and averages 

2.7 cm long with a maximum of 4.8 cm. It is mainly a coarse tuff, 

with about 1% lithics. The rock is incipiently welded (25 PT units). 

At Scotts track the groundmass is orange brown while pumice 1s pale 

grey, averaging 3 cm with a maximum of 5 cm. The unit is more welded 

(PT=45) than at the T.C.C weir, perhaps indicating greater erosion at 

this site (i.e., the incipiently welded zone has been removed). 
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Three types of basal Waimakariri layers can be seen in contact 

with the underlying Opuiaki sediments. The most common is a gradual 

change in welding often accompanied by an increase in grain size 

( Type 1). This basal zone is incipiently welded to non welded, light 

grey pyroclastic breccia to lapilli tuff (Fig 3.33). Type 2 basal 

units show a sharp change in welding with little change in grain size 

(Fig. 3.34). The thickness of this zone is variable, and ranges from 

2-7 m. Type 3 basal units are rare, and there is little apparent 

change in welding, colour and texture of the rock before it makes 

contact with the underlying sediments (Fig. 3.35). 

3.5.6 Flow Units 

Three sites suggest that the Waimakariri Ignimbrite is the 

product of several flow units. Following a ridge down to the Omanawa 

River (U14/822722) at 55 m below interfluve level in the upper quarter 

of the Waimakariri, at least three flow units were seen. The 

ignimbrite changes sharply from a very light brown to a light grey 

unit which is about 2 m thick and noticeably less welded (65 versus 25 

PT units) than the overlying unit. There is also a sharp change from 

this middle unit to a lower unit, the thickness of which was not able 

to be determined. It is a light tan colour, more welded than the 

middle flow unit (PT=35), and in hand specimen appeared to be more 

crystal-rich. 

At a track leading to the youth camp, a notice.able break 

(contact) in a cliff of Waimakariri about half way through the flow 

was seen. Pumice could be seen concentrated directly below the 

contact, unfortunately the contact is inaccessible (Fig. 3.36). 



Fig. 3.34 Type 2 basal unit, Waimakariri Ignimbrite. Note the 

sharp break in welding at the basal zone. The yellow 

stains are lichen, height of outcrop about 22 m. 

Mangapapa River (UlS/789684). 

Fig. 3.35 Type 3 basal unit
9 

Waimakariri Ignimbrite. In sharp 

contact with underlying Opuiaki Sediments. Opuiaki 
River (UlS/764690). 
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Tributary 1 draining into Ruahihi Canal has cut through the 

Waimakariri and exposed a contact between two flow units (Fig. 3.37). 

There is little change in welding but a marked increase in pumice in 

the upper flow and a change in colour from a light grey to a yellow 

orange with horizontal laminations every 2 to 3 ems. These are 

interpreted as laminar flow layer by layer deposition. Adjacent to 

these two flow units at the end of the cutting, bedding was noted in 

the outcrop which suggests a turbulent environment. Whether the flow 

was turbulent or laminar is discussed in Chapter 6. 

It has not been possible to correlate flow units nor assign sheet 

numbers as with the Mamaku Ignimbrite, due to the lack of similarities 

between the flow units. 

3.5.7 Mineralisation 

The Waimakariri Ignimbrite has been mineralised downstream of a 

weir crossing the Opuiaki River (U14/767695) for an area of about 

400 m by 20 m. In hand specimen the rock is either a pale blue colour 

(unweathered) or a yellow orange (weathered, Fig. 3.38). The 

ignimbrite is silicified and very hard. The large amounts of silica 

present in this rock have also caused pebbles to cement to the rock 

where they have been deposited in potholes or similar quiet water 

environments. Several sinter deposits are found in the more strongly 

mineralised zones (Fig. 3.39). These have a slight sulphurous smell 

and small pyrite crystals can be seen. 
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contact 

Fig. 3.36 Contact between two Waimakariri flow units, pumice 
concentration zone is just visible immediately below 
the contact. Although the ignimbrite is only 
incipiently welded it is capable of maintaining a 
vertical face. Youth camp track (U14/838743). 

contact 

Fig. 3.37 Contact between two Waimakariri flows, note 
laminations in upper unit and complete absence in 
lower unit. Ruahihi Canal (U14/783727). 
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Fig. 3.38 Hand specimen examples of fresh (blue) and weathered 
(orange) mineralised Waimakariri Ignimbrite. Pumice 
is just visible in far left orange sample. Opuiaki 
River (U14/767695). 

Fig. 3.39 Sinter deposit, Opuiaki River (U14/767695). 
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3.6 WAITEARIKI IGNIMBRITE 

3.6.1 Introduction 

The Waiteariki Ignimbrite was named by Healy et al. (1964). 

Houghton and Cuthbertson (in press) suggest a type site for the rock 

at Waiteariki Falls between T14/641797 and Tl4/647798. The rock in 

the study area is usually easily recognised and is phenocryst rich, 

with a greyish pink devitrified groundmass and dark grey lenticular 

strongly compressed and welded pumice. 

3.6.2 Age 

The Waiteariki Ignimbrite is reversely magnetised (Cox, 1969) and 

has been fission track dated at 0.84 m.y. (Kohn, 1973). 

3.6.3 Source 

Houghton and Cuthbertson (in press) suggest on field evidence a 

source in the TVZ or north of the Rotorua Caldera, for the Waiteariki 

lgnimbrite. However the following argument supports a source in the 

Kaimais. At the ignimbrites type site the rock is 220 m thick and 

strongly welded (Houghton and Cuthbertson). Harmsworth (1983) notes 

the ignimbrite is 30 m thick (drill logs) in the Otumoetai and Matua 

areas and increases to 60 m to the west of the Tauranga Basin. Healy 

(1967) states it is 120 m thick on the Whakamarama Plateau. While 

drill logs at the Waiorahi Stream, northern Mamaku Plateau, show it is 

about 50 m thick. The south to north cross-section of the geology in 

the study area shows the Waiteariki Ignimbrite dipping to the north 

but this is considered to be the result of erosion rather than the 

ignimbrites true dip. 
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Lithics found in the Ngamuwahine River in basal Waiteariki 

(particularly in the area of the concrete ford (Ul4/737734), are 

numerous, large (up to 50 by 40 cm) and angular. Lithics are also 

common at the Ministry of Works quarry 5.5 km NE though these tend to 

be smaller (Fig. 3.40). It is difficult to envisage lithics of this 

size being transported more than a few tens of kilometres. Houghton 

and Cuthbertson describe the lithics found in their area as �ostly 

rhyolite and some andesite. 

However rhyolite lithics are rare in the Waiteariki Ignimbrite in 

the writer's study area, lithics are almost all densely welded 

Waiteariki (the question of how lithics of Waiteariki can be found in 

the same ignimbrite is discussed in section 3.6.6). This suggests 

that the lithics seen by Houghton and Cuthbertson are derived from 

Minden Rhyolite and Beeson Island Volcanics from a source in the 

Kaimais rather than the TVZ. Thus it is argued that the size and type 

of lithics and the thickness of the rock is greater than would be 

expected from a distal ignimbrite from the TVZ. Further it seems more 

likely that a source may lie close to where the rock is at its 

thickest, in the vicinity of its type site at the Waiteariki Falls. 

If this hypothesis is true the absence of a readily identifiable 

caldera for the Waiteariki (and Waimakariri) Ignimbrites must be 

explained. Lipman (1984) notes that caldera formation, rather than 

conforming to a limited number of distinct types, involves a spectrum 

of diverse and overlapping styles. For example small calderas may 

form in the summit of single volcanoes, while distinct vents for major 

pyroclastic flow eruptions have rarely been identified in the geologic 

record. Nor is it clear what sort of record should be expected. Vent 

distributions may be complex for many ignimbrites owing to regional 

tectonic influences or the disruptive effects of caldera collapse. 
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Fig. 3.40 Lithics, Waiteariki 
quarry (U14/785748). 

Ignimbrite, Ministry of Works 
Hammer is 30 cm in length. 

Fig. 3.41 Well developed spherodal weathering in welded 
Waiteariki Ignimbrite, Kaimai Mill Road (U14/701691). 
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Some caldera structures in the Mogollon-Datil volcanic field are 

obscure, with voluminous post-collapse rhyolitic volcanics tending to 

conceal deeper features (Lipman, 1984). Perhaps this is the case with 

the rhyolite domes in the southern Kaimais. Also the possibility that 

caldera filled by subsequent eruptions and sedimentation must be taken 

into account. However if the Waiteariki has a source in the TVZ then 

its source is equally likely to have been eroded or concealed by 

subsequent eruptions. 

3.6.4 Distribution 

The Waiteariki Ignimbrite is very widespread and it is difficult 

to envisage its being derived from anything other than a caldera 

forming event. It has been down-faulted 450 m to the Hauraki Basin, 

though Cuthbertson (1981) suggests that this may be a step block left 

stranded during uplift of the Kaimai Ranges along the Hauraki Fault. 

The ignimbrite may underlie the Hauraki Lowlands (Houghton and 

Cuthbertson), forms the Whakamarama Plateau and the eastern foothills 

of the Kaimai Range, and acts as basement for the Tauranga Basin. 

This study has shown it underlies the northern Mamaku Plateau. 

3.6.5 Lithology 

In the northwestern study area the ignimbrite is exposed in the 

streams that dissect the Whakamarama Plateau. It is heavily weathered 

and often has an iron veneer several centimetres thick. Erosion has 

stripped the rock of most its less welded upper sheet. 

As the Waiteariki is overlain by ignimbrites and sediments in the 

northern Mamaku Plateau, it is usually exposed only in the deeper 

stream and river valleys. Here the rock is a light pinkish grey, 

mafic crystals are heavily weathered, lenticular pumice can only 

rarely be detected and the rock can just be spaded (PT values 1n the 
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low to upper 60's). However not all of this rock is weathered in this 

manner and fresh specimens can usually be found. Occasionally welded 

outcrop is spheroidally weathered (Fig. 3.41). 

One of the best exposures of Waiteariki Ignimbrite in the study 

area is at McLarens Falls (U14/783728). Here the rock is intensely 

jointed and potholed (Fig. 3.42), strongly welded (PT values 95-105) 

and relatively fresh. In hand specimen the matrix is greyish pink, 

mafic and felsic crystals are abundant while lenticular, black highly 

welded and compressed pumice are common. The rock can be classified 

as lapilli to mainly coarse and fine tuff. Other good exposures can 

be found up and downstream of the falls and in a road cutting 

immediately after the bridge crossing 

(U14/764723) fresh rock is exposed. 

the Ngamuwahine River 

Healy (1969) subdivided the ignimbrite into four units and noted 

biotite was absent in the lower part of the flow. Houghton and 

Cuthbertson (in press) recognise three units: (1) a soft unwelded to 

welded top with extensive alteration of the pumice to cristobalite; 

(2) a thick (up to 150 m) zone of welded material, containing 

alternating moderately to densely welded and glassy lenticulite zones; 

and (3), a 3-5 m unwelded base consisting of pumiceous tuff breccia 

and ash. 

The unwelded top is missing in the study area, though in the 

Kaimai State Forest in a gully of an unnamed stream (U14/738742) a 

weathered 10 m outcrop of the upper zone was seen with preferential 

weathering of the pumice to a brown clay, and the remaining rock 

retaining much of its original form. However, the most common 

outcrops are weathered examples of zone 2 of Cuthbertson and Houghton 

in many of the beds of rivers that dissect the plateau. 



Fig. 3.42 Horizontal jointing 
Ignimbrite McLarens 
30 cm. 
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Exposure of the partially welded base is rare and was seen in 

only two localities: the ford crossing the Ngamuwahine River 

(U14/737734) and in the middle reaches of the Mangakarengorengo River 

(U14/765715). In both cases lithics are large (average 15-20 cm), 

abundant and are composed of highly welded Waiteariki Ignimbrite. The 

groundmass in this basal zone is slightly devitrified, light yellow 

with a tinge of pink. Mafics are more abundant than in the welded 

zone and biotite was identified (which is contrary to Healy, 1969). 

Pumice is whitish yellow with a fibrous texture and averages 3 cm with 

a maximum of 17 cm. The rock is partially welded with PT values 

averaging 52. The basal zone ranges from a pyroclastic breccia to a 

fine tuff. 

A core log sheet dated 1959 from Geological Survey files 

summarizes the lithological characteristics of the ignimbrite. It 

describes 61 m of core taken from the vicinity of the proposed dam on 

Waiorahi Stream (U14/858739). The log is as follows; from 5 to 8 m 

the rock (Waiteariki Ignimbrite) is heavily weathered and and 

occasionally fractured. With increasing depth (8-47 m) cores become a 

fresh light blue grey colour, gradually harden up and pumice becomes 

more lenticular and numerous. From 47 to 53 m cores became softer, 

with recovery poor though some devitrified pumiceous material was 

recovered. Only sand was recovered in the basal section (53-55 m). 

At 55 to 61 m a  hard lenticulite similar to that found at 8-47 m was 

recovered. Lloyd (1969) recorded a similar description for the first 

sheet though the drill hole was abandoned in the soft basal zone at 

30 m depth. 
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3.6.6 Cooling Units 

Houghton and Cuthbertson (in press) state the Waiteariki consists 

of numerous flow units and at least two cooling units. The writer is 

unconvinced that pumice increases necessarily define a new flow unit 

though evidence supports Houghton and Cuthbertson's latter view. 

First, there is the abundance of strongly welded, large Waiteariki 

lithics in the basal zone implying a pre-existing Waiteariki sheet for 

their incorporation. These were probably plucked from the ground 

along the route of travel. The lithics can not be confused with 

Aongatete Ignimbrite as they contain quartz, hornblende, and biotite 

(see section 1.8). Second, the drill log sheet (Waiorahi Stream) 

describes a hard lenticulite underlying the basal zone of the 

Waiteariki that is similar to the lenticulite that overlies the basal 

zone. 

3.7 STRUCTURAL FEATURES 

3.7.1 Faults 

Outside the study area the main, NNW trending, westward dipping 

Hauraki Fault, is mostly obscured but the Kaimai tunnel excavation 

revealed a zone of highly shattered and crushed andesite 37 m wide 

(Healy et al. 1964; Bennion and Hegan 1977). This fault is continued 

by the Miranda Fault complex, and the Firth and Okauia Faults within 

the Hauraki Graben. Exposed in the Kaimai Ranges are a series of thin 

N to NW zones of crushing and slickensliding (Houghton and 

Cuthbertson, in press). The NNW trending faults are all classified as 

active (Berryman 1985; cited in Cowbourne 1985). On the eastern side 

of the Kaimai Ranges the andesitic volcanics are cut off by a scarp 

which dips E about 40 ° . Bennion and Hegan (1977) suggest this may be 

an eroded fault scarp. Healy et al. (1964) describes a series of NNE 
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striking faults in the Papamoa Ranges. To the south, the Taupo Fault 

Belt contains a number of north easterly striking faults, previously 

described in Chapter 1. 

In the study area, Healy (1957) noted a number of terrace-like 

features which cross the area in a NE direction and resemble fault 

scarps. Lloyd (1965) claims one of these features in the Opuiaki and 

Mangapapa valleys is a fault. Ground search failed to reveal strong 

evidence for any displacement such as dislocated tephras and Healy's 

and Lloyd's faults are not recognised. 

It is tempting to ascribe a tectonic origin for the northerly 

flowing waterways in the study area especially as this would link with 

the general tectonic trend for northerly faults described above. 

However the drainage pattern is considered to be the result of the 

Mamaku Ignimbrite dipping to the north. A similar drainage pattern 

can be seen in the Te Puke region where the Mamaku Ignimbrite dips NE. 

One definite and one probable fault were identified while 

mapping. The former is a step-faulted sequence at the Lower Mangapapa 

station (Fig. 3.43). Here there is a repeated sequence of Waiteariki 

Ignimbrite, Opuiaki Sediments and Waimakariri Ignimbrite. The surface 

expression of the fault on average dips 30 ° N and strikes 100 ° E. As 

there is little sign of erosion of the sediments which include loose 

sands (Fig. 3.44), the faulting is inferred to have occurred shortly 

before deposition of the Waimakariri Ignimbrite. The inferred fault 

occurs at the mineralised Waimakariri Ignimbrite outcrop previously 

described in this chapter. For mineralising fluids to have altered 

the rock its probable faults allowed fluids to percolate from the 

source. In addition 0.25 km upstream of the mineralised area the 

Opuiaki Sediments were found to be dipping 9 ° NW. 
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Opuia.k,· 
Sed,men ts -��-----......... ��-------r-----�...-..;;,,.

Fig. 3.43 Step faulted sequence at the Lower Mangapapa Station 
(014/778713). Contact between the Opuiaki Sediments 
and Waimakariri Ignimbrite is marked by the spade. 

-Contact

Fig. 3.44 Close up of contact between the tilted (45 ° ) Opuiaki 
Sediments and overlying Waimakariri Ignimbrite. Note 
the baked sequence directly underlying the low angle 
crossbedded sediments. 
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3.7.2 Joints 

The Mamaku Ignimbrite is columnar jointed in most outcrops apart 

from the basal zone and towards the top of the flow (Fig. 3.45). 

Jointing is at its strongest in the more welded sections. For example 

at the Mamaku type site there are very well developed large, widely 

spaced joints occur every 1.5 m. An unusual form of polygonal 

jointing is found in the southern study area in basal Mamaku 

outcropping in the streams and rivers (Fig. 3.46). A plot of joint 

orientations by Riddols (1971) in tunnel 3 and 5 (Mamaku Ignimbrite) 

yielded one group from 60 ° to 120 ° , second 160 ° and 180 ° and a third 

at 20 ° is also apparent. 

The Waimakariri Ignimbrite is columnar jointed in all welded 

zones (Fig. 3.47) with the basal and upper zones occasionally showing 

incipient columnar jointing. Where the rock is strongly welded the 

intensity of jointing increases with columnar joints every 0.5 m 

though joints up to several metres apart are not uncommon. 

Subhorizontal joints every 3 to 4 m can be seen at the Lower Mangapapa 

Station. It is possible that these joints are tension cracks similar 

to those described by Chapin and Lowell (1979) in the Wall Mountain 

Tuff. 

In welded outcrop Waiteariki Ignimbrite has large coarse, 

columnar joints every 2-3 m (Fig. 3.48). In stream beds this rock can 

be seen horizontally jointed with master joints, -a cross joints and 

oblique joints. In the bed of the Ngamuwahine River (014/752727) a 

master joint, continuous for 100 m, was measured striking at 140 ° . 

Similar readings were noted in two other places in the vicinity while 

about 1 km NW upstream the master joint continued with a strike at 

135 °. A tectonic origin is suggested for this joint pattern. 
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Fig. 3.45 Well developed, closely spaced c�o.s m) columnar 
joints, Mamaku Ignimbrite. Note holes in the outcrop 

(top right of photo) c�used by lithics falling out. 
Hammer is 30 cm, Hekes track (UlS/808651). 

Fig. 3.46 Polygonal jointing, welded upper basal zone, 
Ignimbrite. Dried bed of Mangapapa 
(UlS/789647). 

Mamaku 
River 
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Fig. 3.47 Moderately spaced (1 m) and developed columnar joints, 
Waimakariri Ignimbrite, Omanawa Falls (UlS/821682). 

Fig. 3.48 Widely spaced (2-3 m) well developed columnar joints. 
Waiteariki Ignimbrite, Ministry of Works quarry 
(U14/7�5748). 
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3.7.3 Terrain Evaluation 

Examination of aerial photographs and fieldwork showed that the 

steep upper edges of valleys which have been cut through flat 

interfluves of Mamaku Ignimbrite are often crescent shaped, presumably 

in response to slope failures. These particularly noticeable features 

are suggestive of terrain formed through landsliding and probably were 

and still are a source of considerable colluvium. 

Further sources of colluvium and alluvium are incipiently welded 

slopes of distal Waiteariki Ignimbrite to the north of the study area, 

while the debris from slab failure was often seen in the rivers. In 

valleys that are relatively wide the incipiently to nonwelded basal 

zones of the ignimbrites had been eroded, undercutting the harder 

welded zones. The same effect on a smaller scale was noted in the 

Opuiaki Sediments where unconsolidated gravelly sands were removed, 

undercutting more indurated sediments. It is considered that the 

vertical and lateral variations (which can be highly variable over 

short distances) in welding have been the dominant effect in the 

terrain currently developed. 

Two terraces are often present in the gorges of the study area. 

Fieldwork suggests the first was caused by the river spreading 

laterally when incipiently welded Mamaku Ignimbrite was acting as bed 

rock, a narrow gorge forming in the welded zone, the erosional 

sequence then being repeated with the Waimakariri Ignimbrite. As such 

the terraces proved a useful tool when mapping .. Small paleo river 

channels are a common feature in both the Mamaku and Waimakariri 

Ignimbrites adjacent to river valleys. Presumably these were left 

stranded when the rivers downcut to their present beds. 
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In the far western study area, the Waimakariri is occasionally 

exposed as tors. As Rotoehu Ash is missing in tephra columns 

overlying the ignimbrite in the area, this indicates that erosion has 

occurred since 42-50 k.y. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

PETROGRAPHY 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the petrology of the ignimbrites and 

sediments of the northern Mamaku Plateau in terms of phenocryst 

characteristics, grain sizes (length) and groundmass textures. Thin 

sections were made primarily from samples taken during column 

construction. Graphs show the variations between column height and 

crystal percentages estimated from modal analysis. 

Correlation analysis (Pearson product moment) was considered the 

most appropriate method of testing the hypothesis of linear 

relationship of changes in crystal percentages (correlation is also 

used in Chapter 5). The SAS statistical package includes with each 

correlation coefficient (r) the probability of its statistical 

significance for a two tailed test. For example (r=0.8 [0.05]) 

signifies that the correlation can be accepted with a 95% probability 

that r=0.8 is statistically significant. This feature is particularly 

useful as sample sizes (sites per column) are often small and 

occasionally contained extreme values; thus, spurious correlations are 

able to be disregarded. 

The objectives of describing the mineralogy and groundmass 

characteristics of the ignimbrites and sediments were to: 

(1) Compare vertical and lateral variations in the ignimbrites

from phenocryst characteristics and matrix alteration. 

(2) Help define flow units and possible zonation within the

ignimbrites. 

(3) Suggest sources of the sediments.
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4.2 PETROGRAPHY OF THE MAMAKU IGNIMBRITE 

4.2.1 Mamaku Type Site (UlS/887554) 

At its type site the Mamaku Ignimbrite is 10 km from source, 

125 m thick and has excellent exposure. 

Groundmass: Under plane polarised light the matrix colour changes 

from a medium brown at the base of the outcrop, to light tan, then a 

pale grey in the middle, proceeding to yellow grey and then a brownish 

yellow at the top of the outcrop. This is probably the result of 

oxidation and devitrification. All slides showed that the original 

vitric matrix had been devitrified, this effect increased with height, 

though towards the top of the outcrop there is a marginal reduction in 

devitrification of the matrix and pumice. 

Shards in the basal slides are strongly welded and have been 

compressed, flattened and moulded against crystals. This indicates 

the shards were plastic at the time of deposition and, thus, high 

temperatures were involved. This effect reduced with height. 

Under crossed polarisers felsic crystallites (cristobalite and 

feldspar) are abundant in all slides. From the middle to the top of 

the flow, the microlites in pore spaces are often accompanied by black 

to dark brown prisms of slightly pleochroic clinopyroxene. 

Pumice Fragments: Pumice is heavily devitrified except for slide 

618 where small (0.5-1 mm) pumice have been only moderately affected. 

Coarse grained microlites of alkali feldspar (tridymite and 

cristobalite) are found in all relict pumice especially slide 616. 

Lithic Fragments: Two types of lithics were identified: dark 

coloured cryptocrystalline argillite, and a moderately welded 

ignimbrite with phenocrysts of plagioclase. quartz. hornblende and 
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hypersthene. In both cases lithics have been altered by vapour phase 

activity. Usually only trace amounts of lithics are present. 

Hypersthene: In the basal slides hypersthene is common, though edges 

are often rimmed by brown stains. Fracturing is intense, ends are 

often ragged with hacksaw terminations. Magnetite inclusions are 

common. As height in the column increases oxidation and vapour phase 

activity begin to destroy these crystals, making identification more 

difficult. 

Augite: Augite is present in trace amounts in the basal zone. 

Hornblende: Pleochroic green hornblende is present in trace amounts. 

Biotite: Very rare biotite crystals were identified. 

Quartz: Forms range from euhedral to anhedral, though subhedral is 

the most common. All crystals have a fresh appearance, though 

occasionally an edge may show slight alteration from vapour phase 

activity. Crystals tend to be free of inclusions. Fracturing of 

quartz is slight except in slide 621b (near the top of the flow) where 

it is often intense. 

Plagioclase: Plagioclase sometimes are resorbed and delicate altered 

edges are common, probably from vapour phase activity. Tabular 

subhedral forms are the most common. The occasional hypersthene and 

opaque inclusion was found. Fracturing is moderate to heavy in the 

middle and upper parts of the flow and broken fragments are common. 

Opaques: Magnetite has a square, euhedral form and is generally 

unaltered though occasionally it is rimmed with limonite. Ilmenite is 

anhedral, with a skeletal, ragged form. Opaques are often intimately 

associated with mafic crystals. 
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Fig. 4.1 illustrates a relatively steady decrease in total 

crystals (bulk rock) with a maximum (18.5%) at the base and minimum 

(9.75%) at the top of the flow. Quartz has a gradual decrease in 

percentage though there is a marked fall from 3.5% at 76 m to 0.25% at 

81 m (the altered fumarolic zone) and then increases to 2.75% at 

104 m. Plagioclase is the dominant phenocryst, with 4.45% at the top 

and 10.5% at the base of the outcrop. There is little variation in 

opaques and for mafic crystals all percentages are less than 1%. 

Table 4.1 outlines maximum and average crystal lengths. There is no 

apparent trend in length of any of the phenocrysts in their position 

in the column. 

Table 4.1 Average and maximum 
crystal length (mm) Mamaku Type Site 

QTZ QTZ PLAG PLAGI HYP HYP OPA OPA HEIGHT 
AVE MAX AVE MAX I AVE MAX AVE MAX (M) 
---------- -----------1----------- ----------- ------

1.26 1. 70 0.95 1.401 0.78 1.40 0.17 0.21 120
0.90 1.10 1.10 2.401 0.47 0.60 0.06 0.10 116 
0.93 1.40 1.10 1.251 0.30 0.54 0.15 0.22 104 
0.77 1. 20 0.66 1.701 0.40 0.70 0.10 0.20 81 
0.94 1. 30 1. 90 3.501 0.10 0.30 0.13 0.30 76 
0.66 1.10 0.60 1. 30 I 0.28 0.50 0.10 0.40 52 
0. 72 1. 25 0.65 1.251 0.51 0.80 0.20 0.30 35 
1. 7 3.00 1.17 2.001 0.38 0.60 0.15 0.20 20 
0.73 1.10 1. 00 1.701 0.23 0.50 0.07 1.50 2 

4.2.2 Int�rpretation of results 

Petrographic examination showed that devitrification and vapour 

phase activity became more intense as height increased up to the 

middle of the outcrop. The effect reduced towards the top of the 

outcrop. Welding and compression effects are at a maximum at the base 

of the column. No pattern could be detected for lengths of any 

phenocryst. This suggests that phenocrysts were not being 

fractionated by gravity settling during flowage at this relatively 

proximal site, and that probably a semi expanded, laminar flow regime 

was operative. 
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Zonation and Magma Chambers 

Smith (1960a) suggested a relationship exists between ignimbrites 

and granitic batholiths and noted that there are few compositional 

differences between intrusive and extrusive silicic rocks from 

individual magmatic centers. This view has since been developed and 

it is now generally agreed that if the period of a. volcanic eruption 

is short and on a large scale (as in the case of ignimbrites) then the 

examination of the resulting deposit can give an instantaneous view of 

the interior of the magma chamber with regard to zonation (Cox et al., 

1979; Lipman, 1984). The premise is that the earliest parts of the 

erupted sequence came from the upper parts of the chamber and these 

became the basal section of the ignimbrite. Proximal ignimbrites 

provide the best opportunities for the interpretation of zonation of 

phenocrysts in the magma chamber as they are less likely to have mixed 

during travel and are assumed to be older than distal sections. 

However, regardless of how close to source an ignimbrite is, some 

mixing is likely to have taken place (Cox et al., 1979). 

Although the Mamaku type site is 10 km from source, and, 

therefore not strictly proximal, it is an excellent exposure and to 

the writer's knowledge the thickest available outcrop near to source. 

Therefore it seems reasonable to use this column in an attempt at 

interpretation of zonation in the Mamaku Ignimbrite. 

Fisher and Schmincke (1984), summarising the work of Smith (1979) 

and Hildreth (1981) note the following points concerning zoned ash 

flow deposits related to calderas: (1) All pyroclastic eruptions 

exceeding 1 km 3 are compositionally zoned and many smaller ones show 

pronounced zonations. (2) Erupted parts of magma chambers range from 

nearly uniform rhyolite composition to strongly contrasting 

basalt-rhyolite composition. (3) With depth, magma chambers become 
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hotter, more mafic chemically and more phenocryst-rich. (4) There are 

pre-eruptive gradients in: temperature, f0 2
, major and trace element 

composition, volatiles (H 20,Cl,F), and mineralogy. (5) A zoned magma 

column may be vertically layered with abrupt transitions between zoned 

subunits. (6) Wide compositional gaps are common at all levels of 

Si02 concentrations and must have developed within a magmatic system. 

(7) Small-volume systems tend to show stronger composition contrast

than large-volume systems. (8) Volatile rich aphyric boundary layers 

or cupolas occur on top of more crystal rich zoned magma columns. (9) 

Crystal fractionation is only one of several processes resulting in 

compositional gradients, and is much less important than liquid state 

thermodiffusion and liquid complexing in some highly silicic or highly 

alkali systems. 

Expanding on this last point Hildreth (1981) states that for the 

Bishop Tuff, compositional variation cannot be explained by crystal 

fractionation, assimilation or progressive melting. Instead zonation 

may result from diffusion-convection controlled differentiation 

mechanisms which develop along the temperature gradient as the result 

of volatile activity. However, Wolf and Storey (1984) question 

Hildreth's view as chemical variations have been modelled successfully 

for the Bishop Tuff using crystal fractionation. What is clear is 

that zonation in ignimbrites remains a challenge 

petrologists (Lipman, 1984). 

Walker (1972) suggests that fines are removed 

for igneous 

during a

pyroclastic flow, resulting in the concentration of crystals in bulk. 

rock relative to that in pumice. Pumice is considered to have the 

same phenocryst content as the magma as opposed to bulk rock which is 

enriched in crystals. Sparks and Walker (1977) confirm this view. 

Pumice therefore is the most reliable guide to pre-eruptive magmatic 
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processes (Wolff and Storey, 1984). However, as the Mamaku Ignimbrite 

is strongly devitrified, (and strongly welded in the basal zone at the 

type site) the extraction of pumice is not possible. As an 

alternative the argument is advanced by the writer that magma chamber 

zonation (if the chamber was zoned) can be detected by changes in 

relative abundances of phenocrysts from bulk rock thin-sections though 

it is recognised that this is an approximation only. 

A marginal [r=-0.59 (0.09)] trend can be seen (Fig. 4.1) of total 

crystal percentages decreasing as height increases with two noticeable 

irregularities in Fig. 4.1 at the fumarolic zone (83 m) and at sheet 

3. This decrease in crystals as height increases is the reverse to

what is reported in the literature with respect to crystal zonation of 

ignimbrites. Often there is an increase in crystals with height, 

reflecting a zoned magma chamber with crystals concentrated at the 

base of the chamber perhaps by gravity settling. This part of the 

chamber is the last to be erupted and thus forms the top of the 

ignimbrite at a proximal outcrop (Cox et al., 1979). 

Sheridan and Ragan (1976) note there is a steady increase in 

crystals per unit area in an ignimbrite as welding increases (p.680). 

As welding increases, more shards (due to their plastic condition) are 

compressed into the same area but as crystals are incompressible there 

is a relative increase in crystals with welding. This relationship 

was examined using correlation analysis, the aim being to compare 

welding (PT units) versus total crystal percentages for columns that 

are strongly welded. Two Mamaku and one Waimakariri Ignimbrite 

columns were examined; the results are as follows: Type site 

(r=0.65 [0.07)), Ngamanawa (r=0.74 lD.06]), and Omanawa Falls 

(r=0.93 [0.02]). Statistically there is a significant relationship 

between increased levels of welding and increasing crystals. 
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Therefore, it is considered that the decrease in crystal 

percentages with increase in height is the result of reduced 

compaction/welding as height increases. If this hypothesis is correct 

then this implies the magma chamber was essentially homogeneous, 

perhaps by crystals being spread randomly through the melt by thermo 

convective currents as described by Hildreth (1979, 1981), or 

alternatively the chamber did not have time to develop crystal 

zonation before eruption. Homogeneous ignimbrites are not unknown, an 

example is the large volume Fish Canyon Tuff (Whitney and Stormey, 

1985) or the Cerro Galan Ignimbrite (Sparks et al., 1985). 

The compaction/welding viewpoint is supported by Fig. 4.2 (for 

the Ngamanawa thin-sections) where the trend for a decrease in crystal 

abundances as height increases is stronger [r= -0.94 (0.001)]. 

Considerable mixing is assumed to have taken place during travel, the 

ignimbrite being 23 km from source. Therefore this trend at Ngamanawa 

cannot be accounted for by a zoned magma chamber. Although possibly a 

strict laminar flow could preserve ma·gma chamber zona ti on or crystal 

settling in a semi expanded flow could cause such zonation, these 

ideas are considered unlikely. 

To achieve crystal fractionation and settling and hence a zoned 

magma chamber requires a long residence time for the magma or possibly 

a rather rapid cooling regime or any other mechanism that inhibits 

convective overturn. As petrography does not indicate a concentration 

of crystals at the top of the type site, this suggests that zonation 

did not occur. This is consistent with a thin continental crust being 

unable to withstand a long-term batholithic development. Another 

possibility is recurring intrusions of batches of magma from a deep 

source into a shallow crustal reservoir. These silicic chambers are 

believed to be less than 10 km thick, with the larger chambers slab 
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like and smaller ones more cylindrical (Fisher and Schmincke, 1984). 

Lipman (1984) notes that the area and volume of caldera collapse are 

approximately equal to the volume of the material erupted. 

Although volcanic glass has an inherent tendency to crystallize 

spontaneously this effect is accelerated under the influence of 

trapped gases and incipient metamorphism (Hatch et al., 1972). As the 

Mamaku Ignimbrite is strongly devitrified from almost the base to the 

top of the flow it is assumed that the magma was heavily saturated 

with volatiles before eruption, a considerable quantity remaining in 

the ignimbrite at the time of deposition. This view is supported by 

the common presence of fumaroles, 

Flow Units 

A further aim in the petrographic examination was to see if the 

presence of flow units could be determined by modal analysis from 

slides at the Mamaku type site. Fig. 4.1 shows a decrease in 

plagioclase and increase in quartz crystals in sheet 3 resulting in an 

overall reduction in total crystals which confirms the field evidence 

of a new flow unit at this site. However, if field examination had 

not showed a new flow was present it is debatable whether sheet 3 

would have been recognised as a new unit on the basis of changes of 

the percentages of minerals (eg, quartz increases from 2.5 to 4%, and 

plagioclase reduces from 8.5% to 4.75%). For example there are 

changes of 1% quartz at 20 m, an increase from 7.75% to 9.65% at 52 m 

with feldspars and a reduction in quartz percentages (3.5-0.25%) at 

the fumarolic zone (81 m), none of which are recognised as a separate 

flow unit. Field examination seems the most satisfactory method of 

defining flow units though petrographic examination can support this. 
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4.2.3 Ngamanawa (UlS/791647) 

The medial Ngamanawa column was selected to provide a comparison 

between distal and proximal Mamaku Ignimbrite exposures. The column 

is 70 m thick and 22 km from source. 

Groundmass: Under plane polarised light the colour of the groundmass 

gradually changes from a medium brown at the base of the outcrop to a 

pale grey at the top. There has been widespread devitrification, 

though curved relic shards can be seen in most slides. Under crossed 

polarisers, very fine grained felsic crystallites are scattered 

throughout the groundmass in all slides. Occasional incipient 

radiating spherulitic textures (axiolitic structure) occur as the 

result of shards devitrifying to cristobalite and feldspar. Small 

(0.15 mm) felsic plate-like minerals (microlites) with grey and white 

interference colours were observed in devitrified pumice in all 

slides, though they are especially well developed in the base of the 

flow. This coarse texture (compared with the crystallites) suggests 

vapour phase crystallisation. The dominant crystals are alkali 

feldspar, tridymite and cristobalite. There are signs of 

post-emplacement flowage and distortion of shards against crystals 

towards the base of the flow. 

Lithic Fragments: Two types of lithics were identified: a moderately 

welded, ignimbrite somewhat similar to the Waimakariri, but too 

devitrif-ied to make a confident identification, and a fine grained, 

brownish-black lithic possibly argillite, also heavily devitrified. 

The highest percentages of lithics were recorded in two slides towards 

the middle of the flow with 2.25% and 1.75% respectively. 

Hypersthene: Hypersthene is often anhedral to subhedral and it is 

common to see it completely oxidised with little trace of original 
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fabric. Opaque (magnetite) inclusions are common. Field estimations 

of the brown stains which have often replaced these crystals and are 

characteristic of the ignimbrite suggest total mafic crystals were 

originally about 1-2%. Mafic crystals were probably underestimated 

because of alteration by vapour phase gases and destruction while 

making thin-sections. 

Hornblende: Usually only traces of hornblende were seen, though in 

slide 306 they comprised 1%. Crystals were moderately to heavily 

oxidized but less so than hypersthene. Dominant forms are small laths 

and prisms (0.2-0.5 mm). 

Biotite: Biotite crystals are extremely rare; only one tabular 

euhedral example with mottled straight extinction and brownish 

pleochroism was seen in slide 303. 

Quartz: Quartz is dominantly subhedral and tabular; anhedral examples 

are common and euhedral crystals rare. With the exception of slide 

303, all crystals are moderately to heavily corroded. Fracturing is 

generally slight, but examples of non-to moderately fractured and 

broken crystals can be seen in all slides. 

Plagioclase: Plagioclase is moderately to heavily fractured and 

broken crystals are abundant, but the occasional euhedral crystal can 

be found. Edges are moderately altered, with alteration penetrating 

inwards and along fractures. Delicate altered rims are attributed to 

vapour phase activity. Magnetite and glass are the most common 

inclusions although needles of apatite and oxidised hypersthene were 

occasionally seen. 

Opaques: Titanomagnetite is the dominant opaque mineral and exhibits 

a cubic form. Usually fresh, occasionally rims have been altered to 

limonite. Occasional intergrowths of clumped magnetite were noted. 
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Irregular platey and elongated opaques were identified as ilmenite. 

Crystal abundances and lengths are given as a function of height 

up the column in Fig. 4.2 and Table 4.2 respectively. There is no 

observable trend for crystal length of any crystal type. 

Table 4.2 Average and maximum 
crystal lengths (mm) Ngamanawa 

IQTZ QTZIPLAG PLAGI HYP HYPI OPA OPA I HEIGHT! 

IAVE MAXI AVE MAX I AVE MAXI AVE MAX I (M) I 

1---------1----------1---------1-----------1-------1
I0.88 1.21 0.9 2.5 I o.s 1.01 0.17 0.301 70 I 

10.83 1.41 0.8 1.3 I 0.6 1.31 0.15 0.321 59 I 

11.10 1.41 1.3 2.3 I 0.7 0.81 0.15 0.171 44 I 

Io. 63 1. o I 1. 7 2. 6 I 1.1 1. 41 o .11 o. 30 I 35 I 

I0.51 0.61 0.9 1.8 I 0.4 0.61 0.10 0.341 19 I 
I0.63 1.21 1.6 4.0 I 0.7 1.21 0.23 0.411 7 I 
I0.82 2.01 1.3 2.5 I 0.6 1.01 0.14 o.511 2 I 

Discussion: Fig. 4.2 illustrates a decrease in total crystal 

percentages as height increases supported by a correlation of 

[r=-0.95 (0.001)]. If linear regression is used the equation for the 

line is Y= -5.9X+96.57, the slope is -5.9 and the intercept 96.57. As

the distance from source, (22 km) implies mixing would have occurred 

during flowage. This zonation can not be attributed to zonation in 

the magma chamber. As the flow was dense enough to buoy pumice to the 

top of the sheet and crystal lengths appear randomly distributed, 

(Table 4.2) the possibility of gravity settling (or buoying) of 

crystals during flowage is rejected, crystal zonation is considered to 

be the result of welding, following Sheridan and Ragan's (1976) ideas. 

4.2.4 Belk Road (U14/827712) 

The outcrop exposed in the cutting is 6 m thick (total thickness 

is estimated at about 25 m, but not all is accessible) and 26.5 km 

from source. This is an interesting site as it is distal and 

comprises at least two flow units of the Mamaku Ignimbrite. In 
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outcrop the overlying flow unit (sheet 4) is in sharp contact with 

sheet 2. 

Groundmass: Under plane polarised light, the colour of the sheet 4 

matrix changes from a yellow orange at the top of the outcrop to a 

yellow at the base. The groundmass has been weathered (in parts to 

clay), although shards are moderately preserved in the upper part of 

the outcrop. Weathering has generally obliterated the vitric texture 

in the basal section, the converse of what might be expected. This is 

probably the result of ground-water activity, there being two 

manganese layers, one above the pumice concentration zone and the 

second at the contact with sheet 2. Under crossed polarisers 

crystallites are rare at the base, but were occasionally seen in the 

upper middle of the outcrop. Sheet 2 groundmass is pale grey and 

partially devitrified, with a relict vitric structure. Crystallites 

are abundant, though coarse microlites were not seen. The occasional 

lithic of ignimbrite? was noted. 

Pumice Fragments: Moderately preserved vitric structure can be see in 

small (0.5-2 mm) pumice fragments in sheet 4. However, these differ 

in texture from the 3 to 6 cm pumice in the pumice concentration zone. 

Vitric texture in the latter has been largely obliterated by 

weathering. Occasional plagioclase and quartz but no mafics were 

identified. This contrasts with sheet 2 where pumice has been 

completely destroyed by devitrification with almost no trace remaining 

of the original structure. 

Hypersthene: Hypersthene is quite fresh in the top of the outcrop 

(sheet 4), though brown stains often mantle the crystals. Magnetite 

and the occasional zircon are found as inclusions. Crystals are 

anhedral and heavily fractured. Weathering has progressively reduced 

them to brown stains from the middle to the base of the outcrop. 
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Sheet 2 hypersthenes are similar to those in sheet 4 in that they have 

often been altered to brown stains, but were preserved they tend to be 

more prismatic rather than tabular. 

Augite and Hornblende: Both these minerals were identified in the top 

of the flow. It is probable that they were present in the other 

slides, but weathering and oxidation make precise identification 

impossible. 

Plagioclase: Plagioclase is generally anhedral and tabular. Edges 

are slightly altered except for the manganese layer (slide 404) in the 

pumice concentration zone, where plagioclase is strongly altered. 

Basal examples are more heavily fractured than elsewhere, with 

abundant broken crystals. Magnetite is a common inclusion. 

Quartz: Quartz is dominantly subhedral. Edges have occasionally been 

slightly resorbed and the middles corroded, suggesting disequilibrium 

in the melt. Fracturing is slight though rare broken fragments can be 

found. No inclusions were seen. 

Opaques: Magnetite is fresh with a subhedral square tabular shape and 

occasionally slightly fractured. Ilmenite is platey and tends to be 

ragged. Opaques in sheet 4 tend to be more common and larger than in 

sheet 2. 

Table 4.3 Average and maximum 
crystal lengths (mm) Belk Road 

IQTZ QTZ I PLAG PLAGI HYP HYPI OPA OPA IHEIGHTI 
�AVE MAX I AVE MAX I AVE MAXI AVE MAX I (M) I
1----------1----------1---------1-----------1------1 
I0.94 1.241 1.2 3.0 10.36 0.91 0.10 0.6 I 3.1 I 
11.10 1.601 1.5 3.0 I not I 0.15 0.2 I 2.2 !Sheet 4 
I0.65 0.801 0.6 0.8 I possible! 0.16 0.6 I 2.1 I
1----------1----------1 to 1-----------1------1

I0.82 1.001 1.2 1.3 I measure I 0.10 1.3 I 1.2 !Sheet 2 
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Crystal percentages and lengths are given in Fig. 4.3 and 

Table 4.3 respectively. Briefly, no trend is apparent for crystal 

lengths or percentages, even when sheet 4 is examined individually. 

Hypersthene was too altered for reliable crystal measurements to be 

made appart from the top of the outcrop. 

4.2.5 Joyce Road (U14/853736) 

This site is the second most northerly outcrop of the Mamaku 

Ignimbrite in the study area. The outcrop is 29 km from source, 30 m 

thick and comprises sheet 2, 3 and 4. Slides were made from sheet 2, 

the surge deposit (which directly overlies sheet 2), sheet 4 and a 

fourth from the pumice in the pumice lens in sheet 4. Data for this 

column is not tabulated separately; the aim here was to compare sheets 

2 and 4 and pumice from the lens with those at Belk Road to see if 

petrological characteristics were the same: they are. A slide was 

not made of sheet 3 as it has very similar characteristics in hand 

specimen to sheet 2. Total crystals (bulk rock) for sheet 2, the 

surge and sheet 4 are 6.2%, 10.2% and 17.3% respectively. 

Groundmass: The groundmass of the surge deposit is greyish brown and 

partially devitrified, though the vitric structure has been well 

preserved with Y shaped, angular, prismatic and semicircular shards 

clearly recognizable. This is probably the result of the ignimbrite 

degassing during travel; insufficient vapour being available for 

devitrification to proceed to the extent normally seen in this 

ignimbrite. Felsic crystallites are common in both slides, patches of 

microlites in pumice were not seen. Very occasional traces of 

post-emplacement flowage are detectable. Sheet 2 has a similar well 

preserved structure, but tends to a pale yellow pink colour under 

plane polarised light. The groundmass of sheet 4 is light yellow 
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orange. Although weathered to clay, relict shards are recognizable in 

places. Occasional micro crystals are scattered through the 

groundmass. Several unidentifiable (2 mm) lithics were noted. 

Pumice in sheet 2 and the surge deposit has been devitrified with 

little trace of original structure. Pumice from the pumice 

concentration zone in sheet 4 is weathered, though traces of the 

original vitric structure can be seen. Most crystals were plucked 

from the slide, though plagioclase and quartz were identified. Quartz 

in the pumice (sheet 4) is anhedral, moderately fractured and heavily

corroded. The occasional weathered hypersthene was identified. 

Hypersthene: Hypersthene in both sheet 2 and the surge deposit are 

altered to brown stains, probably limonite, and is often found with 

opaque inclusions. Fracturing is intense and broken fragments abound. 

Magnetite inclusions are common and opaques often rim these crystals. 

Several zircon inclusions were found. 

Hornblende: Traces of pleochroic brown hornblende were identified 1n 

all slides. These phenocrysts seem more resistant to oxidation than 

augite and hypersthene in this column. 

Plagioclase: Plagioclase is mostly subhedral. Fracturing is intense, 

with alteration proceeding along fracture lines for sheet 2. Broken 

fragments abound. Mean length is 0.92 mm and maximum 1.4 mm. Sheet 2 

has 2% plagioclase compared with the surge layer's 5.5% and sheet 4's 

14%. Sheet 4 plagioclase is twinned and tabular though occasionally 

lath shapes were seen. Ends are ragged and broken; fracturing and 

corrosion are moderate. Rare apatite inclusions were seen. 

length is 0.7 mm and maximum 1.4 mm. 

Average 

Quartz: Quartz in the surge deposit (3.5%) is subhedral to anhedral. 

fracturing is slight, and corrosion moderate. Average length is 0.55 
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and maximum 1.2 mm. Sheet 4 quartz (2%) is subhedral to anhedral, 

tabular, moderately fractured and slightly corroded. No inclusions 

were seen. Mean length is 0.95 mm and maximum 1.1 mm. 

Opaques: Ragged platey ilmenite is the dominant opaque (1.3%) for the 

surge layer though cubic subhedral magnetite is common and often found 

as overgrowths in mafic crystals. Sheet 2 has 0.5% opaques, while 

sheet 4 opaques (1%) are euhedral to anhedral, generally tabular and 

range from cubes of magnetite to ragged laths of ilmenite. 

4.2.6 Oropi Gorge (U15/877687) 

The Mamaku Ignimbrite is 40 m thick at this column, 24 km from 

source and comprises sheets 1, 2 and 4. The mineralogy and matrix is 

similar to descriptions previously given, apart from the following. 

Sheet 1 has fresh groundmass and crystals. The surge layer has a very 

strong glomeroporphyritic texture as compared with the slightly 

glomeroporphyritic texture for most other Mamaku Ignimbrite thin 

sections. Also there is the large increase in total crystal 

percentages (35.5%) for the surge layer when compared with the range 

of total crystals for the rest of the column. 

Table 4.4 Average and maximum 
crystal length (mm) Oropi Gorge 

IQTZ QTZI PLAG PLAGI HYP HYP 
!MEAN MAXI MEAN MAX l MEAN MAX

OPA OPA HEIGHT! 

1---------1-----------1----------
I0.55 0.81 1.02 1.5 I o.75 1.0 
10.9 1.11 0.75 1.3 I o.56 1.2 
11.45 1.81 1.14 1.6 I 0.53 0.8 
11.1 1.31 1.10 1.8 I 0.4 0.5 
1---------1-----------1----------

I0.6 o.71 1.15 2.5 I 0.85 1.0 
1---------1-----------1----------
11.1 1.31 1.18 2.5 I o.58 0.9 

MEAN MAX 
----------

0.05 0.1 
0.15 0.2 
0.17 0.3 
0.26 1. 0

----------

0.10 0.2 
----------

0.13 0.2 

( M) I
------1 

35 I

25 I sheet 
15 I 

9 I 
------1 

6 I surge 
------1

4 I sheet 1
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Ignoring sheet 1 and the surge deposit there is a minor decrease 

in total crystals (fig. 4.4) from the base of sheet 2 (12%) to its top 

(9%). Quartz varies from 3.5% at the base to a minimum of 1% at the 

next site. As at other columns, plagioclase is the dominant crystal 

and ranges from 8.75 at 15 m to 5.5% at the top of the flow. Mafics 

vary from a maximum of 1% to a minimum of 0.25%. Opaques cluster 

around 0.5%. There is no apparent trend for phenocryst length 

(Table 4.4). 

4.2.7 Lateral variations in phenocryst lengths 

The behaviour of crystals has some similarities to that of 

lithics. Briggs (1976a) reports a decrease in mean length of crystals 

with distance away from source for the Whakamaru Ignimbrite. Walker 

et al. (1981) note that at more than 60 km from source, the maximum 

crystal length in the Taupo Ignimbrite decreased from 2 mm to less 

than 1 mm. They found that the amount of crystals also steadily 

decreases until the groundmass is almost all vitric. However, Fisher 

(1966) reports no significant decrease in median diameter of feldspar 

crystals over distance, though he notes a lateral decrease in crystal 

content. 

Two approachs are used in comparing lateral variations. The 

first is outlined below. Three Mamaku Ignimbrite columns are 

compared, these are the Type Site, Ngamanawa, Oropi Gorge and Belk 

Road. These sites are proximal medial and distal respectively, all 

have excellent exposure and have a relatively large numoer of sample 

points (sites). Each column lies further from source, distances have 

previously been given. Only quartz and plagioclase mean lengths are 

compared. The rationale being these two crystal types are the most 

abundant of the phenocrysts, and presented a greater and more reliable 

number of samples (usually 10 from each slide) during measurement. As 
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maximum lengths represent extremes and represent only 1 measurement 

from each slide, less importance is attached to them by the writer 

though they are compared. Only sheet 2 (the bulk of the flow) is 

compared as it is considered more appropriate to compare a flow unit 

from the ignimbrite rather than to compare sheets 2 and 3 from the 

type site with sheet 2 at Ngamanawa and sheets 1, 2 and 4 at Oropi 

gorge. 

The procedure was to calculate the mean of the means from each 

column of crystal lengths of sheet 2. Table 4.5 shows a decrease from 

the type site to Ngamanawa for quartz average lengths though there is

an increase at Oropi Gorge. There is a steady decrease in quartz 

maximum lengths over a 14 km distance. A decrease from the Type site 

to Ngamanawa was recorded but there is also an increase at Oropi Gorge 

for quartz maximum lengths. Plagioclase mean lengths show a steady 

decrease. In summary an argument exists for a decrease in crystal 

lengths (using the method outlined above) for the Mamaku Ignimbrite 

with distance from source though it is not conclusive. 

Table 4.5 Mean crystal length (mm) 

IQTZ I QTZ I PLAGIPLAGIKM FROM! 
IAVE I MAX I AVEI MAXI SOURCEI 
1----1- ---1-----1----1-------1 

Type Site I0.931 1.431 1.011 1.81 10 I 
1----1-----1-----1----1-------1 

Ngamanawa I0.771 1.3 I 1.211 2.41 22 I 
1----1-----1-----1----1-------1 

Oropi Gorge 11.001 1.251 1.001 1.51 24 I 

The second method was to compare mean and maximum lengths from 

only the top of sheet 2 (Table 4.6). Quartz shows small decreases in 

mean length with distance from source, there is a marked fall at Oropi 

Gorge. No trend exists for quartz maximum and plagioclase mean 

lengths. Plagioclase maximum lengths decrease from source appart from 
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Oropi Gorge, there is also a small increase in length at Joyce Road. 

Thus a weak argument exists for a decrease in crystal lengths with 

distance from source, which is the same conclusion when all sample 

points from sheet 2 were compared. 

Type Site 

Ngamanawa 

Oropi Gorge 

Belk Road 

Joyce Road 

Table 4.6 Mean crystal 

length (mm), top of sheet 2 

QTZ QTZ IPLAGIPLAG KM FROMI 
MEAN MAX IMEANI MAX SOURCEI 

-----1----1---- -------1

0.9 1.1 I 1.11 2.4 10 I 
-----1----1---- -------1

0.88 1.2 I 0.91 2.5 22 I 
-----1----1---- -------1 

0.55 0.8 I 1.01 1.5 24 I 
-----1----1---- -------1 

o. 82 1. o I 1. 21 1. 3 26. 5 I
----1-----1----1---- -------1

0.801 1.2 I o.91 1.4 29 I 

4.2.8 Lateral variations in crystal percentages 

Sheridan and Ragan (1976) state increased welding implies an 

increased relative percentage of crystals. If this is correct then it 

is inappropriate, for example, to calculate the mean of total crystal 

percentages from each site of sheet 2 at the type site and attempt to 

compare them with the mean of total crystal percentages from each site 

of the Ngamanawa column. 

Table 4.7 Crystal 
percentages, top of sheet 2 

ITOTALI QTZ PLAGIKM FROMI 

1-----1----- -----1 SOURCE4

Type Site I 12 I 2.5 8.5 I 10 I 
1-----1----- -----1------�1 

Ngamanawa I 5 I 1.0 3.2 I 22 I 
1-----1----- -----1-------1 

Oropi Gorge I 9 I 1.2 5.5 I 24 I 
1-----1----- -----1-------1 

Belk Road I 8 I 2.7 5.4 I 26.5 I 
1-----1----- -----1-------1 

Joyce Road I 6 I 3.0 2.0 I 29 I 
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Therefore it is argued a more useful comparison is that of 

crystal percentages from zones with about the same degree of welding. 

Thus total plagioclase and quartz crystals from the top of sheet 2 are 

compared. The results in Table 4.6 show there is a moderate trend 

towards a decrease in total crystals with distance from source 

(r= -0.74 [0.15]), no trend is apparent for quartz, but there is a good 

decrease for plagioclase crystals (r= -0.81 (0.09]). If the Ngamanawa 

column is not included in the calculations the trend towards a 

decrease in crystals with distance from source is more apparent. 

Summary: There is a statistically significant trend for crystals to 

decrease in percentage as height increased at the Type and Ngamanawa 

columns. This is explained by welding/compaction rather than magma 

chamber zonation. There is an argument (but certainly not conclusive) 

for a decrease in crystal lengths with distance from source for the 

Mamaku Ignimbrite. This suggests that for this ignimbrite, crystal 

length was a relatively unimportant parameter in determining whether 

crystals were deposited out of the flow. No trend can be seen for 

vertical changes in phenocryst lengths at any column and it is 

inferred from this that gravity settling or conversely a buoying 

effect was not operating for crystals. This finding supports the view 

expressed for crystal lengths. Conversely pumice was buoyed to the 

top of the flow in \he medial columns (see section 5.3). There is 

little vertical variation in crystal percentages at the distal columns 

apart from a slight increase in the more welded zonesrc Statistically 

and visually there is a decrease in total and plagioclase crystal 

percentages with distance from source. Therefore crystals were 

sedimenting out of the flow, but the evidence on crystal lengths 

suggests length was not an important factor in the deposition of 

crystals. 
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4.3 PETROGRAPHY OF THE WAIMAKARIRI IGNIMBRITE 

4.3.1 Omanawa Falls (Ul5/821682) 

On the Omanawa Falls track to the underground power station, 4 m 

of strongly welded basal Mamaku Ignimbrite and 41 m of incipiently to 

strongly welded Waimakariri Ignimbrite is exposed. In thin-section 

the ignimbrite is vitrophyric and slight to moderately 

glomeroporphyritic. 

Groundmass: The colour of the groundmass under plane polarised light 

gradually changes from a light grey at the base to a light yellow, 

then light yellow brown, followed by a light brown and then brown at 

the top. This is caused by devitrification and groundwater, 

especially in the upper part of the flow. A variety of shard forms 

can be seen: these include Y-shapes, semi-circles, rare circles and 

prisms. Most fragments had broken jagged edges, ranging in size from 

dust to 0.75 mm. 

The first sign of post-emplacement flowage was seen around some 

crystal margins in the upper basal slide. With increasing height 

welding and compaction steadly increased. although at the top of the 

outcrop the vitric structure is less obvious due to oxidation and 

devitrification. However, it is still possible to discern that it is 

welded, suggesting the unwelded top has been removed. Under crossed 

polarisers all slides showed some felsic crystallites, although the 

absence of microlites in void spaces indicated little vapour phase 

activity. Groundmass percentages varied from 88.7 at the top of the 

flow to 85.3% at the base (the inverse of total crystals, Fig. 4.7). 

Pumice Fragments: Pumice becomes more lenticular and less vesicular 

with increasing height, though this effect decreased towards the top 
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of the flow. Occasional ragged plagioclase and subhedral quartz made 

up approximately 5% of the pumice fragments. This should indicate the 

true magma content at the time of eruption. 

Lithic Fragments: Lithics of flow banded and spherulitic rhyolite are 

quite common. These range in length from 0.3 to 1.7 mm. 

Hypersthene: Crystals tend to anhedral tabular and prismatic forms; 

rims are often slightly altered especially in slides taken from the 

top of the outcrop. Hypersthene is moderately to heavily fractured 

with small broken fragments quite common. Magnetite is the dominant 

inclusion though occasionally glass was seen. Hypersthene ranges from 

trace amounts to 0.5% of the rock. 

Augite: Augite is common (0% to 0.5%); it tends to a subhedral semi 

cubic, moderately fractured form. 

Hornblende: Traces of green pleochroic laths of hornblende were found 

in most slides, though they tended to be slightly more abundant in 

slides of basal to lower middle parts of the flow. 

Quartz: Quartz tends to be slightly fractured. Forms are tabular and 

subhedral though anhedral shapes are common. They tend to be free of 

inclusions though rare glass is present. Corrosion is moderate to 

heavy in most quartz, except towards the base of the flow where it is 

slight. 

Plagioclase: Although plagioclase forms range from anhedral to 

euhedral, subhedral was the most common. Edges tend to be slightly 

resorbed and fracturing is moderate and occasionally perlitic. Opaque 

and hornblende inclusions are common, some crystals contained abundant 

dust particles. 

Opaques: Most opaques (approximately 75%) are magnetite, of a cubic 
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subhedral form, fresh and slightly fractured and occasionally clumped 

together. Platey opaques were identified as ilmenite. Opaques at the 

top of the outcrop are often surrounded by a brown stain. 

Discussion: Crystal percentages as a function of height are shown in 

Fig. 4.5. Plagioclase increase with height which corresponds 

approximately with the welding pattern recorded for this column. 

Other crystals remain relatively constant apart from quartz at the top 

of the flow where 0% was recorded. 

The correlation between welding (PT units) and crystals is 

(r=0.93 [0.02]). Therefore, this zonation is attributed to 

compaction/welding effects rather than magma chamber zonation. It is 

possible that zonation may have been preserved if a strict laminar 

flow regime was operating and little mixing of the crystals occurred 

but this is considered unlikely. The lack of crystal settling (or 

buoying) suggests that there was little gravity sorting of larger 

crystals during flowage (Table 4.8). 

Table 4.8 Average and maximum 
crystal lengths (mm) Omanawa Falls 

QTZ QTZI PLAG PLAGI HYP HYP I OPA OPA IHEIGHTI 
I AVE MAXI AVE MAX I AVE MAX I AVE MAX I (M) I 

1----------1-----------1-----------1-----------1 -----, 

I 0.67 1.01 0.65 0.801 0.24 0.501 0.10 0.151 44 I 

I 0.87 1.01 0.50 0.901 0.36 0.601 0.06 0.571 3� I 

I 0.48 0.91 0.63 1.201 0.48 0.901 0.13 0.301 18 I 

I 0.53 1.41 0.80 1.101 0.30 0.701 0.27 0.451 11 I 
I 0.68 0.91 0.53 0.801 0.50 0.751 0.20 0.301 1 I 

4.3.2 Carrs Track 

Carrs track provides a 30 m exposure of distal, incipiently to 

non- welded Waimakariri Ignimbrite. The mineralogy is very similar to

that at Omanawa Falls. Only shards from the lower middle and middle 

parts of the flow show slight signs of welding. Sizes range from dust 
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to 1.0 mm, although most are 0.05-0.3 mm. Occasional brownish black

obsidian flakes were noted. Pumice (0.5-1.5 mm) is abundant in all

slides, though they change from a rounded shape at the base to semi 

lenticular in the lower middle and middle slides. Often edges were 

broken. Lithics of rhyolite, devitrified ignimbrite and argillite 

were identified. Interestingly, one argillite had a quartz vein 

running through it. 

Fig. 4.6 shows a moderate increase in quartz for the first three 

data points and then a small fall to 2%. There is a steady increase 

in plagioclase crystals from 1.75% at the base of the flow to 11.75% 

at the top of the outcrop. This is the reverse to that found with the 

Mamaku Ignimbrite and described by Fisher (1966) and Walker et al.

(1981). 

Table 4.9 Average and maximum 
crystal lengths (mm) Carrs Track 

I QTZ QTZI PLAG PLAGI HYP HYP I OPA OPA IHEIGHTI 
I MEAN MAXI MEAN MAX I MEAN MAX I MEAN MAX I (M) I 
1----------1-----------1----------1----------1------1
I 0.27 0.61 0.66 1.441 0.75 1.0 I 0.1 0.3 I 30 I 

I 0.57 1.01 o.78 1.251 0.29 0.7 I 0.6 0.9 I 19 ·I

I o.56 0.91 0.97 1.401 0.6 0.9 I 0.1 0.6 I 12 I 

I 0.60 0.81 o.52 1.001 o.53 0.7 I 0.04 0.1 I 3 I 

The hypothesis advanced for the increase in crystals (at Carrs 

track) is that fines were being steadily elutriated from the flow as a 

co-ignimbrite ash fall as described by Fisher (1979). As this site is 

distal, extensive mixing and/or gravity settling -0f crystals should 

have occurred and it is considered unlikely that magma chamber 

zonation was preserved. Reference to Table 4.8 shows there is no 

preferential size grading of crystals apart from mean plagioclase, 

though this is not a clear cut trend. Thus significant gravity 

settling (or buoying) during flowage is unlikely to have occurred. 
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4.3.3 Lateral variations in crystal lengths and percentages 

Similar procedures were used to compare mean and maximum crystal 

lengths for the Omanawa and Carrs Track columns for the Mamaku 

Ignimbrite. First the mean of the means was calculated for the entire 

two columns. The results are summarised in Table 4.10. Carrs Track 

is 6.8 km NNE from Omanawa Falls and is considered further from source 

owing to the reduction in welding and thickness. Only quartz average 

and maximum lengths show a decrease in size with distance, the data 

for plagioclase show a reverse trend. No conclusion can be reached 

about any decrease in crystal lengths from source for the Waimakariri 

Ignimbrite using this method. 

Table 4.10 Mean 
crystal length (mm) 

IQTZ I QTZ I PLAGI PLAGI 
IMEANI MAX I MEANI MAX I 
1----1-----1-----1-----1 

Omanawa Falls I0.651 1.041 0.621 0.961
1----1-----1-----1-----1 

Carrs Track ID.SOI 0.821 0.731 1.271

If only the basal sites are compared then a clear trend towards a 

decrease in crystal length with distance from source can be seen apart 

from plagioclase maximum lengths (Table 4.11). 

Table 4.11 Mean crystal 
length (mm) basal sites 

IQTZ I QTZI PLAGI PLAGI 
IMEANI MAXI MEANI MAX I 
1----1----1-----1-----1 

Omanawa Falls I0.681 1.01 0.651 0.8 I
1----1----1-----1-----1 

Carrs Track 10.601 0.81 0.521 1.0 I
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Reference to Table 4.12 shows there is an increase in total, 

plagioclase and quartz crystals from the medial Omanawa Falls column 

to the distal Carrs Track column. This is the reverse to what might 

be expected and is explained by progressive elutriation of the fines 

during flowage concentrating crystals in the top of the flow. But if 

this theory is correct then obtaining the mean crystal percentages 

from the two columns is probably an inappropriate method. 

Table 4.12 Comparison of 
mean crystal percentages 

ITOTALIQUARTZI PLAGI 
1-----1------1-----1 

Omanawa Falls I 6.8 I 0.85 I 5.4 I 
1-----1------1-----1 

Carrs Track I 8.8 I 1.6 I 6.9 I 

If the two basal sites (Table 4.13) are compared then quartz 

shows a decrease in percentages, though the converse is true for total 

and plagioclase crystals. Therefore no conclusion is made for the 

hypothesis of decreasing crystal percentages with distance from source 

for the Waimakariri Ignimbrite. 

Table 4.13 Comparison of 
crystal percentages from basal sites 

ITOTALIQUARTZI PLAGI 
1-----1------1-----1 

Omanawa Falls 12.2 I 1.5 I 0.751
1-----1------1-----1 

Carrs Track 12.7 I 0.75 I 1.751

4.3.4 Thin-section petrography of a strongly welded sample

A dark grey strongly welded Waimakariri Ignimbrite sample with 

eutaxitic texture was collected from vertical cliffs surrounding Lake 

Mangapapa (014/778707, sample and slide 450). The mineralogy is 

similar to that described at Omanawa Falls but the following is 

noteworthy. Hornblende is the dominant mafic crystal (0.5%) showing 
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green and rare brown pleochroism. Dominant forms are prismatic though 

occasional small cubes were seen. Several rare hypersthene crystals 

were noted. This relative abundance of hornblende and hypersthene is 

the reverse to all other Waimakariri slides examined. As the sample 

was taken near the upper base of the flow this could suggest a form of 

zonation indicating a flow unit or perhaps the slide is 

unrepresentative. Shards have the usual variety of shapes seen in the 

Waimakariri Ignimbrite, but there is little fracturing or breakage and 

they are more compressed with long laths the dominant shape. Shards 

in contact with crystals are moulded against them, and occasionally 

small shards are moulded against larger shards. These characteristics 

indicate that the groundmass was in a plastic state at the time of 

deposition. Pumice fragments (0.7 to 1.3 mm) are lenticular and 

flattened though they still retain some pore space. However, welding 

had not e!�ceeded to the stage seen in the Waiteariki Ignimbrite. The 

groundmass makes up 89% of the rock. Total crystals comprise 8.7% of 

the rock. 

4.3.5 Lithics in the Waimakariri Ignimbrite 

Introduction: 

Ignimbr i te .· 

Lithics are a common feature of the Waimakariri 

Larger specimens (0.5 cm-2 cm) were hand picked from 

incipiently welded outcrop and exhibit a black, hard, rounded to 

subangular exterior. Smaller lithics (3-5 mm) were picked out under a 

binocular microscope. Five slides were made. 

Discussion: Two types of ignimbrite lithics were identified. One is 

vitrophyric, moderately welded, slightly devitrified (though shards 

are clearly recognizable) with a light brown matrix. Abundant felsic 

crystallites are found in the groundmass. Crystals total about 2% of 

the rock. The dominant phenocrysts are twinned, tabular, subhedral 

plagioclase with slightly resorbed edges. Moderately corroded quartz 
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and subhedral magnetite are common, while hypersthene and hornblende 

are rare. A dark brown lenticular pumice with ragged edges is common. 

The other lithic is similar except it is densely welded, the 

groundmass is dark brown, crystal percentages are approximately 7% and 

pumice is extremely compressed and difficult to differentiate from the 

shards of the groundmass. It is considered both lithics are from the 

same ignimbrite (same mineralogy), though from different zones of 

welding. These ignimbrite lithics suggest the Waimakariri was not the 

first ignimbrite to be erupted from its volcanic center (Rotorua 

Caldera?). Though it is possible that the lithics were plucked from 

the ground during travel but as they are spread (tendency for lithic 

percentages to increase in the base of the flow) through the 

ignimbrite it is suggested that they are derived from a collapsing 

caldera during eruption. 

Two other lithics were identified as andesite and rhyolite. The 

andesite is strongly porphyritic with weathered plagioclase the 

dominant phenocryst; augite, pleochroic green hornblende and 

hypersthene are common. Microcrystalline, pilotaxitic laths of 

feldspar comprise the groundmass. Two types of rhyolite were 

identified. One is mildly porphyritic with the occasional twinned 

small plagioclase set in a cryptocrystalline pale grey groundmass. 

The other is strongly devitrified, porphyritic with phenocrysts of 

quartz, feldspar and opaques. The groundmass is a pale white colour 

with cryptocrystalline felsic crystals and is occasionally 

spherulitic. 
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4.3.6 Mineralised Waimakariri Ignimbrite 

An area of about 400 m by 20 m of hydrothermally altered 

Waimakariri Ignimbrite is exposed downstream of the weir (U14/767695) 

over the ford crossing the Opuiaki River. Two specimens (sample 232, 

sinter deposit, sample 230a, blue unweathered), were examined under 

reflected light. 

The sinter showed cataclastically shattered pyrite and marcasite 

suggesting faulting in a shear zone. Quartz and feldspars were also 

shattered with some examples showing flowage supporting the hypothesis 

of deformation by faulting. In slide 230a pyrite, marcasite, and 

hydroxide (a brick red appearance) were identified. The pyrite had 

been broken and annealed with silicate trails, suggesting deformation. 

The changes noted due to hydrothermal alteration are as follows. 

Phenocrysts of feldspar, augite, hypersthene and hornblende have been 

strongly altered or completely destroyed, but quartz remains fresh. 

Magnetite and ilmenite have been altered to hydrous iron oxide, 

probably limonite. Abundant fine grained radial fibrous marcasite and 

lesser amounts of cubic pyrite are scattered through the groundmass. 

The vitric nature of the groundmass has been completely obliterated 

and replaced by a low birefringent cryptocrystalline silica 

groundmass. 

4.4 PETROGRAPHY OF THE WAITEARIKI IGNIMBRITE 

4.4.1 McLarens Falls (U14/783728) 

Introduction: Two slides (40, 411) were made of the Waiteariki 

Ignimbrite at McLarens Falls. The rock is vitrophyric, moderate to 

strongly glomeroporphyritic and crystal rich (33% total phenocrysts). 

This site is used as the standard to compare other Waiteariki slides. 
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Groundmass: The groundmass is devitrified, cryptocrystalline light 

pinkish grey matrix with little sign of the original vitric texture. 

Under crossed polarisers the occasional patch of felsic crystallites 

can be seen. Pore spaces (possibly created by trapped gas) are common 

which casts doubt on the validity of describing the degree of this 

ignimbrite's welding using bulk density - porosity experiments. It is 

clear in thin-section (and in hand specimen) that the rock is very 

strongly welded yet these spaces would reduce the rock's apparent 

degree of welding when examined using conventional methods. 

Pumice Fragments: Pumice has been so strongly welded that it bears 

little resemblance to its likely original structure. It is dark grey 

under plane polarised light, with shards having a well developed 

parallel alignment (eutaxitic texture) indicating extreme flattening. 

They resemble a flow structure, but lack the continuity of a flow 

rock. Owing to the intense compression and welding, shards have been 

moulded around crystals without breaking indicating a degree of 

plasticity at the time of deposition. Where voids exist in crystals 

(from corrosion in the melt) these have been infilled by shards. 

Hypersthene: Hypersthene is moderately fractured, subhedral to 

anhedral with tabular and prismatic forms. Ends are broken and 

ragged. Magnetite is a common inclusion. These crystals comprise 

1.5% of the rock with a mean size of 0.4 mm and maximum of 1.25 mm. 

Hornblende: Hornblende is pleochroic in shades of brown and 

occasionally green. It comprises 0.5% of the rock with a mean size of 

0.7 mm and maximum of 1.2 mm. Fracturing is slight and ends have 

hacksaw terminations. 

inclusions. 

Plagioclase and opaques are often found as 

Biotite: Biotite is rare, occurring as partially oxidized, prismatic 
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laths, with a brown pleochroic colour and straight extinction. Mean 

size is 0.7 mm and maximum 1.2 mm. 

Plagioclase: Plagioclase is twinned, zoned and moderately fractured, 

commonly with broken crystals. They are often partially weathered and 

under crossed polarisers, a gold coloured weathering product tends to 

infill the margins of these and other crystals. Average size is 

1.4 mm and maximum 2.0 mm. These are the most abundant of the 

phenocrysts, comprising 25.75% of the sample. 

Quartz: Quartz is heavily corroded and slightly fractured. Forms are 

dominantly subhedral, though some are anhedral. Several hexagonal 

high temperature examples were seen. Mean size is 0.8 mm and maximum 

1.4 mm. This phenocryst comprises 4% of the rock. 

Opaques: The dominant opaque is ragged anhedral tabular ilmenite 

though subhedral to euhedral cubes of magnetite are often found 

clumped together. Sizes ranged from 0.1 to 0.65 mm, while it makes up 

0.5% of the sample. 

4.4.2 Densely welded pumice 

A slide (442) was also made of noticeable protuberances from 

Waiteariki Ignimbrite at McLarens Falls. In hand specimen, they are 

very dark grey and noticeably harder than the surrounding rock. They 

are interpreted as original large pumice which have collapsed under 

extreme temperature and compaction. The mineralogy is similar too 

Waiteariki Ignimbrite previously described and is not repeated here. 

The groundmass is greyish brown with only the occasional very densely 

welded vitric patch to betray the rock's pyroclastic origin. Most of 

the slide is comprised of well developed spherulites resembling a 

spherulitic rhyolite, although the mineralogy is similar to that of 

'normal' Waiteariki Ignimbrite, with an occasional patch of welded 
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shards. This spherulitic development may result from extreme 

compaction and welding where rapid devitrification has developed under 

extreme pressure-temperature conditions. Another difference between 

pumice and other samples at McLarens falls is the common presence of 

biotite comprising 0.5% of the sample and having a mean size of 

0.63 mm and a maximum of 1.3 mm. 

4.4.3 Basal Waiteariki Ignimbrite (U14/737733, sample 742) 

Only differences from the McLarens Falls slides are discussed. 

The matrix is yellow brown under plane polarised light. Shards are 

slightly devitrified, though clearly recognizable. They have been 

moderately welded and compressed with post-depositional flowage 

apparent, especially around crystal margins. Pumice is light yellow 

and is quite lenticular with sizes ranging from 0.5 mm to 1.3 mm. 

Under crossed polarisers a moderate amount of felsic crystalites is 

seen, though no vapour phase minerals were visible. 

Biotite is pleochroic with a reddish brown colour and straight 

extinction and more common than elsewhere. It is tabular, subhedral 

and usually unfractured, though edges tend to have hacksaw 

terminations. Mean size is 0.6 mm and maximum 1.4 mm and comprises 

0.5% of the rock. The main difference between the basal slide and 

those from the densely welded zone (apart from the reduction in 

welding) is an increase in the percentages of mafic crystals and an 

overall reduction in total crystals. -:The former may signify a 

zonation and the latter is probably -due to 

welding/compression effects. 

a reduction in 
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4.5 PETROGRAPHY OF THE OPUIAKI SEDIMENTS 

4.5.1 Lake Sediments 

Sediments previously considered to be possible lake sediments 

(lithotype 1) were examined for fossils and the following diatoms were 

identified to Genus level based on Cramer (1979). Slide 710 

contained: Cyclotella, Eunotia, Diploneis, Achnanthes, Cymbella, 

Navicula, Melosira, Epithenia, Cocconeis, and Pinnularia. Slide 745 

contained the above with the addition of Gomphonema, Frustulra, and 

the exception of Eunotia, Achnanthes, Navicula and Pinnularia. 

Although the presence of diatoms by no means proves that these 

sediments were derived from a lake (Green, pers comm.) the variety and 

abundance plus varves suggests samples 710 and 745 were lake 

sediments. One slide was prepared from sample 745 using the 

techniques outlined in Chapter 2 for ignimbrites, the aim being to 

identify any crystals present. Rare fine grained plagioclase were 

seen, abundant silt particles and diatoms. Probably the plagioclase 

are derived from indirect tephric input from streams. 

4.5.2 River Gravels 

Two slides (435, 516) were made of gravels from the Opuiaki 

sediments. Both were identifed as rhyolite and Waiteariki lgnimbrite. 

The rhyolite has a weathered light brownish grey, fine grained mildly 

spherulitic groundrnass and is quite similar to the lithics seen in the 

Waimakariri Ignimbrite. Under crossed polarisers abundant felsic 

crystalites were noted. No ferromagnesiams or opaques were observed. 

Scarce plagioclase is highly fractured, moderately corroded and with 

tabular forms. Two quartz were identified and these were slightly 

fractured, corroded and tabular. Although the rhyolite gravels 

examined vary slightly they are probably from the same source. 
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As the Waiteariki Ignimbrite gravels have a similar mineralogy to 

that described at McLarens Falls these are not repeated here. The 

main difference noted was slightly less welding. 

4.5.3 Sands 

One slide was made up from sands from a massive layer between 

diatomaceous varved deposits at the old pozzolan quarry (U14/732723). 

It is estimated that about 70% of the slide comprised pale grey 

rounded vesicular pumice (0.2-0.7 mm), 20% plagioclase (weathered, 

slightly fractured), 5% quartz (fractured and embayed), 3% opaques and 

1% hornblende and augite. This sand may be reworked tephra. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

VERTICAL AND LATERIAL VARIATIONS 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The textural and compositional variations in the Mamaku and 

Waimakariri Ignimbrites are presented in this chapter. Exposure of 

the Waiteariki Ignimbrite is usually limited to river beds and so 

construction of stratigraphic columns in this ignimbrite is not 

practicable. These variations fall into several logical groupings: 

pumice numbers, pumice percentages and size, degree of welding, and 

lithic percentages. 

The purpose of collecting and examining these data is to discuss 

the vertical and lateral variations within the two ignimbrites, which 

in turn may suggest processes acting on the ignimbrite during flowage 

and deposition. The approach for the Mamaku Ignimbrite was to 

concentrate on sheet 2 which forms the bulk of this ignimbrite and 

largely ignore sheets 1, 3 and 4 (though occasionally they have been 

included in the graphs for interest sake but not in the calculations). 

Sheet 2 was identified at all sites and this is the flow unit used to 

investigate lateral variations. 

Correlation analysis (see section 4.1) is often used. Where 

strong correlations were found (i.e., some columns showed pumice 

percentages to increase with height) factors such as density of the 

pumice, density of the flow, extent of fluidisation and energy 

imparted from the eruptions are assumed to be responsible. 

Cooling Unit: Smith (1960a,b) states that an ignimbrite can be 

understood from the cooling unit concept. An ignimbrite is a flow or 

a number of flows that were erupted so rapidly that that little or no 

cooling occurred between successive emplacements. In a simple cooling 

unit, then, a more or less systematic pattern of zonation will exist, 

differing in degree of welding. For example, the top and bottom parts 
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of a simple cooling unit are composed of friable, incipiently welded 

to unwelded rock, while the middle is moderately to densely welded. 

In a compound cooling unit, an interruption or change occurred, 

sufficient to disturb this cooling zonation. 

Flow Unit: A flow unit is a depositional unit - a single pyroclastic 

flow deposited in. one lobe, in a time interval of minutes to hours. 

The thickness can vary from a few centimetres to many tens of metres. 

Boundaries are marked by changes in grain size, composition, fabric, 

and bedding zones (Smith 1960a). Fisher and Schmincke (1984) state a 

single bed may be massive, progressively graded, and have internal 

continuous laminations or crossbedding. This grading can result from 

recurrent surging within the flow (Smith 1960a) or mechanical 

differentiation from shearing during laminar flow (Fisher · and 

Schmincke (1984). In contrast, however, Wilson and Walker (1982) 

conclude that the thickness of an ignimbrite flow unit bears no 

relation to the thickness of the parent pyroclastic flow, and that the 

grain size and compositional characteristics of an ignimbrite at a 

given point bear no relationship to the grain size and compositional 

characteristics of the parent pyroclastic flow. If this conclusion 

were correct it would seem that little purpose would be served by 

examining flow deposits with a view to understanding flow behaviour. 

However, other workers have found parameters that appear associated 

with flow units and these are described and subsequently used in this 

study. 

Several criteria for the recognition of flow units are now 

outlined. Yamazaki (1974) found for the Donzurubo Ignimbrite that 

pumice was evenly distributed in the lower and middle parts of the 

flow, but became concentrated in the uppermost zone. He states this 

clearly defines the top part of the flow unit. Smith (1960a) asserts 
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that sharp breaks in grain size such as that between pumice-rich tops 

and basal layers indicate a new flow unit. Fisher and Schmincke 

(1984) state that field recognition of a flow unit may be 

straightforward if it is internally structureless or bounded by sharp 

bedding planes, but becomes subjective if boundaries are gradational 

or composed of many texturally distinct smaller units. Separate 

layers within a unit are often interpreted as separate flow units, but 

unless there are marked compositional changes, soil horizons or 

erosional irregularities between units such an interpretation may be 

dubious. 

This view is adopted and flow units have not been defined on the 

basis of an increase in pumice numbers alone. The reason for this, 

apart from Fisher and Schmincke's (1984) comments, is that an obvious 

flow unit was seen near the top of the type site column (sheet 2 and 

3) but pumice numbers were not observed to increase at the top of the

underlying unit. In fact, numbers increased in the overlying unit. 

To define a flow unit on the basis of an increase of pumice numbers 

alone would lead to a multitude of flow units being identified which 

may not exist. An example of this scenario is the Lloyd Mandeno 

column (Fig. 5.2). However it should be noted in some examples a 

pumice concentration zone did indicate a new flow unit (Joyce Road, 

Scotts track, Youth camp columns). Flow units in the study area were 

recoginzed where there were several ljnes of evidence. For example, 

sheet 3 at the type site was defined on the basis of a change in 

color, a Mn lens which separates the flow units, a change in pumice 

parameters and a change in welding. 
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5.2 PUMICE NUMBERS 

Several diagrams are presented which summarize counts of pumice 

numbers from a 13x30 cm rectangular sample area taken from vertical 

columns and horizontal sections of the Mamaku and 

Ignimbrites. 

Mamaku Ignimbrite (Figs 5.1 and 5.2) 

Waimakariri 

Pumice numbers at the Mamaku type site (10 km from source) 

steadily increase in the first 50 m (maximum of 19 at 52 m), followed 

by a fall at 76 m and then a decrease to O at 81 m. The latter 

reading was obtained from a highly altered devitrifed, fumarolic zone, 

where vitric texture including pumice, is largely obliterated. Thus, 

it is likely that the reading is not representative of original 

numbers at this site. The recording of O pumice has been plotted in 

Fig. 5.1 but not included in the calculations for the reasons outlined 

above. As height increases pumice numbers rise again. Several metres 

below the top of the outcrop a contact was seen between two flow units 

(sheets 2 and 3 marked by the dotted line). Interestingly, numbers 

are greater in sheet 3 which is contrary to Yamazaki's (1974) view 

that pumice numbers increase immediately before a new flow unit. As 

might be expected no statistical trend can be calculated for this 

outcrop (r =0.01 [0.96]). 

Twelve km NW of the Type Site is a 70 m cutting at the entrance 

to Ngamanawa. Pumice numbers rise from 15 at the base of the outcrop 

to 23 at 7 m, then fall to 16 at 19 m above base level. At the next 

two data points increases are recorded with a maximum of 33 pumice at 

44 m. Numbers fall to 16 and then jump to 57 at the top of the flow. 

The correlation (r=0.66 [O.l]) and Fig. 5.1 suggest there is an 

overall increase in pumice numbers as height increases. 
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The Heke track column shows pumice numbers are highest in the 

middle part of the ignimbrite and decrease at the base and the top of 

outcrop. No correlation between height and numbers exists for this 

column (r=0.22 [0.63]). 

Heke track is about 0.5 km NE of the Ngamanawa column, at the 

same altitude and with about the same amount of exposure. Visually 

and statistically (r= -0.16 [0.75]) there is little comparison between 

the Ngamanawa and Heke pumice numbers. This suggests there can be 

significant variation in a pyroclastic flow regime over a horizontal 

distance of 0.5 km. 

Joyce Road is 29 km from source and 27 m thick (base not 

exposed). No trend can be detected, with numbers vacillating from a 

minimum of 13 at the base to a maximum of 27 at 14 m. Numbers reduce 

at the next site and increase again to 23 at 27 m. This latter site 

underlies by a few metres a surge zone which is interpreted as the 

front of an advancing flow unit. The surge separates sheet 2 from 

sheet 3, the latter is about 2 m thick, and in turn is overlain by 

sheet 4. Pumice numbers and percentages increase markedly (not shown 

on Fig. 5.1) in the 0.5 m before the crystal concentration zone in 

agreement with the model proposed by Yamazaki (1974). 

The T.C.C Weir column (29.5 km from source and most northerly of 

the Mamaku Ignimbrite outcrops) has only three data points owing to 

lack of exposure. However, the basal site directly overlies the 

contact with the Waimakariri Ignirnbrite (16 pumice counted). Site 2 

is half way through a strongly welded columnar jointed zone (31 

pumice) and the third site is at the top of the interfluve and 

directly underlies 4 m of tephra (8 pumice). Thus this relatively 

distal outcrop shows a minimum of numbers at the base followed by a 

maximum in the welded zone and a fall off in the upper part of the 
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flow. 

The Dairy Farm column {25 km from source) is one of the better 

exposures of Mamaku Ignimbrite in the lower Omanawa region. Eleven 

pumice were counted in the basal zone, followed by an increase to 23 

in the lower middle zone, numbers reduce to 10 and rise to 13 in the 

upper middle and top of the outcrop respectively. 

The Oropi Gorge column lies 2 km to the east of the eastern 

boundary of the study area and has complete exposure from a basal 

breccia to the heavily devitrifed top (24 km from source). Ignoring 

the two sites in sheet 1 (which was defined on the basis of the rapid 

rise in numbers, change in lithology and overlying surge deposit) 

minimum numbers (13) were counted at 6 m and maximum 2l at 35 m. The 

positive correlation (r=0.85 [0.02]) and visual inspection suggests 

there is an increase in numbers as height increases. 

Table 5.1 Primary statistics from pumice numbers 

Number I Mean I Std Dev I Minimum Maximum 1km froml 
--------1------1---------1--------- ---------!source I 

Type Site 7 I 10.7 I 4.8 I 6 19 I 10 I 
--------1------1---------1--------- ---------1-------1 

Ngamanawa 7 I 26.8 I 14.9 I 15 57 I 22 I 
--------1------1---------1--------- ---------1-------1 

Hekes Track 6 I 21. 8 I 5. 7 I 11 27 I 22. 5 I
--------1------1---------1--------- ---------1-------1 

Oropi Gorge 7 I 1 7. 3 I 2. 9 I 13 21 I 24 I 
--------1------1---------1--------- ---------1-------1 

Lloyd Mandeno 8 I 33.8 I 17.6 I 12 60 I 28 I 
--------1------1---------1--------- ---------1-------1 

Joyce Road 4 I 20.3 I 6.0 I 13 27 I 29 I 

Summary: Table 5.1 summarizes statistics for selected columns. There 

is considerable variation in numbers of pumice, both within each 

column and when columns at various distance from source of the Mamaku 

Ignimbrite are compared. Only in two columns (Ngamanawa and Oropi 

Gorge) is there a statistical trend towards an increase in numbers 

with height. Note about 0.5 km E of Ngamanawa at Hekes Track no such 
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trend in numbers could be detected, and the two columns have marked 

differences in standard deviations which suggests a significant 

variation in the pyroclastic flow regime over relatively short 

distances. Reference to Table 5.1 demonstrates a lack of conclusive 

evidence for a reduction in mean numbers with increasing distance from 

source. This is attributed to fragmentation of the pumice during 

travel. Though if the type site and Lloyd Mandeno columns are 

ignored, there is a modest decrease in mean numbers. Similar minimum 

numbers were recorded for all columns except for the type site which 

has the least numbers. Maximum numbers were counted at the 

medial/distal Lloyd Mandeno column. Pumice numbers at first 

inspection seem distributed in a random manner in outcrop, though 

there is a tendency to concentrate in the middle of the flow. 

Waimakariri Ignimbrite (Figs 5.3 and 5.4) 

Carrs Track has a minimum value of 6 pumice 12 m above the base 

of the outcrop. This increases to 44 at 19 m. This site directly 

overlies a zone of vertical pipes of pumice which have been partially 

winnowed of fines. At the top of the flow
i 

numbers return to 

approximately the values recorded in the lower parts of the flow. 

Omanawa Falls has increases in pumice numbers in the basal and 

upper parts of outcrop with similar numbers (16, 17, 19) counted in 

the middle parts of the flow. This has resulted in a convex shape of 

the pumice to height profile. 

The Lower Mangapapa column is an unusual outcrop in that the 

underlying Waiteariki Ignimbrite and Opuiaki Sediments have been 

step-faulted and the Waimakariri Ignimbrite has flowed over these 

deposits, the paleotopography of which varies considerably in relief. 

Thus, it is possible to examine a basal outcrop by the hydro station 
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(moderately welded), climb 30 m and again examine basal Waimakariri. 

The sites described are representative of the base, lower middle, 

upper middle and top of the flow. This column shows a minimum of 8 

pumice in the upper middle of the flow, with pumice numbers 

concentrating in the upper basal zone. Numbers are much the same at 

the base and top of the flow (24, 23 respectively). 

Pumice numbers in the Lloyd Mandeno column generally range from 

11 to 24 pumice but a marked peak of 57 can be seen at 27 m above base 

level. This is similar to the peak in the Carrs track column and a 

possible correlation is suggested between them. 

For Ruahihi Canal, values of 24 and 23 were recorded at the 

bottom and top of the flow respectively with a minimum value of 11 

counted in the middle of the flow. Table 5.2 summarizes statistics 

for selected columns. 

Table 5.2 Primary statistics for pumice numbers 

I Number I Mean I Std Dev I Minimum I Maximum
1--------1------1---------1---------1---------

Carrs Track I 4 I 16.2 I 18.5 I 6 I 44 
1--------1------1---------1---------1---------

0manawa Falls I 5 I 21 I 6.4 I 16 I 32 
1--------1------1---------1---------1---------

Lower Mangapapa I 4 I 21. 5 I 11. 2 I 8 I 35 
1--------1------1---------·1---------1---------

Lloyd Mandeno I 8 I 22 I 14.7 I 11 I 57 
l--------1------1---------1---------I---------

Sun Club I 4 I 21 I 10.8 I 14 I 37 
1--------1------1---------1---------1---------

Ruahihi Canal I 4 I 19 I 5.9 I 11 l 24 

Summary: Visual inspection suggests no correlation exists between 

height and numbers. However, if extreme values are removed from Figs 

5.3 and 5.4 then concave shapes can be seen, that is numbers are 

greater at the base, fall slightly in the middle parts of the flow and 

rise again near the tops. This trend can be seen in the Omanawa Falls 

and Ruahihi Canal Columns and to some extent in the Sun Club and Lower 
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Mangapapa columns. The mean values for this ignimbrite are remarkably 

similar from column to column, but whether this is a coincidence or of 

significance is unclear. 

Horizontal Distance: One section of the Waimakariri (Ruahihi Canal) 

and Mamaku (Tramway tunnel) Ignimbrites were examined over horizontal 

distances of 350 and 194 m respectively (Fig. 5.5). The objective was 

to see whether a significant variation in numbers existed with 

distance at the ignimbrites' respective outcrops. Visually this may 

seem to occur but this is more a function of scale rather than real 

variation. This is confirmed by reference to Table 5.3. Standard 

deviations are small and there is little range between maximum and 

minimum values. Thus, it is concluded that no significant variation 

in pumice numbers over distances of several hundred metres exists. 

Table 5.3 Primary statistics pumice numbers 

I Number I Mean I Std Dev I Minimum I Maximum I 
l--------l------1---------1---------1---------I

Ruahihi Canal I 7 I 24 I 2.3 I 21 I 28 I 
l--------1------1---------1---------I---------I

Tramway tunnel I 6 I 4 I 1.2 I 3 I 6 I 

5.3 PUMICE PERCENTAGES 

Pumice percentages were estimated from the same sample area that 

pumice numbers were counted from, with the use of Andrews' (1982) 

chart. As with pumice numbers only sheet 2 is included in the 

calculations. 

Mamaku Ignimbrite: (Figs 5.6 and 5.7) 

The Type Site column shows a steady increase in percentages with 

height until 81 m where only occasional pumice clasts can be found and 

a reading of 0% was thought most appropriate. It has previously been 

mentioned that the area comprised a highly altered fumarolic zone and 
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this reading is not thought a real reflection of original conditions 

(note sheet 3 and the reading of 0% in the fumarolic zone are not 

included in calculations). Percentages increase from this zone. Note 

the increase from 5 to 12% from sheet 2 to sheet 3. 

The Ngamanawa and Heke columns both show a steady trend of an 

increase in percentages as height increases, supported by correlations 

of (r=0.94 [0.001]) and (r=0.88 [0.009]), respectively. Interestingly 

although the Heke column showed a decrease in pumice numbers 

(Fig. 5.1) pumice percentages increased which illustrates that pumice 

numbers and percentages are not necessarily correlated. 

At the distal Joyce Road column there is an identical recording 

of 12% at all sites apart from a decrease to 8% at 20 m. This is 

interpreted as a waning in velocity and density of the flow, with 

pumice not being buoyed to the top of the flow as in the 

medial/proximal sites. 

At Oropi Gorge (Fig. 5.7) maximum percentages are concentrated at 

the base in sheet 1 (not used in calculations) and then decrease 

markedly to to a minimum of 3% at 9 m in sheet 2. Percentages then 

start to increase slowly as the top of the outcrop is approached. 

Note the flow in sheet 2 was sufficiently dense to buoy smaller and 

medium sized pumice, giving a positive slope to the curve in sheet 2, 

(r=0.93 [0.001]). 

An almost perfect linear relationship exists at the Dairy Farm 

column and this is reflected in the strong correlation of r=0.99 

(0.001). The Lloyd Mandeno column is quite variable in pumice 

percentages and no trend is apparent. A maximum of 20% was recorded 

at 18 m, while the minimum of 5% is seen at the top of the flow. This 

is at variance with other Mamaku outcrops. 
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The T.C.C Weir column has a maximum of 15% half-way through the 

deposit, dropping to 5% at the top of the flow. Only marginal changes 

in percentages can be seen between the basal contact zone and a 

strongly welded columnar jointed zone. 

Table 5.4 Primary statistics from pumice percentages 

Type Site 

Ngamanawa 

Hekes Track 

Lloyd Mandeno 

Joyce Road 

Oropi Gorge 

Number Mean Std Dev I Minimum I Maximum 
-------- ------ ---------1---------1---------

7 4.7 2.7 I 2 I 10 
-------- ------ ---------1---------1---------

7 

--------

7 

--------

8 

--------

4 
--------

10.7 
------

13.7 
------

12.5 
------

16.7 
------

5.1 I s I 20 
---------1---------1---------

4.9 I 5 I 20 
---------1---------1---------

7.5 I 2 I 24 
---------1---------1---------

8.9 I 6 I 27 
---------1---------1---------

7 6.7 2.5 I 3 I 10 

Summary: Table 5.4 contains the statistics for pumice percentages in 

the Mamaku Ignimbrite. Three medial columns (Ngamanawa, Hekes and 

Dairy Farm) showed statistically significant increases in pumice 

percentages with increases with height. The proximal column (Type 

Site) also showed an increase in pumice percentages though the 

relationship is not as strong as for the medial columns. However, 

this column had been severely altered by fumarolic activity in its 

upper middle zone and the decrease in percentages in this zone is not 

real, as occasionally pumice can be found even in the most strongly 

altered zone. At the distal sites, T.C.C Weir and Joyce Road there is 

little variation in percentages. Oropi Gorge, a medial/distal Mamaku 

column, both statistically and visually has a trend of an increase in 

pumice percentages as height increases (for sheet 2). It is suggested 

from this that the Mamkau Ignimbrite was dense with particles (pumice) 

of lighter density floating to the top of the flow. If the flow had 

been turbulent this stratification would be unlikely to have occurred; 

thus, it is argued that the Mamaku Ignimbrite was a relatively dense, 
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concentrated laminar flow in proximal, reaches. However, there are 

exceptions to this which are discussed in Chapter 6. This study, 

therefore, supports the work of Sparks (1979) who notes that reverse 

grading of pumice is common and is contrary to that of Sparks et al. 

(1973) who comment that the absence of grading is equally common. 

Waimakariri Ignimbrite (Figs 5.8 and 5.9) 

The Carrs Track column has 80% pumice at the base which was the 

maximum recorded for any ignimbrite in the study area. Twelve metres 

up the column this falls .to 15%, increases to 25% at 19 m and falls to 

16% at the top of the outcrop. This can be attributed to either the 

flow being strongly fluidised implying an expanded flow which cannot 

support larger particles, or the flow approaching its distal reaches 

losing speed, heat and fluidizing gas, is unable to support larger 

clasts and preferentially dumps pumice by gravity settling during 

flowage. Vertical gas escape pipes and petrologic evidence (see 

section 4.3.2) suggests there was winnowing of fines at this column 

(surface water from the paleo sedimentary system which the ignimbrite 

overlies, may have contributed to the available gas supply). Both 

lines of evidence imply the flow was gas charged during and after 

deposition The second hypothesis is preferred although a combination 

of both is possible. 

The curve for Omanawa Falls has a mild negative slope, i.e., 

percentages fall from 23% at the base of outcrop to 13% in the upper 

basal region, decrease to 8%, further to 6% and then rise marginally 

to 7%. There is a reasonable negative correlation between height and 

numbers (r=-0.75 [0.07]). 
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The Lower Mangapapa column shows marked fluctuations between 35% 

and 10% with no discernible trend. If the pumice concentration zone 

(57% pumice at 37 m) is regarded as an aberration it could be argued 

that this column has a mildly concave shape. 

The Sun Club column generally shows a decrease in pumice as 

height increases. Percentages rise from 15 to 20%, 7 m above base. 

Near the top of the outcrop percentages have fallen to 12% and 

decrease again to 7% at the top. 

Maximum percentages were recorded in the lower middle of the flow 

9 m above base level (50% pumice) at Ruahihi Canal (Fig. 5.9). 

Identical percentages are recorded at the top and bottom of the flow. 

Table 5.5 Primary statistics for pumice percentages 

Number Mean Std Dev I Minimum Maximum I 
-------- ------ --------- --------- ---------1 

Omanawa Falls 5 11 7 6 23 I 
-------- ------ --------- --------- ---------1 

Lower Mangapapa 4 23 11.3 10 35 I 
-------- ------ --------- --------- ---------1 

Lloyd Mandeno 5 24 19.1 11 25 I 
-------- ------ --------- --------- ---------1 

Sun Club 4 14 8.3 5 25 I 
-------- ------ --------- --------- ---------1 

Carrs Track 4 34 31 15 80 I 
-------- ------ --------- ---------1---------1 

Ruahihi Canal 4 25 16.8 15 I 50 I 

Summary: Table 5.5 contains the statistics for pumice percentages in 

the Waimakariri Ignimbrite. Two trends can be seen for pumice 

percentages in the Waimakariri Ignimbrite. Firstly, pumice tends to 

concentrate in basal sections (an exception is the Lloyd Mandeno 

column). This is the reverse to that found in the Mamaku Ignimbrite. 

In Table 5.6 the columns have been grouped in order of distance from 

an inferred source to the S, possibly the Rotorua Caldera. Examining 

means, it could be argued there is a mild trend towards an increase in 

pumice percentages with distance from source, possibly due to 
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winnowing of fines during flowage. However the high standard 

deviation associated with the means may make such a hypothesis of 

debatable worth. The lack of a increase in pumice with height 

suggests the Waimakariri lgnimbrite was not as dense a flow as the 

Mamaku lgnimbrite. 

Horizontal Pumice Percentages: Fig. 5.10 illustrates the variation in 

pumice percentages of the Waimakariri and Mamaku ignimbrites over 

horizontal distances of several hundred meters at the Ruahihi and 

Tramway sections. Both are distal outcrops. The Waimakariri 

percentages vary from 7 to 18% at Ruahihi with the majority clustering 

between 7 and 9%. The Mamaku column at the Tramway tunnel fluctuates 

from 1% to 5% though it is dominantly 1%. It is considered that no 

significant variation in pumice percentages exists over short 

distances in either ignimbrite and that moderate variations from the 

mean are as expected. Table 5.6 describes the primary statistics for 

these columns. 

Table 5.6 Primary statistics for pumice percentages 

I Number I Mean I Std Dev I Minimum I Maximum I 
l--------l------1---------1---------1---------I

Ruahihi Canal I 7 I 10.4 I 4.5 I 7 I 18 I 
1--------1------1---------1---------1---------1

Tramway Tunnel I 6 I 1.7 I 1.6 I 1 I 5 I 

5.4 AVERAGE AND MAXIMUM PUMICE LENGTHS 

Introduction: The following discussion examines variations of maximum 

and average pumice lengths with respect to height. Approximately 10 

pumice lengths were measured from the same sample area as numbers and 

percentages. The maximum pumice length was taken from the general 

area of the site and not necessarily from the sample area. Maximum 

pumice lengths represent extremes and probably deserve less emphasis 

in the discussion than average lengths. Only sheet 2 for the Mamaku 
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Ignimbrite is included in calculations. 

Mamaku Ignimbrite (Figs 5.11 and 5.12) 

At the Mamaku type site there is a steady increase in mean length 

(with one exception at 20 m) from 1.2 cm at the base to 3.1 cm at 

76 m. Lengths drop to 0.5 cm at 104 m (readings are not possible from 

the fumarolic zone) and again begin to increase to a mean length of 

3.1 cm at the top of the flow. No significant correlation can be 

calculated. Maximum size tends to mirror mean length though 

variations are more extreme. 

The Ngamanawa column shows a general trend towards a decrease in 

average length up the outcrop. This is reflected in a strong negative 

correlation (r=-0.83 [0.02]). Maximum length is subject to much 

greater variation than average length. 

Hekes Track shows a mean length of 1 cm at the base with size 

gradually increasing apart from two fluctuations at 26 and 53 m, to 

3.3 cm at the top of the outcrop. Apart from these exceptions a trend 

towards pumice lengths increasing with height can be discerned. The 

correlation confirms this (r=0.92 [0.02]). 

The Joyce Road column shows a general decrease in mean pumice 

lengths with increase in ·-neighl (LS cm at base, 0.5 cm top of 

outcrop) with one fluctuation at 27 m. This is confirmed by a good 

negative correlation of (r=-0.73 [0.16]). Maximum length reflects the 

trend shown by average size though it has a stronger correlation 

(r =-0.84 [0.07]). 

The three data points for the T.C.C Weir column suggest there is 

a decrease in pumice size with increase in height. At the base of the 

outcrop 3 cm was recorded, 15 m further up 1.3 cm and at the top 
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0.9 cm. Maximum length has more pronounced variations but follows the 

pattern set by mean size. 

Pumice lengths are variable for the Dairy Farm column both for 

average and maximum size, and no conclusion is reached for this 

outcrop. There are minor increases in average pumice length with 

height in the Oropi Gorge column, a minimum of 0.8 cm being recorded 

at the base and 1.4 cm at the top of the flow. This is reflected in 

the moderate correlation (r=-0.56 [0.15]). Maximum pumice length 

steadily decreases as height increases until 20 m above base (9.0 to 

1. 5 cm). Thereafter, maximum length rises slightly at 25 and 35 m 

respectively and then falls at the top of the flow. This suggests the 

flow was sufficiently dense to buoy smaller clasts and larger clasts 

though larger clasts were only just able to be supported. This 

inference may be contrasted with the more distal Joyce Road findings 

of a decrease in length with height. 

Table 5.7 Primary statistics for mean pumice lengths 

Number Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum I 

Type Site 

Ngamanawa 

Hekes Track 

Lloyd Mandeno 

Oropi Gorge 

Joyce Road 

7 

7 

7 
--------

8 

--------

7 
--------

4 

1.58 

1.64 

1.8 
------

1.14 
------

1.31 

0.89 

0.33 

0.87 
---------

0.49 
---------

0.48 
------)---------

1.3 I 0.16 

0.5 

1.2 

1.0 
---------

0.5 
---------

0.8 
---------

1.1 

3.1 

2.2 

3.3 
---------

2.0 
---------

2.1 
---------

1.5 

Summary: Primary statistics are presented in Table 5.7. An argument 

exists for an increase in pumice size as height increases for 

proximal, medial and medial/distal columns, though this hypothesis is 

not supported by the Ngamanawa and Joyce Road columns. It is 

suggested this is best explained by the pyroclastic flow having a 

greater density than pumice which 'float' to the top. The same 
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explanation was presented to explain the trend in pumice percentages. 

Various authors report a decrease in the size of pumice clasts 

with distance from the vent (e.g., Walker, et al., 1981; Briggs, 

1976a; Wright, 1981). The means of Table 5.7 for the Mamaku 

lgnimbrite show moderate agreement with the above authors. The 

decrease in standard deviations show less variation of pumice lengths 

with distance from source. 

Oropi Gorge. 

Note the exception of Hekes Track and 

Waimakariri Ignimbrite (Figs 5.13 and 5.14) 

Average size at Carrs Track shows a trend towards a mild concave 

shape. As height increases, mean size falls from 3.2 cm to 1.3 cm, 

falls again to 1.1 cm and at the top of the outcrop rises to 2.7 cm. 

This lack of linearity is reflected in a very low correlation (r=-0.16 

[0.84]). Maximum size follows the trend shown by mean size. Note the 

largest pumice seen in the Waimakariri (27 cm) was measured at the 

base of this column. It is inferred that the flow must have been 

quite dense to transport a pumice clast of this size, though by the 

time the flow reached this location it was beginning to lose 

competence and larger debris were settling out. Further, the 

angularity of the clast suggests only minimal abrasion and contact 

with other material, implying a laminar flow regime, though most 

pumice are rounded. 

At Omanawa Falls there is a moderate decrease in average pumice 

lengths as height increases, (r= -0.68 [0.24]). However, this is not 

true for maximum size where a convex shape to the plot is revealed. 
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At the Lower Mangapapa column pumice lengths decrease slightly 

from the basal incipiently welded zone to the moderately welded zone, 

a distance of 6 m. Mean size rises at the next outcrop to 3.1 cm and 

falls to 1.2 cm near the top of the flow. No simple correlation 

between height and length exists. Maximum size mirrors the trend 

shown for mean size with a maximum peak of 11 cm, 30 m above base 

level in approximately the middle of the flow. 

No particular trend in mean pumice length can be seen for the 

Lloyd Mandeno column. Values range from a minimum of 0.6 cm at 27m to 

4.2 cm at the top of the flow. However, the more common lengths are 

1. 2 to 2 . 3 cm. Maximum size mirrors mean size, apart from a large 

jump to 19 cm at the top of the flow. 

Largest mean length (6.3 cm) at the Sun Club column is found 7 m 

above base level. Size falls to 1.2 cm, 5 m below the top of the flow 

and rises to 2.6 cm at the top. As the Mamaku Ignimbrite does not 

overly the Waimakariri at this site, but does at adjacent areas, it is 

suspected that the non-welded to incipiently welded top has been 

eroded. 

Table 5.8 Primary statistics for mean pumice sizes 

Number Mean I Std Dev Minimum Maximum I 
-------- ------1--------- --------- ---------1 

Omanawa Falls 5 1. 7 I 0.33 1.4 2.2 I 
-------- ------1--------- --------- ---------1 

Lower Mangapapa 4 2.2 I 0.9 1.2 3.2 I 
-------- ------!--------- --------- ---------1 

Lloyd Mandeno 9 1. 8 I 1. 0 0.6 4.2 I 
-------- ------!--------- ---------

_________ , 

Sun Club 4 3.1 I 2.2 1.2 6.3 I 
-------- ------!--------- --------- ---------1 

Ruahihi Canal 4 3.8 I 2.3 2.2 7.3 I 
-------- ------!--------- ---------1---------1 

Carrs Track 4 2.1 I 1. 0 Ll I 3.2 I 
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The vertical column at Ruahihi Canal shows average length versus 

height to have a concave shape caused by the jump to 7.3 cm at 9.5 m, 

falling to 3.5 cm near the top. Maximum size follows this trend, 

though changes are not as marked as for mean size. 

Summary: Table 5.8 summarizes statistics for pumice lengths. The 

more proximal sites (Omanawa, Lower Mangapapa and Lloyd Mandeno) 

demonstrated that mean lengths varied by only small amounts over 

vertical distances. Those in distal regions such as Ruahihi, Sun Club 

or Carrs track have concave shapes with larger pumice tending to 

concentrate in the lower middle to base of the flow. The average of 

the mean pumice lengths of each column (Table 5.8) was found not to 

fall over distance. In fact, lengths increase with distance from 

source. This is the converse, compared with findings for the Mamaku 

Ignimbrite. 

Ignimbrite. 

However, sample sizes are small for the Waimakariri 

From Fig. 5.15 it can be seen there is no significant variation 

in average pumice size for either the Ruahihi or Tramway sections over 

a horizontal distance of several hundred metres. The small standard 

deviations of 0.88 and 0.38 for the Ruahihi and Tramway columns, 

respectively, support this view (Table 5.9). Maximum size follows the 

same pattern set by mean size apart from a jump to 23 cm at 100 m for 

Ruahihi and 7.2 cm at 114 m for Tramway Tunnel. 
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Table 5.9 Primary statistics for average pumice size 

I Number I Mean I Std Dev I Minimum I Maximum I 
1--------1------1---------1---------1---------1 

Ruahihi Canal I 7 I 2.5 I 0.88 I 1.7 I 4.3 l 
1--------1------1---------1---------1---------1 

Tramway Tunnel I 6 I 1.8 I 0.38 I 1.5 I 2.5 I 

5.5 WELDING 

Introduction: The degree of welding was estimated with the use of a 

PT Schmidt hammer. This test is related to the elastic rebound 

properties of construction materials giving an indication of the 

extent of bonding between grains, rather than a measure of strength 

(Attewell and Farmer, 1976), and is ideal for obtaining an index value 

of welding (see Chapter 2). 

Discussion: From Boyd's (1961) calculations it seems that pyroclastic 

flows may lose little heat during travel. They are probably emplaced 

at near magmatic temperatures, though this depends on the thickness of 

the flow, height of the eruption column etc. Such a heat conserving 

mechanism causes marked zonal variations in an ignimbrite due, at 

least in part to welding. 

Rhyolitic tuffs are derived from magmas with an initial 

temperature not greater than 1000 ° C and probably below 900 ° C (Ross and 

Smith 1961) and this is inferred to be similar for the Mamaku and 

Waimakariri Ignimbrites. 

Smith (196Gb) defines welding as "that process which promotes the 

union or cohesion of glassy fragments". He recognises three zones of 

welding based on progressive loss of pore space and deformation of 

shards and pumice. These are: (1) the zone of no welding. (2) the 

zone of partial welding, which ranges from incipient welding to that 

which has lost virtually all its pore space. (3) the zone of dense 
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welding which ideally has lost all its pore space. Complete welding 

may form a black obsidian in which vitric structure may be difficult 

to detect. 

During field examination it was felt that more than three zones 

of welding could be recognised. Consequently the following 

classification was used to relate welding to PT Schmidt hammer 

readings (Table 5.10). 

Table 5.10 

Degree I PT Schmidt I Smith I 
of welding I hammer readingsl(1960b)I 

-------------1----------------1-------I 

Non I <20 I ( 1) I
-------------1----------------1-------I 

Incipiently I 20-45 I I 
-------------1----------------1 I 

Partially I 45-65 I I 
-------------1----------------1 ( 2) I 

Moderately I 65-85 I I 
-------------1----------------1 I 

Strongly I 85-110 I I 
-------------1----------------1-------1 

Densely I >110 I (3) I 

Experimental evidence suggests that welding may commence at about 

600 ° C if water vapour is present, though temperatures up to 900 ° C may 

be required for less hydrous flows (Boyds. 1961; Ross and Smith, 1961; 

Riehle, 1973). Fisher and Schmincke (1984), in discussing empirical 

evidence for welding, summarised the following two authors' work: 

Allen and Zies (1922) found temperatures up to 645C in fumaroles of 

pyroclastic deposits in the valley of Ten Thousand Smokes Alaska seven 

years after emplacement; Banks and Hoblitt (1981) at Mt St Helens 

found emplacement temperatures were 850 to 750 °C near the vent and 300 

to 730 ° C further away. Later deposits were found to be emplaced at 

hotter temperatures than earlier deposits. 
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From remnant magnetism experiments Zlotnicki et al. (1984) 

inferred temperatures of 350 ° C, 400 ° C and 530 ° C for assorted 

pyroclastic deposits of Guadeloupe, French West Indies. However, 

Zlotnicki does not mention the degree of welding of these deposits and 

it is assumed they are unwelded. The presence of charred wood 

indicates setting temperatures above 200 ° C (Maury et al., 1973; in 

Zlotnicki et al., 1984). This suggests the emplacement temperatures 

at the Ruahihi Canal for the Waimakariri lgnimbrite must have exceeded 

200 ° C owing to the charcoal fragments and carbonised tree moulds 

present in this outcrop. 

Also important in welding is the effect of compaction. Sheridan 

and Ragan (1976) recognise mechanical compaction which can 

significantly reduce porosity, though its effect on resulting· texture 

(grain orientation and shape) is relatively minor. The other type of 

compaction, welding compaction, is the result of slow viscous 

deformation; the controlling factor is the residence time above the 

threshold for welding (Riehle, 1973). 

Also to be borne in mind is the effect of vapour phase 

crystallisation, fumarolic alteration, and devitrification which 

probably has altered the apparent welding in most examples of the 

Mamaku Ignimbrite. 

Mamaku Ignimbrite (Figs 5.16 and 5.17) 

At the Type Site there is a steady decrease in welding from 125 

units 2 m above the base of the outcrop to 65 units at 76 m. The 

degree of welding falls to 23 units at 81 m. This marked change is 

interpreted as the result of extensive devitrification and vapour 

phase alteration previously discussed. Welding increases at the next 

site to 30, drops to 18 just before the contact between two flow units 
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marked by the dotted line. There is a pronounced negative correlation 

of (r=-0.95 [0.0001]) between height and welding. 

The Ngamanawa column shows a general trend of a decrease in 

welding as height increases, with several fluctuations. This is 

reflected in the strong negative correlation (r= -0.87 [0.01]). At the 

base welding falls from 69 to 67 units suggesting the basal zone is 

not far away. Interestingly, at 59 m above base level welding 

increases to 45 units, which is followed by a fall to 28 units at the 

top of the outcrop. This change is attributed to post emplacement 

alteration rather than indicating a new cooling unit. 

At the base of Hekes Track, welding values of 47 units were 

recorded, this rises to 55 at 10 m, falls to 48 at 22 m and jumps to 

63 units at 26 m. Thereafter, welding falls steadily as height 

increases. This variation is reflected in the moderate correlation 

(-0.56 [0.18]) between height and welding. As previously mentioned 

this column is close to Ngamanawa and the variation in welding between 

these columns at comparable heights is indicative of the internal 

variability of an ignimbrite. 

The distal Joyce Road column (Fig. 5.17) has a mild concave shape 

with maximum welding of 28 units at 20 m. However, the small 

variation between PT units (22 to 28) reflects the uniformity and lack 

of welding of the ignimbrite in its distal reaches. 

The three data points for the T.C.C Weir column (Fig. 5.17) show 

what might be expected for welding in a basal zone (27 units), 

moderately welded columnar jointed zone (76 units) and top of the 

outcrop (23 units). 
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Four data points were recorded for the Dairy Farm column. These 

indicate a soft incipiently welded base (28 units), and a welded 

columnar jointed zone (70 units). A fall off in PT units indicates a 

progressive lessening in welding as height increases above the 

moderately welded zone. 

From the contact with reworked Waimakariri-derived sediments at 

Oropi Gorge (Fig. 5.17) welding steadily increases (one fluctuation 

at 4 m) from 18 units at the base to 58 units at 15 m in the upper 

middle of the columnar jointed zone. At the next site (19 m) welding 

falls to 30 units, but as a contact or significant variation was not 

seen this is attributed to devitrification or vapour phase activity. 

Welding increases again at the next site but 

thereafter. 

steadily falls 

A summary of statistics is presented in Table 5.11. Note the 

steady reduction in welding (mean values) with distance from source. 

This is also reflected in maximum values. 

Table 5.11 Primary statistics for PT Schmidt Hammer 

Type Site 

Ngamanawa 

Hekes Track 

T.C.C Weir

Oropi Gorge 

Joyce Road 

Number l Mean I Std Dev I Minimum Maximum I 
--------1------1---------1--------- ---------1 

7 I 73 I 38.6 I 18 125 I 
--------1------1---------1--------- ---------1 

7 I 46 I 16.5 I 28 69 I 
--------1------1---------1--------- ---------1 

6 I 51 I 6.8 I 45 63 I 
--------1------1---------1--------- ------- I 

3 I 42 I 29.5 I 23 76 I 
--------1------1---------1--------- ---------1 

7 I 43 I 11.4 I 30 58 I 
--------1------1---------1--------- ---------1 

4 I 25 I 2.6 I 22 28 I 
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Waimakariri Ignimbrite (Figs 5.18 and 5.19) 

At the Carrs Track column a reading of 27 units was recorded at 

the base of the ignimbrite, directly above the pre-Waimakariri Plinian 

airfall. Welding increases to a maximum value of 42 units in the 

lower middle of the flow. This falls to 23 at 19 m and rises slightly 

to 30 units near the top of the outcrop. The column shows there is 

moderate but significant variation in welding at this distal outcrop. 

The standard deviation is quite large (8.1) and a difference of 19 

units separates the largest and smallest values. 

There is a steady increase in welding as height increases at 

Omanawa Falls, though welding begins to fall at the top of the 

outcrop. The incipiently welded top that could be expected is missing 

at this site. Either it was never deposited, or it was removed, 

though sediments were not seen at the contact with the overlying 

Mamaku Ignimbrite. The difference in welding between the Omanawa and 

Carrs basal sites is notable. 

The Lower Mangapapa column has a sharp change in welding from 52 

to 87 units over only a few metres. This strongly welded zone is 

about 18 m thick, the upper part is inaccessible and could not be 

described. Welding had decreases markedly at the next measurable 

section and continues to fall, reaching a minimum value of 39 units at 

the top of the outcrop. 

Parts of the Lloyd Mandeno column (Fig. 5.19) were subject to 

weathering, probably when the Mangapapa River was downcutting to its 

present bed; therefore some parts of the column cannot be regarded as 

representative of original welding conditions (by comparison pumice 

sizes, numbers and percentages are usually readily estimated and are 

considered reliable). The Mamaku Ignimbrite overlying the Waimakariri 
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is in an acceptable condition for estimation of welding by the PT 

Hammer. 

At the Sun Club column (Fig. 5.19) welding is at a minimum at the 

base (22), rising to 30 units at 7 m. At 33 m welding rises to 48 and 

drops slightly to 45 units at the top of outcrop. It is considered 

that erosion has removed the incipiently welded top from this column. 

The Ruahihi column is unusual as the maximum value was recorded 

at the top of the outcrop. This was the result of weathering turning 

the upper part of the ignimbrite to a hard consolidated clay (pumice 

is still recognizable). If this upper reading is disregarded then 

maximum welding is found at the lowest part of the column, which field 

evidence suggests is about three quarters through the flow. As height 

increases, welding falls to 18 units and increases to 25, 9 m from the 

base. 

Basic statistics are presented in Table 5.12. These show a 

steady decrease (mean) in welding from an inferred source to the south 

with the exception of the Lloyd Mandeno column which is probably due 

to weathering. At the distal Carrs Track and Ruahihi Canal, mean 

readings are very similar. 

Table 5.12 Primary statistics for PT readings 

Number I Mean I Std Dev Minimum I Maximum I 
--------1------1--------- ---------1---------1 

Omanawa Falls 5 I 71 I 13.7 51 I 88 I 
--------1------1--------- ---------1---------1 

Lower Mangapapa 4 I 55 I 21.8 39 I 87 I 
--------1------1--------- ---------1---------1 

Lloyd Mandeno 9 I 25 I 5.1 17 I 32 I 
--------1------1--------- ---------1---------1

Sun Club 4 I 36 I 12.2 22 I 48 I 
--------1------1--------- ---------1---------1 

Ruahihi Canal 4 I 29 I 9.6 18 I 38 I 
--------1------1--------- ---------1---------1 

Carrs Track 4 I 28 I 4.6 23 I 34 I 
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Welding over horizontal distance: The Ruahihi section (Fig. 5.20) 

shows moderate variation in welding ranging from a minimum of 37 units 

at the start of the column (start of the canal) to 50 units at the 

end. However this is considered a coincidence, and no particular 

trend is indicated. The cutting is thus considered homogeneous in its 

degree of welding The same is true for the Tramway column where PT 

units cluster in the upper forties. The small standard deviations for 

both columns imply there is little difference in welding with distance 

(Table 5.13). 

Table 5.13 Primary statistics for 

welding over horizontal distance 

I Number I Mean I Std Dev I Minimum I Maximum I 

1--------1------1---------1---------1---------1

Ruahihi Canal I 7 I 42 I 4.7 I 37 I 50 I 

1--------1- ----1---------1---------1---------I

Tramway Tunnel I 6 I 47 I 3.6 I 43 I 54 I 

5.6 LITHICS 

Sparks (1979) notes that lithics can be derived from magmatic 

stoping, by fragmentation of the walls of the chamber and vent and by 

plucking of loose debris from the ground during flowage. It is 

generally agreed that lithic size decreases both vertically and with 

distance from the vent. The largest lithics settle near the vent as a 

lag fall deposit and smaller ones as a lithic concentration zone near 

the base. Sheridan (1979) notes that in a turbulent or fluidised 

flow, lithics are concentrated in lower or proximal regions owing to 

their higher density. However, in large volume non-welded tuffs, 

pumice and lithic lapilli may be randomly arranged in vertical and 

horizontal planes (Sheridan 1979). Wilson and Walker (1982) found a 

steady decrease in the the size of lithics for the Taupo Ignimbrite. 

flowage. Lithics in the Mamaku Ignimbrite are usually hard to 

differentiate from groundmass and are best recognised under the 
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microscope and even then are usually present in only trace amounts. 

Only four outcrops of lithics in the Waiteariki Ignimbrite were found. 

All are relatively close to each other in the northwestern study area, 

and they were not considered suitable to use in predicting source, 

although the largest lithic (50 cm) was found to the north in the 

vicinity of the ford crossing the Ngamuwahine River These have been 

discussed in Chapter 3. 

There is a relatively steady decrease in lithics percentages in 

the Waimakariri Ignimbrite from the base to the top of outcrop for all 

columns (Fig. 5.21) except Ruahihi Canal, where there is little 

variation. However the base at Ruahihi was not exposed whereas Carrs 

Track (further to the north than Ruahihi) has full exposure and shows 

a trend towards a decrease in lithic size as height increases. 

Overall, the vertical variations are in accordance with Wilson and 

Walker's (1982) findings. Comparing mean lithic percentages, in order 

of assumed distance from source, the results are as follows: Omanawa 

Falls (1.9%), Sun Club (1.9%), Ruahihi Canal (0.9%) and Carrs Track 

(1.9%). There is insufficient change of mean lithic percentages to 

adequately define the source direction of the ignimbrite. 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION 

The intention of this Chapter is to compare the observations made 

in the field with those reported in the literature on the generation, 

movement and emplacement mechanisms of ignimbrites. 

6.2 ERUPTIVE MECHANISMS 

The most popular model for the generation of pyroclastic flows is 

the gravitational collapse of a Plinian eruption column, U$ing the 

equations of continuity and motion developed by Sparks and Wilson 

(1976) and Sparks et al. (1978). The derived flows travel as hot, 

concentrated laminar flows, with high particle to gas ratios in which 

clasts are supported in a fluidised gas/particle matrix of finite 

yield strength (Walker, 1981b, 1982a). Large-volume flows probably 

form by continuous collapse of a high intensity eruption column while 

smaller volume flows are most likely generated by intermittent 

collapse of columns from discrete explosions (Wright, et al., 1980, 

1981b). 

Only small flows have ever been observed. Thus, an understanding 

of large pyroclastic flows depends largely on field examination of 

ignimbrites. The largest closely observed eruption yielded less than 

5 km 3 of material (Steven and Lipman, 1976) while the 18 May 1980 Mt 

Saint Helens eruption produced less than 1 km 3 of ejecta (Lipman and 

Mullineaux, 1981'}. This is insignificant compared with the volumes of 

greater than 3000 km 3 reported by Whitney and Stormer (1985) for the 

Fish Canyon Tuff. Lipman (1984) states an ignimbrite with a volume 

greater than 100 km 3 is a large volume flow. The Mamaku Ignimbrite 

has an estimated volume of about 300 km 3 (Wilson et al., 1984) Volumes 

for the Waimakariri and Waiteariki Ignimbrites are difficult to 

estimate as they are overlain by sediments and ignimbrites but mapping 
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suggests they are both widespread and derived from large scale 

eruptions, probably caldera-forming. Lipman (1984) notes that most 

silicic eruptions of more than 25-50 km 3 volume are associated with 

failure of roof rocks over a source magma chamber and are associated 

with caldera collapse. 

The collapse of an eruption column to form pyroclastic flows has 

been witnessed. Often there is a preceding blast, basal avalanche and 

related surge (Sheridan, 1979). These phenomena may occur alone or 

together. Fisher and Schmincke (1984) note that pyroclastic flows may 

also form by an iQclined blast from the base of an emerging spine or 

dome, the collapse of a growing dome, the boiling over of highly 

charged magma from a vent, or the explosive disruption of the front of 

a lava flow. 

An eruption can be triggered by magma rising from the top of a 

magma column, perhaps by buoyancy-induced fracturing of the roof of 

the magma chamber (Fisher and Schmincke, 1984). The magma chamber can 

be divided into a high pressure root zone in which volatiles are still 

dissolved (Fig. 6.1). This is separated by an exsolution surface from 

a middle zone containing magma and exsolved bubbles. This in turn is 

separated by a fragmentation surface in the magma column of a 

dispersion of liquid to plastic pyroclasts and released gases. Often 

the vent is eroded to a flared shape by the high pressure gases. This 

enhances the velocity of the particle/gas mixture leading to a 

transition from subsonic to supersonic flow at the conduit's minimum 

diameter (Fisher and Schmincke, 1984). 

Within the eruption column there are usually two components: the 

lower gas thrust caused by high velocity discharge and the convective 

thrust resulting from buoyancy (Plinian phase, Fig. 6.1). The main 

controlling factors are the vent radius, gas content and initial 
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fig. 6.1 Schematic outline of a plinian volcanic system. After 

Fisher and Schmincke (1984) and Sherdian (1974). 
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velocity of the gas (Sparks et al., 1978; Sheridan, 1979). Deposition 

from a low eruption column favours heat retention and welding, the 

converse being true for high eruption columns (Sparks et al., 1978). 

Transition between these two zones may occur when large ballistic 

clasts fall back. inferred to occur at 0.6-9 km depending on the 

controlling factors discussed above (Sparks et al., 1978). The 

convective thrust may reach 30 to 40 km (Sparks and Wilson, 1976). If 

the fallback of the larger clasts and expansion of incorporated air 

does not induce buoyant uplift, gravitational collapse occurs in ·the 

gas thrust zone and a pyroclastic flow develops (Sparks et al., 1978). 

The flow then comprises a dense basal avalanche (the true pyroclastic 

flow, Smith and Roobol, 1982) and a dilute overriding cloud which may 

become detached from the basal avalanche (Sheridan, 1979) and contain 

up to one half the erupted ash (Walker, 1979). 

Transportation and deposition mechanisms are varied. Fines may 

elutriate out as a co-ignimbrite ash fall (Sparks and Walker, 1977). 

This may have occurred at the distal Carrs track column with the 

Waimakariri Ignimbrite, based on an increase in total crystal 

percentages with height (section 4.3.2). Alternatively the ash cloud 

may travel as a pyroclastic flow or surge (Fisher 1979; 

Fisher et al., 1980), while high density, poorly expanded flows may 

not separate into a basal avalanche and ash cloud (Buck, 1981), but 

instead remain as a coherent body. 

Speeds of observed flows are quite variable and range from 8 to 

45 m/s, most having average speeds of 20 m/s (Smith and Roobol, 1982). 

For large flows, Sparks et al. (1978) estimate initial speeds of up to 

300 mis with speeds o� up to 100 m/s at tens of kilometers from 

source. Wilson and Walker (1981) calculated an average speed of 

100 m/s for the Taupo Ignimbrite which has a modest volume (30 km 3 ), 
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though it is the product of a particularly violent eruption. Wilson 

and Walker (1981) suggest that there is a wide variation in speeds of 

pyroclastic flows, from low velocity flows, which stop when they run 

out of energy (i.e. the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes lgnimbrite), to 

the high velocity flows such as the Taupe lgnimbrite, which end when 

they run out of material. 

The energy line AB' (Fig. 6.1) defines the theoretical head of 

the flow along the line of transport and is a function of the vertical 

drop and runout of the flow. The flow could override any topographic 

barrier that does not extend above the energy line. Large flows have 

a runout extending beyond that predicted, giving a shallower energy 

line as depicted by line AB (Sheridan, 1979). The mobility and longer 

runout are attributed to fluidisation. 

6.3 FLUIDISATION 

Fluidisation, generally agreed as playing an important role in 

the transportation and mobility of pyroclastic flows, is defined by 

Sparks (1976): 

"When a bed of loose particles is placed in a tube with a porous 

base and a gas is passed through the system at increasing gas 

velocities, it is found that at a certain critical velocity the bed of 

particles no longer acts as a coherent mass, but adopts a fluid-like 

appearance and is said to be fluidised. Fluidisation occurs when the 

gas velocity is sufficiently great to support the weight of individual 

particles. For the geologist, a very important property of a 

fluidised system is that it radically alters the mechanical behaviour 

of granular material." 
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The ability of a flow to transport dense clasts depends on its 

degree of fluidisation. Poorly fluidised flows may be capable of 

transporting very large blocks because of their high yield strength, 

whereas strongly fluidised flows have a low yield strength and large 

dense blocks can rapidly settle out from them (Wilson and Walker, 

1984). 

Ignimbrites are often poorly sorted, a characteristic feature of 

high concentration dispersions such as mud flows. Concentration is 

the ratio of dispersant (solid particles) to transporting fluid 

(lubricant). While mud flows and turbidites cannot be regarded as 

fluidised, they may be aided by fluidisation (Sparks, 1978). Fisher 

(1971), in describing characteristic features of such deposits, notes 

that the bottom-most fragments are not necessarily deposited at an 

earlier time, and that the dispersion's entire mass and internal 

fabric becomes frozen in place. An alternative view is expressed by 

Chapin and Lowell (1979) who believe the Wall Mountain Tuff accreted 

upwards like ice when water flows over a frozen stream bed. This may 

have occurred at one outcrop at Ruahihi Canal (Fig. 6.2). Note Figs 

6.2 and 6.4 are within 20 m of each other and at the same altitude. 

Lowe (1976) notes that uniform fluidisation is achieved only with 

difficulty even 10 carefully controlled industrial and laboratory 

conditions. His observations suggest that fluidisation occurs 

principally within vertical cylindrical or irregular sheet-like 

channels, termed channelling beds in industrial systems. Because 

confining stresses increase with depth, fluidisation commonly begins 

with surface layers and progresses downward. 
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Fig. 6.2 Subhorizontal layering in the Waimakariri Ignimbrite at 
Ruahihi Canal (U14/783728) by No 1 tributary. This may 
have been caused from layer by layer deposition. 

Fig. 6.3 Sheets 2 and 3, Mamaku Ignimbrite separated by a low 
angle cross bedded surge layer. Mafic crystals have 
concentrated in this layer and weathered to brown/black 
spots. The concentration of pumice at the top of sheet 
2 is just visible. Pyes Pa Road (UlS/850699). 
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From a number of particle size ranges (grain size cuts) of an 

ignimbrite, Sparks (1976) found that it was not possible for a system 

with a wide size distribution to be fluidised simultaneously. 

Ignimbrites often cover a size range of 8-12 � but the fluidised range 

is only about 3 � with 30-60% of the clasts unable to be fluidised. 

Thus, ignimbrites may be considered only semi-fluidised. In a 

refinement of his model, Sparks (1978) suggests that up to 50% of the 

particles in a pyroclastic flow may be fluidised and that the lifetime 

of an active flow may be from about a minute and a half to just under 

an hour, with fluidisation smoothly diminishing with increasing 

distance from source. Degassing takes place long after the flow has 

been emplaced. Evidence of degassing, fossil fumarolic pipes, are 

common in the Mamaku Ignimbrite and occasionally seen in the 

Waimakariri Ignimbrite. 

Wilson's (1984) fluidisation experiments with poorly sorted 

ignimbrite samples demonstrate that segregation structures develop 

with increased gas velocities which cannot be destroyed by reducing 

gas velocity. At low fluidising velocities there is a minimum amount 

of expansion. At moderate gas velocities segregation structures are 

formed which consist of pods and sub vertical pipes and channels. 

When these channels develop they tend to be composed of coarse pumice 

and fine lithics. With increasing velocities segregation channels are 

more uniformly rich in lithics and crystals (the fossil fumarolic 

pipes in the Mamaku Ignimbrite are mostly fine devitrified material, 

with some crystals). At gas velocities sufficient to induce layering, 

coarser pumice, lithics and crystals tend to gather at the base and 

fine vitric material goes to the top of the bed. The fluidization 

structures seen in the in the Waimakariri and Mamaku Ignimbrites 

suggest that both ignimbrites were moderately fluidized based on 

Wilson (1984). 
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6.4 SOURCE OF THE FLUIDISING GAS 

Reynolds (1954) established fluidisation as a geological process 

and ascribed to it the mobility of nuee ardentes. McTaggets' (1960) 

experiments demonstrated that hot sand flowed further than cold sand, 

and further that: 

"the hot ever diminishing avalanche engulfs, rolls over, draws 

in, and momentarily entraps cool air. In this way the front part of 

the mass is constantly fluidised by fresh supplies of air that on 

heating expand progressively and explosively as they rise through the 

avalanche". 

Wilson (1980), developing this theory, writes that at the front 

of the flow, basal friction causes an overhang which acts as a funnel. 

The part of the flow that has undergone this process should show an 

increase in pumice density, crystal and lithic concentration, pumice 

rounding, and generally be less welded than the body of the flow. If 

flow velocity is low, a section will show the head deposit at the 

base, overlain by the main body of the flow. The bedded crystal 

concentration zones (called surge deposits, and seen in distal Mamaku 

columns. Fig. 6.3) may have originated under similar conditions. 

Though they may possibly be the layer 1 ground surge of Sparks et al.

(1973) which moves in front of the flow. Though Valentine (1986) 

considers it unlikely that a dilute pyroclastic surge can travel to 

distal locations. Walker et al 's (1981b) ground layer seems too 

coarse to be considered as a possible alternative. Walker's (1983) 

(somewhat similar to Wilson's (1980) theory) forward jetting from the 

front of a pyroclastic flow is considered the most likely process 

which formed the surge deposits s·een in the Mamaku Ignimbrite. 
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The layer separating flow units of the Mamaku lgnimbrite has been 

called a surge layer in this work, although the turbulent boundary 

layer (TBL) of Valentine (1986) is just as appropriate a label. 

However, it is probable that the Mamaku pyroclastic flow was slow 

enough for the surge (layer 1, head deposit, or TBL) to move ahead of 

the main body of the flow whereas the velocity of the Waimakariri 

pyroclastic flow was too high for dilute surges to move in advance of 

the flow. 

Brown's (1962) observations of a self-fluidised gypsum 

dehydration reaction demonstrate that gas emission by individual 

particles of a nuee ardente could maintain the fluidised state for the 

time necessary for emplacement. McTagget (1962) notes that particles 

in the lower section of a flow emitting reasonable quantities of gas 

could fluidise the upper parts. Hence, the thicker the bed the longer 

the upper part will stay fluidised and the further this will travel as 

the lower part drops behind. He also notes that one textural feature 

that might be preserved is size sorting by upward streaming gas with 

fines at the top. 

Usually pumice percentages and size decrease towards the top of 

the Waimakariri Ignimbrite, the converse often being true for the 

Mamaku Ignimbrite. This suggests the Waimakariri Ignimbrite was a 

less dense flow (implying a greater gas content) than the Mamaku 

Ignimbrite though the common presence of fossil fumaroles in the 

Mamaku lgnimbrite indicates it contained a significant gas content. 

Two main sources of gas are suggested: firstly either internal 

release from breakage and/or diffusion, or external by gas trapped at 

initial flow formation, air incorporated at the head of the flow, or 

gases released by combustion of vegetation and/or surface water 

changed to vapour by passage of the hot flow. In places, the 
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Waimakariri Ignimbrite has flowed over the Opuiaki Sediments (some of 

which presumably were part of active river and stream channel systems 

at the time of deposition of the ignimbrite) and considerable water is 

assumed to have been vaporized and incorporated in the flow. Further, 

charcoal is often found in this ignimbrite and carbonised log casts 

can be seen at Ruahihi Canal. Probably the Waimakariri flowed over 

extensive forests. If this hypothesis is correct the gases released 

from ignition of vegetation would have added to the available gas 

supply. Conversely, charcoal has not been seen in the Mamaku 

Ignimbrite and only a thin sedimentary layer separates the two 

ignimbrites. Therefore it is argued that surface water and vegetation 

did not play an important role in providing fluidising gas for the 

Mamaku Ignimbrite. 

6.5 KINETIC ENERGY EXCHANGE 

Fluidisation by gas should not be regarded as the only means of 

particle support. Large rock avalanches commonly generate fast-moving 

streams of debris termed sturzstroms (Hsu, 1975). A sturzstrom is 

similar to a pyroclastic flow in that it achieves high velocities 

(90-350 km/hr), appears to flow as a flexible debris sheet with high 

efficiency of transport, cover a large area compared with source, 

contain large volumes and is capable of climbing topographic barriers 

(Selby, 1982). 

Heim (1882) (cited in Hsu, 1975) was the first to recognise that 

sturzstroms did not slide but flowed, and that the long distance of 

travel was the result of low internal friction, with the coefficient 

of friction decreasing with increase in velocity. The idea of 

fluidised avalanches was explored by several workers, with trapped air 

acting as the lubricant. However it has been observed that 

sturzstrom-like deposits occur on the moon (Guest, 1971; Howard, 1973; 
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in Hsu, 1978) where neither gas nor water exist. The mobility of rock 

avalanches has therefore been restated (Hsu, 1975) using Heim's theory 

that the kinetic energy of one rock is transferred to another through 

impact. 

Selby (1982) states that in a large aggregate of small blocks the 

motion of a given block is confined to its -bouncing back and forward 

between its neighbours with only the outer blocks being able to 

escape. Kinetic energy is exchanged between particles by elastic 

collisions and the same energy keeps the particles separated during 

countless elastic contacts. The presence of fine particles increases 

both the frequency of collisions and the dispersion of large blocks, 

which may then pass each other. The mass, therefore, behaves as a 

fluid with very low internal friction, it has a high fluid viscosity 

which prevents internal turbulent mixing and moves as a thin flexible 

sheet with plastic behaviour and shearing at the base of the flow. 

From this discussion it seems reasonable that kinetic energy 

exchange by elastic collision between particles may be an important 

component in maintaining the mobility of pyroclastic flows. Although 

this view does not seem to have been discussed in any detail in the 

pyroclastic literature, Sheridan (1979) developed the energy line 

concept by analogy to sturzstroms. Wilson (1984) notes that viscosity 

measurements on gas-fluidised systems show that interparticle contacts 

dominate their rheological behaviour and the same is inferred by 

Wilson to hold for pyroclastic flows. Fisher and Valentine (1986) 

note that processes other than fluidisation, such as grain to grain 

momentum exchange and fluid strength may support particles in 

pyroclastic flows. 
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6.6 POST-EMPLACEMENT PROCESSES 

While cooling after emplacement, an ignimbrite is often acted 

upon by secondary processes dependent on its thickness (lithostatic 

load), emplacement temperature and trapped gases. These processes 

influence welding, compaction and recrystallization (described in 

Chapters 3, 4 and 5) and are quite well understood .(Smith, 1960ab; 

Ross and Smith, 1961; Ragan and Sheridan, 1972; Reihle, 1973; Sheridan 

and Ragan, 1976). 

The Mamaku Ignimbrite is devitrified almost from the base to the 

top of the flow and contains fossil fumaroles (gas escape structures 

and evidence of fluidization) where pumice has been removed and/or 

destroyed. This type of fumarole does not seem to be described in the 

literature and it is argued that the Mamaku Ignimbrite contained a 

considerable amount of gas at the time of deposition in juvenile 

clasts which was released gradually over a period of time. This 

contrasts with the Waimakariri Ignimbrite, in which the products of 

devitrification are only occasionally seen, suggesting trapped gas was 

released much more quickly. The composition of the residual volatiles 

and the physical properties of the glass also effect devitrification 

(Smith and Roobol� 1982), but allowing for these effects is beyond the 

scope of this study. 

6.7 FIELD EVIDENCE 

Laminar Versus Turbulent Flow 

Sparks (1976) adopts the view that pyroclastic flows are dense, 

poorly expanded, partially fluidised debris flows which come to rest 

en masse. A flow behaves as a dispersion of larger clasts in a medium 

of fluidised fines which acts as a lubricant. Because ignimbrites are 

often poorly sorted and relatively homogeneous, they were originally 
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thought to travel as turbulent flows. However, Sparks (1976) argues 

that poor sorting can be attributed to high particle concentrations 

rather than turbulence, and that ignimbrites travel as laminar flows. 

In very large flows, turbulence is likely in the initial stages of 

flow, while laminar flow is probable as the flow deflates. Chapin and 

Lowe (1979) state that laminar flow exists along the boundary layer of 

the flow and that all ignimbrite deposits pass through such a layer 

during deposition. Elongate fragments aligned roughly parallel to 

boundaries are indicative of laminar flow. Some degree of sorting 

could be expected from laminar flow (Best, 1982). 

Alternatively some flows may be be at least partly turbulent. 

Walker et al. (1981) consider the fines-depleted Taupo Ignimbrite was 

a turbulent flow and that the major factor in determining turbulence 

was a high flow velocity, implying a high Plinian eruption column. 

Turbulence was greatest in the head of the flow where the ingestion of 

air and gas from combustion of forest takes place. Field evidence 

which Walker et al. state indicates turbulence is: (1) a loss of 

fines (the most distinctive characteristic) implying a high gas 

throughput and turbulent flow (retention of fines is favoured by 

laminar or plug flow). (2) large lithic fragments which extend 

considerable distances from the vent (remixing by turbulence delays 

settling). (3) erosion of the underlying surface and 'hoisting' of 

large lithics in the flow. An irregular topography and/or a thick 

forest cover increases surface roughness and yields gases, both 

factors contribute to turbulence (Walker et al., 1981). 

Giovanni et al 's (1986) work on the Vico and Vulsini Volcanic 

complex suggests the following features indicate turbulent pyroclastic 

flow: (1) presence of many flow units, (2) presence of a ground surge 

within each unit, (3) ability to pass over obstacles, (4) maximum 
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thickness near the eruption center, (5) abundance of round shaped

lithics and pumice. (6) widespread pisoliths in the matrix, (7)

vesiculation of the matrix, (8) absence of fines-depleted matrix

(converse to Walker et al's (1981) view), (9) presence of fumarolic 

pipes in the peripheral facies. 

Self (1986) suggests the following features indicate a high 

concentration, partially fluidised and turbulent pyroclastic flow: 

(1) stoss side truncations, (2) up flow stacking or accretion of bed

forms, (2) fines depletion, (3) gas escape pipes, (4) poor sorting,

(5) coarse, supported pumice and lithic clasts. Self notes that some 

of the Mt St Helens flows were originally laminar, became turbulent 

and then returned to laminar flow. 

Although the literature is undecided on field evidence suggesting 

turbulent flow, the following is an attempt to discuss whether either 

the Mamaku or Waimakariri Ignimbrites traveled as turbulent or laminar 

pyroclastic flows. 

Pumice in the Mamaku and Waimakariri Ignimbrites is usually 

rounded though angular examples are common, lithics in the Waimakariri 

are almost all semi-rounded. This suggests an abrasive environment. 

Fumarolic pipes (strongly fines-enriched) are common in the Mamaku 

Ignimbrite from proximal to distal reaches. Pipes (fines-depleted) 

are found in the Waimakariri in distal outcrops implying turbulence: 

As charcoal is common (and tree moulds are present at Ruahihi Canal) 

it is argued that the Waimakariri Ignimbrite flowed over a forest, the 

gases from which would have contributed to turbulence. However 

Froggat et al. (1981) state only a laminar flow is capable of 

orientating logs in an ignimbrite and that turbulent flow would 

probably have fragmented them. Although charcoal fragments are common 

the tree moulds are aligned approximately in a N-S direction 
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suggesting laminar flow. Both ignimbrites are poorly sorted. Surge 

deposits occasionally seen, separate some Mamaku lgnimbrite flow units 

and it is suggested that these were turbulent. The rare occurrence of 

bedding (Figs 6.4, 6.5) in the Waimakariri Ignimbrite at Ruahihi Canal 

and the Lower Mangapapa station is considered to be the result of 

local surface irregularities and/or the effect of vegetation and 

surface water. 

vesiculated. 

Neither ignimbrite is noticeably fines depleted or 

The field evidence is contradictory but based mainly on the lack 

of fines depletion (Walker et al., 1981; Self, 1986) it is suggested 

both ignimbrites traveled as laminar flows. But the surges preceding 

Mamaku flow units were turbulent and parts of distal Waimakariri 

lgnimbrite that show bedding were also turbulent. 

Flowage 

Flowage as an emplacement mechanism of ignimbrites has been 

discussed by many authors, particularly Smith (1960b). He summarized 

his observations as follows: 

(l) There is a general lack of sorting even far from the vent.

This is true for the ignimbrites under study though the Waimakariri 

and Mamaku lgnimbrites do show signs of bedding in distal reaches. 

Walker (1972) notes that local eddies caused by topographic 

irregularities may produce stratification. Evidence of this was seen 

at the Lower Mangapapa station (Fig. 6.5), with the Waimakariri 

Ignimbrite. An alternative explanation is laminar sheering of the 

compacting and welding mass to form a primary foliation as discussed 

by Chapin and Lowell (1979). Bedding in this ignimbrite in more 

distal reaches is thought to be the result of a transition from 

laminar to turbulent flow possibly due to travel over a rough surface 
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Fig. 6.4 Subhorizontal bedding in the Waimakariri Ignimbrite at 
Ruahihi Canal. Weathering has accentuated the 2-3 mm 
thick fine vitric layers every 5-8 cm. Bedding is 
probably the result of turbulence. 

Fig. 6.5 Subhorizontal bedding at the base of the Waimakariri 
Ignimbrite at the Lower Magapapa station (U14/778713). 
Note also the moderately welded nature of the 
ignimbrite in this basal section which is in sharp 
contact with the Opuiaki Sediments at the bottom of the 
photo. 
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as described by Walker (1972); Froggat et al. (1981) and Self (1986). 

(2) High temperatures have been preserved in the deposit for long

periods of time, evidence being fumarolic pipes. These are common in 

the Mamaku Ignimbrite; a particularly good example is a fumarolic zone 

extending for approximately 20 m at the Mamaku type site (UlS/886555). 

(3) Debris from the ground and vent walls is incorporated. Small 

rounded lithics, mainly rhyolite and ignimbrite (0.5-2 cm), are common 

throughout the Waimakariri Ignimbrite. Li thics in the Mamaku 

Ignimbrite can be difficult to see as they have been devitrified; 

however even when present they are not as abundant as the Waimakariri 

Ignimbr ite. Strongly welded Waiteariki lithics (up to 50 cm) are 

found in basal Waiteariki. This is one line of evidence suggesting 

the Waiteariki Ignimbrite was emplaced as two cooling units. As the 

lithics are densely welded it is suggested that a period of erosion 

was necessary to expose welded ignimbrite, with lithics being plucked 

from the ground along the line of travel. Though it is possible that 

the lithics could be derived from a collapsing caldera during 

eruption. In either case a preexisting Waiteariki sheet is required 

(see section 3.6.6). 

(4) Small flows are restricted to topographic lows, while large 

flows are thickest over paleovalleys and have nearly level upper 

surfaces. Interfluves of concordant height are a characteristic 

feature of the southern study area. Drill logs demonstrate that the 

Mamaku Ignimbrite flowed into paleovalleys carved into the Waimakariri 

Ignimbrite (Lloyd 1965, 1968). Poorly expanded, low velocity flows 

from low eruption columns are controlled by topography. Their 

deposits have a low aspect ratio, up to 1:300 (Wright, 1981) and often 

consist of many separate flow units (Wright, 1981; Wilson and 

Walker, 1981). 
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Models 

Sparks et al. (1973) suggested an idealised vertical sequence 

through a single pyroclastic flow (Fig. 6.6). Beneath many 

ignimbrites allegedly formed by column collapse there is a Plinian 

airfall unit. Above this there may be a thin plane or cross-bedded 

unit (layer 1) which represents the dilute ground surge and precedes 

the main flow. The basal layer (2a) is finer grained than the rest of 

layer 2 and frequently shows reverse grading. Layer 2b is transported 

by concentrated laminar or plug flow above the sheared basal layer. 

It is characteristically unsorted and matrix-supported, clasts rarely 

exceeding a few tens of centimetres across. The base of 2b is often 

rich in lithic fragments which sank during transport. This contrasts 

with pumice fragments which often show reverse grading, being 

segregated towards the top of the flow by their buoyancy and thereby 

forming layer 2c. If the overriding ash cloud separates from the 

pyroclastic flow there may be a thin ash flow surge (layer 3) 

consisting of lenses of laminated or crossbedded ash (Fisher, 1979). 

This layer is often absent near source. At the top of the sequence 

the elutriated fines may settle out to form a thin widespread 

co-ignimbrite ash fall, but this is often absent suggesting its 

potential for preservation is low. 

Two distal columns of Waimakariri and Mamaku Ignimbrite that have 

complete exposure from the base to the top of their respective sheets 

are compared with the standard ignimbrite flow unit (SFU) in Fig. 6.6. 

At Carrs track, Waimakariri Ignimbrite is underlain by a Plinian air 

fall deposit (found at many basal Waimakariri exposures). This is 

overlain by a pyroclastic breccia and lithic concentration zone. The 

number of pumice clasts, their size and percentage decrease markedly 

with height. Slightly below the middle of the flow, horizontal pumice 
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concentration zones were noted. Overlying these by about 5 m are 

vertical pumice pipes depleted of fines. These are thought to result 

from post-emplacement degassing, creating segregation channels. 

Comparing this column with the standard flow unit the main correlation 

is the basal Plinian air fall deposit and the lithic concentration 

zone. 

The Oropi Gully column of Mamaku Ignimbrite has pumice 

concentrated at the base, though pumice size and percentages decrease 

rapidly over several metres as height increases to a lapilli ash with 

weathered relic fibrous pumice. Overlying the ash is a bedded crystal 

concentration zone which is interpreted as a ground surge deposit 

( layer 1). Thus the material comprising and overlying the crystal 

concentration zone of this particular deposit is interpreted as a 

second flow unit. From the bedded zone there is a gradational change 

to a moderately welded columnar jointed zone. This zone gradually 

reduces in intensity of jointing and welding and several fumarolic 

pipes can be found above it. These fumaroles are composed of fines 

only, all pumice having been destroyed or removed. Towards the top of 

the flow there is a slight increase in pumice content inferred to be 

layer ( 2c). This is overlain by a new flow unit marked by a sharp 

contact and changes in groundmass colour, texture and pumice. This is 

interpreted as a further flow unit of the Mamaku lgnimbrite (sheet 4). 

Each of the Mamaku (layers 1 and 2c) and Waimakariri Ignimbrites 

(Plinian airfall) have some features in common with the SFU. As such 

the SFU has some use in interpreting the processes operating during 

flowage and deposition. However the SFU was developed from smaller 

ignimbrite (pelean) deposits and an alternative model (Fig. 6.7) may 

be more suitable for medium/large volume ignimbrites from 

caldera-forming events. This is an idealised flow unit derived from a 
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number of distal and some medial Waimakariri and Mamaku Ignimbrite 

columns described in Chapter 3 and Appendix 2. The terminology (layer 

1, 2 etc) of Sparks et al. (1973) is continued. However, until it is 

compared and contrasted with other studies, Fig. 6.7 cannot be termed 

a facies model. 

At the base of the outcrop a Plinian airfall deposit is capped by 

a bedded crystal concentration zone (layer 1 ground surge) implying 

the passage of a new flow unit. This, in turn, is overlain by a basal 

pyroclastic breccia zone which is produced as the flow loses 

competence, with larger clasts settling out. It may also indicate 

turbulence and fines depletion. A moderately to incipiently welded 

columnar jointed zone follows, indicating that a pyroclastic flow is a 

very efficient heat conserving mechanism and welding is possible even 

in distal reaches. This zone is overlain by semi-horizontal and 

vertical pumice pipes. 

concentration zone. 

This in turn is overlain by a pumice 

Fig. 6.7 is predictive, for example if the pipes are 

fines-depleted and the ignimbrite is not devitrified, then it is 

suggested there was considerable post-depositional gas activity with 

relatively rapid degasing. Further, if charcoal is present and the 

ignimbrite overlies sediments then the flow was significantly 

fluidized by external sources (surface water, vegetation). If the 

vertical fossil fumarolic pipes contain only fines and the ignimbrite 

is strongly devitrified, then it can be inferred that the flow at time 

of deposition also contained considerable gas, though this was 

contained mostly in juvenile clasts which was released gradually and 

the flow was mainly fluidized by internal gas sources. 
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If the flow was relatively dense and laminar, then as height 

increases there may be a corresponding moderate increase in pumice. 

This suggests the pumice was buoyed up by having a lighter density 

than the flow itself. fig. 6.7 may be overlain by a further flow 

unit. The contact between the flow units may be marked by some or all 

of the following: a pumice concentration zone, change in colour of 

the groundmass, change in pumice texture, change in total crystal 

percentages or a surge layer which is occasionally crossbedded. 

fluidization 

from his experiments Wilson (1980) developed a threefold 

classification of ignimbrites, depending on their level of 

fluidisation (fig. 6.8). The least fluidised (type 1 flows) are 

characterised by a lack of expansion implying a high yield strength 

which prevents gravitation-induced grading and a morphology similar to 

mud flows (high concentration dispersions). A type 2 flow occurs when 

the bed has been partially fluidised and expanded (note there is still 

a yield strength) to accommodate the gas flow (a 2a layer may be 

present). Expansion can allow coarse tail grading to develop; also 

there may be normal or reverse grading, depending on the density 

relationship of the clasts to matrix. 

A type 3 flow is fully fluidised, and like type 2 deposits, shows 

coarse tail grading, but also has segregation structures of coarse 

dense material concentrated by gas flow and fossil fumaroles. In 

extreme cases the bed may be completely gas-sorted. fossil fumaroles 

can represent a primary gas flow feature surviving from the flow or 

reflect gas flow rates as the pyroclastic flow comes to rest. 
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Pumice gradually increase in percentage towards the top of the 

Mamaku Ignimbrite (implying that pumice was less dense than the flow 

though this does not necessarily mean that the Mamaku Ignimbrite was a 

dense flow). Another possibility is that the size/shape of the pumice 

allowed preferential buoying up, but the former hypothesis is 

preferred. This pumice increase is not immediately obvious in the 

field (as possibly it might be in a type 3 flow), and was only 

detected by detailed column construction. Segregation structures are 

also present in the Mamaku Ignimbrite in the form of fossil fumaroles 

purged of coarse clasts. Although segregation structures are not 

strictly permitted in type 2 flows, Wilson states that broad post 

depositional zones of vapour phase alteration can be expected in type 

1 and 2 flows. Therefore it is suggested that the Mamaku Ignimbrite 

was at the upper end of a type 2 flow. 

Pumice usually increases towards the base of columns in the 

Waimakariri Ignimbrite (both in medial and distal columns) suggesting 

it was not as dense a flow as the Mamaku Ignimbrite. Segregation 

structures in distal columns of horizontal pumice sheets and vertical 

pumice pipes that are fines depleted. Further there is some bedding 

indicating that the flow was occasionally turbulent. Petrologic 

evidence suggests that the Carrs track column is depleted of fines 

towards the top of the flow. This suggests the Waimakariri Ignimbrite 

was at the lower end of a type 3 flow. However this may be partly the 

effect of surface roughness, surface water and vegetation rather than 

a particularly .fast flow resulting from a high eruption column 

incorporating large quantities of air. 
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6.8 DISCUSSION 

Spark's (1976) standard flow unit has limited use for 

interpreting the processes operating on the Waimakariri and Mamaku 

Ignimbrites. However, a new model is presented for medium to large 

volume flows at distal outcrops. Developed from empirical 

observations of the Mamaku and Waimakariri Ignimbrites, it explains 

some of the processes the ignimbrites underwent during flowage and 

deposition. For example, the model suggests that if an ignimbrite is 

almost completely devitrified and vertical fossil fumaroles are 

present, depleted in pumice, then the flow was mostly self fluidized 

and a significant quantity of gas was trapped in the ignimbrite at the 

time of deposition which was gradually released over a long period of 

time. Whether the model (Fig. 6.7) is applicable to other distal 

large volume flows remains to be seen. 

One of the diagnostic characteristics of laminar flow is pumice 

clasts in parallel alignment and lack of fines depletion. The former 

is only seen occasionally in the ignimbrites under study apart from 

strongly welded/compacted zones where alignment is probably the result 

of welding/compaction. The latter is seen only at the base of some 

Waimakariri Ignimbrite columns. Therefore it is considered that the 

Mamaku and Waimakariri Ignimbrites generally traveled as laminar/plug 

flows. At the front of Mamaku Ignimbrite flow units, the flow was 

turbulent, evidence being bedding and crystal concentration which 

often separated flow units. 

At Ruahihi Canal the Waimakariri Ignimbrite was emplaced 

essentially as a laminar flow, though there was some turbulence. 

Bedding in the outcrop near number 1 tributary suggests the latter, 

while evidence of the former is the poorly sorted nature of the 

deposit, and presence of fossil tree moulds. Also the Waimakariri was 
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to transport pumice clasts up to 23 cm in size to Ruahihi Canal 

indicating a relatively high particle concentration and moderate 

fluidisation. However, petrographic examination at the Belk Road 

column suggests the ignimbrite is partly fines-depleted towards the 

top of the flow. This is explained by a large gas content elutriating 

fines during flowage. An alternative possibility is a turbulent flow 

depleting fines. Probably the Waimakariri was moderately gas charged 

and fluidized with local variations (vegetation and surface water) 

influencing gas content and degree of fluidization. The base of the 

flow is also fines-depleted but this is thought to be the result of 

pumice clasts settling under gravity through a relatively low 

concentration dispersion. It is suggested the Mamaku Ignimbrite was 

at the upper end of a type 2 flow (Wilson, 1980) whereas the 

Waimakariri Ignimbrite was at the lower end of a type 3 flow. 

A diverse ignimbrite facies can be seen in both the Mamaku and 

Waimakariri Ignimbrite, perhaps suggesting that a single large 

pyroclastic flow can operate under a variety of flow regimes, 

depending to some extent on local paleo surface conditions. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

SUMMARY 
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7.1 STRATIGRAPHY 

Airfall Tephras: The following tephras were identified by field 

methods. Rerewhakaaitu Ash, Okareka Ash, tephric loess, Kawakawa 

Tephra (Oruanui Ash), Mangaone Subgroup tephra(s), Rotoehu Ash, 

Hamilton Ash and Pahoia Tuff. These tephras mantle the interfluves 

and often form a 4-7 (m) thick veneer. 

Opuiaki Sediments: The Opuiaki Sediments overlie the Waiteariki 

Ignimbrite and underlie the Waimakariri Ignimbrite. They are 

widespread, and vary in texture, sedimentary structures, induration, 

thickness and paleoenvironments. 

Stratigraphic units were divided into lithotypes to facilitate a 

brief interpretation of depositional environments. A lake basin 

environment is suggested for lithotypes 1, 2 and 3 which are rare and 

confined to two localities. Lithotype 4 is considered to have been 

deposited within abandoned channels (ox-bow lakes) or other 

topographic lows within a fluvial system. Lithotype 5 is considered 

to be a flood plain deposit. The coarseness of the deposit (gravels 

and sands) and Nu crossbedding of lithotype 6 imply a channel fill 

and/or point bar deposit. A crevasse splay or scour fill environment 

is suggested for lithotype 7, while the relatively coarse texture and 

sedimentary structures of lithotype 8 suggest a point bar or 

cross-over region of deposition. As the majority of these sediments 

are silts and clays wi�h some sands, it is assumed that the main 

paleoenvironment is a .meandering river (flood plain) system associated 

with lakes. 

Mamaku Ignimbrite: The Mamaku Ignimbrite (sheet 2) has an upper 

zone which is incipiently welded with pink devitrified pumice and pink 

groundmass with brown spots (weathered mafics). The lower middle zone 
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is moderately compacted and welded and is lenticulitic in places. At 

increasing depth this grades down into 

pyroclastic breccia. 

uncompacted, nonwelded 

With the exception of the immediate basal pyroclastic breccia 

zone almost all of the rock has been strongly devitrified. Most 

pumice is devitrified to the point where very little of the original 

texture remains, though occasionally a relict fibrous texture can be 

seen. Pumice colour is also variable, but is usually light pink or a 

very light yellow. Pumice occasionally has a white or brown rim. 

The ignimbrite, based on field characteristics can be separated 

into 4 flow units, sheets 1, 2, 3, and 4. Only sheets 2 and 4 can 

confidently be traced any distance, mainly because basal Mamaku (sheet 

1) is not often exposed while sheet 3 is seen in only three

localities. An erosional unconformity separates the Marrraku and 

Waimakariri Ignimbrites, marked by a thin gravelly sand. 

The Mamaku Ignimbrite varies considerably in total phenocryst 

content (bulk rock) depending on whether the sample has been taken 

from a strongly (18-16%) moderately (14-12%) or incipiently (10-8%) 

welded outcrop. The surge layers that separate the flow units contain 

above average total crystal contents (up to 35.5%, although 14-12% is 

more common) compared with overlying or underlying flow units. The 

dominant crystal is plagioclase with subordinate quartz and lesser 

amounts of augite, ho�nblende, hypersthene, and Fe-Ti oxides. 

Almost all groundmass and pumice show the effects of 

devitrification and vapour phase activity (some mafic and plagioclase 

crystals also were affected). Usually petrography demonstrated that 

post-depositional activity increased with height, the converse being 

true for welding and compression effects. 
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Lateral Variations in phenocrysts: Comparing total, plagioclase and 

quartz percentages from the top of sheet 2 over lateral distances, 

there is a moderate trend towards a decrease in total crystal 

percentages with distance from source. No trend is apparent for 

quartz, but there is a significant decrease in abundance of 

plagioclase crystals over lateral distances. As there is no 

significant decrease in crystal lengths with distance from source for 

the Mamaku Ignimbrite, crystal length was probably a relatively 

unimportant parameter in determining whether crystals were deposited 

out of the flow. 

Zonation: There is a significant trend for crystals to decrease in 

percentage as height increased at the proximal Type site and medial 

Ngamanawa columns. 

welding/compaction 

This is 

rather 

thought 

than magma 

to be the result 

chamber zonation. 

of 

This 

hypothesis if accepted implies that the magma chamber was essentially 

homogeneous, perhaps by crystals being spread randomly through the 

melt by convective currents or the chamber did not have time to 

develop crystal zonation before eruption. 

Waimakariri Ignimbrite: The upper part of the Waimakariri Ignimbrite 

(missing in some exposures) is slightly compacted and incipiently 

welded. It contains mostly grey, rounded pumice with a ropey, knotty, 

texture with abundant crystals. At greater depth the percentage of 

flattened pumice increases and below the middle of the sheet there is 

a hard grey lenticulite with abundant brown and dark grey, strongly 

compacted and welded pumice. Below this the ignimbrite usually grades 

into less welded pyroclastic breccia of variable thickness. 
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In hand specimen, colour ranges from a dull orange to a light 

pinkish red, though a pale grey is most common. Weathered outcrops 

are often a light pink with mafics weathering to brown stains; and at 

first glance can resemble Mamaku Ignimbrite. Colour seems dependent 

on the flow unit under observation and the effects of weathering. At 

least three flow units are present, though it has not been possible to 

correlate between them or trace them over any distance. 

Lithics are common to abundant throughout the ignimbrite and tend 

to concentrate in the bottom of the sheet. Their size ranges from 

dust to 2 cm, though 0.5-1 cm are more common. Most lithics and 

pumice are rounded suggesting an abrasive environment. The 

paleotopography of the Waiteariki lgnimbrite and Opuiaki Sediments was 

an important factor in determining the thickness and degree of welding 

of the Waimakariri Ignimbrite. 

The relationship between the Mamaku and Waimakariri Ignimbrite 

magmas is not yet clear (if in fact one exists) as this depends on the 

time interval between the two eruptions and whether the Waimakariri 

was erupted from the Rotorua Caldera. The mineralogy of the 

Waimakariri Ignimbrite is similar to of the Mamaku Ignimbrite except 

that the matrix and pumice of the latter has been devitrified and 

altered by vapour phase activity. The dominant phenocryst is 

plagioclase with lesser quartz and minor augite, hypersthene, 

hornblende and opaques. 

At the Carrs track column it was found that crystal percentages 

increased with height. This is explained by fines being steadily 

elutriated from the flow as a co-ignimbrite ash fall similar to that 

described by Fisher (1979). The column is distal and zonation cannot 

be explained by magma chamber effects. The Plinian airfall that 

underlies the Waimakariri Ignimbrite at this and several other columns 
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suggests that a volatile-rich cap was present before the ignimbrites' 

eruption. 

Mineralised Waimakariri Ignimbrite: A sample of sinter from a 

hydrothermally altered zone, examined under reflected light showed 

cataclastically shattered pyrite and marcasite suggesting faulting in 

a shear zone. Quartz and feldspars were also shattered; that some 

examples showed flowage supports a hypothesis of deformation by 

faulting. Phenocrysts of feldspar, augite, hypersthene and hornblende 

have been strongly altered or completely destroyed by hydrothermal 

alteration but quartz remains fresh. Magnetite and ilmenite have been 

altered to hydrous iron oxide, probably limonite. Abundant fine 

grained radial fibrous marcasite and lesser amounts of cubic pyrite 

are scattered through the groundmass. 

Waiteariki Ignimbrite: In hand specimen, unweathered samples of the 

Waiteariki Ignimbrite are pinkish grey, crystal-rich, usually strongly 

welded with very dark grey lenticular pumice up to 5 cm in length. 

The upper incipiently welded zone has been eroded in the study area 

(seen once outside the study area), though a 50 to 30 m grey strongly 

welded middle zone is present which overlies a pumiceous incipiently 

welded basal zone about 10 m thick. This overlies a very strongly 

welded lower cooling unit seen only in two locations and described in 

one drill log. 

Very densely welded outcrop can resemble andesite and where the 

rock is overlain by Opuiaki Sediments (which are often saturated and 

perhaps induce leaching of the rock) it is similar to a light grey 

vesicular rhyolite. Where it is subject to surface weathering, it 

superficially resembles Mamaku Ignimbrite with large brown spots from 

weathered mafics. However, in all cases close examination reveals a 

characteristic high crystal content and occasional lenticular pumice. 
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Mapping confirmed the Mamaku Ignimbrite was derived from the 

Rotorua Caldera. A source for the Waimakariri Ignimbrite is probably 

the Rotorua Caldera whereas a source near the type site of the 

Waiteariki Ignimbrite is possible but contentious. The Waimakariri 

and Waiteariki Ignimbrites are of sufficient volume to have formed 

calderas, but there is no evidence yet found to demonstrate their 

existence. 

The Waiteariki Ignimbrite is crystal-rich (up to 38% in densely 

welded zones, though it tends to average 23%). Dominant phenocrysts 

are plagioclase, lesser quartz, and minor hornblende, hypersthene, 

augite, biotite, ilmenite and magnetite. The groundmass is 

devitrified, with a cryptocrystalline light pinkish grey matrix with 

little sign of the original vitric texture, occasional felsic 

crystallites can be seen. Pumice has been densely welded and 

compressed with shards having a well developed parallel alignment 

(eutaxitic texture) indicating extreme flattening. Shards have been 

moulded around crystals without breaking, indicating a degree of 

plasticity at the time of deposition. Where voids exist in crystals 

(from corrosion in the melt) these have been infilled by shards. 

The Mamaku and Waimakariri Ignimbrites may be classified as 

rhyolitic ignimbrites and the Waiteariki as a dacitic ignimbrite 

(Best, 1982). 

Vertical and laterial variations within ignimbrites 

Only sheet 2 of the Mamaku Ignimbrite was used for comparisons in

pumice variations, the same (as previously mentioned) is true for 

crystal variations. Two sections of horizontal distances of 350 and 

194 m for the Waimakariri (Ruahihi Canal) and Mamaku (Tramway Tunnel) 

respectively were constructed. No significant variation in pumice 
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numbers, percentages, lengths or welding was found, and both 

ignimbrites are considered 

horizontal distances. 

relatively homogeneous over short 

Pumice Numbers: Often the largest counts of pumice numbers in the 

Mamaku Ignimbrite were found in the middle of the flow, though in two 

columns, numbe�s increased with height. There is a moderate reduction 

in mean numbers with increasing distance from source. For the 

Waimakariri Ignimbrite pumice numbers are greater at the base of 

outcrops, fall towards the middle of the flow and increase towards the 

top of the exposure. For both the Mamaku and Waimakariri Ignimbrites 

a correlation between pumice numbers and percentages does not 

necessarily exist. 

Pumice Percentages: The proximal Mamaku Type Site column has a 

moderate increase in pumice percentages, compared with three medial 

columns of Mamaku lgnimbrite which have significant increases in 

pumice percentages with increases in height. A medial/distal column 

shows a trend towards an increase in pumice percentages as height 

increases, while distal columns have little variation. This is 

interpreted as the Mamaku Ignimbrite being a relatively dense flow 

with particles of lighter density (pumice) floating to the top of the 

flow. If the flow had been turbulent it is unlikely that this 

stratification would have occurred. 

Pumice often concentrates in basal sections of the Waimakariri 

Ignimbrite, implying that it was not as dense a flow as (and thus more 

expanded than) the Mamaku Ignimbrite. 

Pumice Lengths: Mean pumice lengths increase with height for most 

columns of the Mamaku Ignimbrite. A decrease in pumice lengths with 

increasing distance from source was also found. Medial Waimakariri 
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lgnimbrite columns show moderate increase of pumice lengths towards 

the base of columns. At distal columns this is more pronounced. 

Welding: A PT type Schmidt hammer was used to estimate welding in the 

field. At columns where the base of the ignimbrite was exposed, this 

was usually (with several exceptions in the Waimakariri Ignimbrite) 

the zone of minimum welding. Welding increased to about the lower 

middle of the flow and then decreases until the top of the outcrop was 

re·ached. Welding also decreased with distance from source for the 

Mamaku and Waimakariri Ignimbrites. While Smith (1960b) recognizes 

three zones of welding, this study divides welding into 6 zones 

(Table 5.10). 

Lithics: There is a relatively steady decrease in lithic percentages 

in the Waimakariri Ignimbrite from the base to the top of outcrop for 

all columns except Ruahihi Canal, where there is little variation. 

There was insufficient change of mean lithic percentages to adequately 

define the source direction of the ignimbrite by this technique. As 

the Waimakariri Ignimbrite has abundant lithics, it is proposed that 

during eruption a cauldron block collapsed into the caldera. Li thi cs 

are scarce and difficult to see in the Mamaku Ignimbrite though very 

occasionally a lithic concentration zone was seen. Lithics are· 

concentrated in the base of the Waiteariki and are there quite large 

(up to 50 cm) though they are scarce in other zones of the ignimbrite. 

7.2 ERUPTIVE MECHANISMS 

It is suggested that the bedded crystal concentration zones seen 

in distal Mamaku columns and referred to as surge deposits are 

probably Walker's (1983) forward jetting from the front of a 

pyroclastic flow. If the speed of a pyroclastic flow is low, a 

pyroclastic surge can precede the main body of the flow (Wilson and 
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Walker, 1982). This implies that the Mamaku Ignimbrite travelled more 

slowly than the Waimakariri Ignimbrite and the speed of the 

Waimakariri was too high for a dilute surge to move in advance of the 

flow. 

The evidence is somewhat contradictory as to whether the Mamaku 

and Waimakariri Ignimbrites were turbulent or laminar flows. Based on 

the lack of fines depletion, it is inferred that both ignimbrites 

traveled esentially as laminar flows. However, the surges preceding 

Mamaku flow units were turbulent, and those parts of distal 

Waimakariri Ignimbrite that show bedding were also turbulent. 

Nevertheless the bedding (and perhaps turbulence) in the Waimakariri 

is probably the result of local surface irregularities and/or the 

effect of vegetation and surface water. 

Both the Mamaku and Waimakariri lgnimbrites have some features in 

common with the standard ignimbrite flow unit (Sparks et al. 1973; 

Fisher, 1979). While the SFU is of some use in interpreting the 

process operating during flowage and deposition on the ignimbrites 

under study it was developed from smaller ignimbrite (pelean) deposits 

and an alternative model (Fig. 6.7) is presented for medium/large 

volume distal ignimbrites. This idealised flow unit is derived from a 

number of distal and some medial Waimakariri and Mamaku Ignimbrite 

columns. Until it is compared and contrasted with other studies it 

can not be claimed to be a facies model. Although the flow unit is 

predictive, for example it suggests that if an ignimbrite is almost 

completely devitrified and vertical fossil fumaroles are present and 

these are depleted in pumice then the flow was mostly self fluidized. 

Probably a significant quantity of gas remained in the ignimbrite 

(possibly in the pumice) at the time of deposition, which was 

gradually released over a long period of time. It is suggested that 
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this occurred with the Mamaku lgnimbrite. 

Based on Wilson (1980) and field investigation it is suggested 

the Mamaku Ignimbrite is at the upper end of a type 2 flow and the 

Waimakariri is at the lower end of a type 3 flow. Both the 

Waimakariri and Mamaku Ignimbrites are thought to have been deposited 

en masse although one outcrop at Ruahihi Canal suggests layer by layer 

deposition. 

The Mamaku Ignimbrite was not seen with a basal Plinian deposit, 

and hence it is assumed that the eruption developed rapidly to massive 

proportions with apparently no initial period of low discharge where a 

convecting column could be sustained (Sparks et al., 1978, 1985). 

However as the Waimakariri Ignimbrite is underlain by a Plinian 

airfall, the converse is thought to apply. The Mamaku and Waimakariri 

Ignimbrites contain several flow units, which suggests that this 

involved pulse type eruptions with collapsing pyroclastic columns of 

relatively low height, interspersed with brief pauses during eruption. 

All three ignimbrites are thought to be derived from column collapse 

along major regional faults. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Inferred Co-status of Mamaku Ignimbrite 

While mapping several farmers (especially a Mr Peer, who also 

mentioned that the Omanawa area had suffered from bush sickness) drew 

attention to the fact that sheep were selectively gnawing at 

'rhyolite' (Mamaku Ignimbrite). This was not an isolated phenomenon, 

two other farmers reported that sheep and cows also ate Mamaku 

Ignimbrite. When examining the outcrop the animals appeared to be 

selectively attacking the upper part of the flow, overlying fossil 

fumaroles. It was originally thought the animals were probably trying 

to obtain salt, however this could not be tasted. Therefore, it 

seemed likely that trace elements (probably Co) were the likely target 

of the animals. 

Since Co was not measured directly (by XRF analysis), some 

element is needed that proxies for Co, or at at least has similar 

geochemical associations. In early work, Co deficiencies were 

incorrectly diagnosed as Fe deficiencys, since sheep improved when fed 

with limonite which is Co carrying (Underwood and Filmer, 1935) thus 

Fe is considered a suitable element. 

Table 1 Data compiled from N.Z. 

Soil Bureau, Bull. 26. 
Co 

Locality Horizon (ppm) Fe/Ti 

IKaingaroa 
ITirau 
ITirau 
IKaingaroa 

01 
All 
AB 

Al 

<0.1 
0.7 

1.0 
1.5 

10.621 
16.7 I 

12.551 
17.501 

The ratios in Table l were then regressed against Co to obtain 

the best relationship. The following empirical equation was obtained, 

though this relationship may work for rhyolite and ignimbrite only. 
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n=4, Co=0.13(Fe/Ti)-1.0l [r=0.73]

From semiquantative XRF analysis of sheep eaten and control

Mamaku Ignimbrite, the following ratios for Fe/Ti are obtained (Table

1). Counts ratios are assumed comparable to concentration ratios.

Substitution in the equation of these ratios yields the results

outlined in Table 2. Also shown in Table 2 are the Co contents of two

soils that are quoted in the literature as having Co <l ppm. The

predicted values agree with this which increases the confidence in

this admittedly rather empirical method of obtaining cobalt values.

The values for the ignimbrite suggest that the zone in the Mamaku

Ignimbrite attacked by the sheep is marginally higher in cobalt than

other parts of the flow.

sheep eaten 

control 

literature 

Table 2 

Sample Fe/Ti 

Co 
(ppm) 

---
---

---
---

---
---

---
--

51a 24.64 2.201 

51b 24.17 2.101 
I 

2 1.47 1.781 

6 0.88 1. 70 I
I 

ITaupo A 13.33 0.721 

(Co <0.1 ppm) I Wai teti A 10. 00 0.291 

---
---

---
---

---
---

---
--

In summary reasonable estimates seem to be given by the equation

in that it predicts good values for Taupe and Waiteti soils. If this

is correct it would seem that the ignimbrite eaten by the sheep is

enriched in Co over the control. The Co is presumably selectively

concentrated by vapour phase/fumarolic activity.
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APPENDIX 2 

Appendix 2 comprises stratigraphic columns of the tephras, 
sediments and ignimbrites in the study area. Tables 1 and 2 are the 
field guides used in the construction of the following columns. A 
30 cm by 13 cm clear plastic bag was used as sample area. See Chapter 
2 for a discussion of techniques. 

I ( 1) 

I 

I ( 2) 

I 

I 

I ( 3) 

I 

I 

I 

Key 

Table 1 Field guide for ignimbrite hand specimen descriptions. 
Some data from Schmidt (1981) and Andrews (1982). 

Location: Grid reference, Notable landmarks, Direction of travel. I
I 

Outcrop characteristics: Colour, Jointing [intensity and bearing] I
Height, Fumaroles, Bedding, Elutriation structures. I 

Hand specimen description: 
I 

I 

I 

(a) Colour: blue, brown, green,
red, white, yellow. Dark,
pale, variegated. 

grey, olive, orange, pink, purple! 
dusky, light, moderate, mottled I

(b) Crystals: identification, size[>Smm=coarse, 5mm-lmm=medium,
<lmm=fine]. Percentage in hand specimen 

(c) Pumice: Numbers and percentages from sample area
size (length), n =lO, colour, texture, 
imbrication and/or bedding. 

(d) Grain size: [>64mm=pyroclastic breccia, 6-2mm=lapilli tuff,
2mm-1/16mm=coarse tuff, <l/16mm=fine tuff. 

(e) Strength, hardness, welding: PT Schmidt hammer n=lO.

(f) Lithics: Identification, percentage in sample area, size.

(g) Groundmass: lithic, crystal or vitric, combination.

(h) Sorting: Very well, well, moderately, poorly.

� Rock fragments fgo�J Undeformed pumice,�=, Lenticules

J "'.J Eu taxi tic texture CJ Loose sands

I 

I 

I 



I (1) 

I 
I ( 2)

I 
I 

I ( 3
I 
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I 

I 

I
I
I 

I
I
I 

Table 2 
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Field guide to sedimentary handspecimen 
descriptions. Some data Andrews (1982).

Location: Grid reference, Direction of travel, Noteable landmarks. I 

Outcrop characteristics: Sedimentary structures, thickness,
imbrication of pebbles. 

Hand specimen description: 

(a) Colour: as for ignimbrites.

(b) Induration: [loose, firm, indurated]

(c) Weathering:

(d) Composition: Crystals [identification, percentage] 
Rock fragments [identification, percentage]
Pumice [size, colour, percentage] 

(e) Grain size estimation.

(f) Sorting: Very well, well, moderaetly. poorly.

(g) Name of unit (based on grain size).

I
I
I
I 

I
I
I
I
I 

I
I
I
I
I 

I
I 

I 

I
I 

I 

I 

Key CJ Sand E- 1 Silt I++ + J · Clay 

0 Chalazoidi tes D Gravels � Pumice 
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Stratigraphic Column : )o,ic.� 12-oAi) C.CAn rN(".)
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Stratigraphic Section: HofHZ..oNil'iL S£.cTiof\) Of MAMAk� -G.R.: i'l.')-7/l 
T,I:,'-/ 
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Stratigraphic Section: l-\oa.1'Z.o/\liF\L. Pr-ci=tu: Of' MAM"!<� G.R.: CJ.II+/ �25"7/1 
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Stratigraphic Column : i'\.4<'11-->.Pl"-'"'wP\ \KoQ..9cQ..8'\aN" G.R.: LJ.\'S \ --i"ltb4-I
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Stratigraphic Column :(NT\'2.Aiu(t\O Nt;AM�l\lt:)wA \Ne.o�9c0-�,,o� 
-G.R.:U\'S"/7q164-7 
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st rat ig ra phic CO lumn : £,\)i(lOl\\Cf_ To f\)t.\ AMArVAWA \NCoq.?oq.,f'\'1\0N G.R.: uJ 5 / 7CJ I 6 4-7
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�) (\r\ Ovf::.Q f-HL '-I soa.,s.'1>· 

ft r 1\)0 � OuTt.1:.1. 

D1�F-(L..U.L T ,o

S. PA t>�. 

()l-\1"'\ ll� P:it.U>fA1r-l"> 

\I\ L1nL<; LS.SS 1 

l-1::.�, \ c. L-'- LA l"l !4 I\)\ 

U:SS 0l.(�l(C:-

\l\L\-i. 
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Stratigraphic Column-: D4tQY FM'2� Nr-:.A-,1. o ......, ��t\JAw"'hUS.. G.R.: L\i':J-/ $;''2..'8b&\

V) V) 

V) V) w w 
_J� � PROFILE 
�'= � 
22:: Z= No, 10 �CAL( 

metres 

6; 11 0 

a 
·O

{}. 

0 tJ 

HANDSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION 

\::.) UL'f snis: QuA rz..T2, \'.='tLDS{'4(l � 

COMMENTS 

o ltt-.\ i) Mt\f'1cs tl...\E-A--n-ts.n.£.')J 4-%

4 

0 

0 

0 

... 0. 
C) 

Q 

D 

0 

O· 

0. 
0 

o. 

·o
. c? 

·oc7, . . o .
0 • C) 

0 

0 

0 

0 

t? 
V 

0 

0 

0 . .  0 .  0 . 

C) {\-\t'V'\\Ll3_: \3,').6°"%, 2.3[fi"-�3},,.. (A-rrl.� ,:_;/+,1N$lr/f: 

Sl.(SI./T'L'( Lf';l'\lill..(..(LAr1..1 f..JO 1'!,6.00tNS. TSMM&tltlE. 

l..(C,/../1 .f'/NK, DEU\T{t.\Fl:E �. ['fe.r:,r,; /Y\,�flfc::Sj 

d) l.Aflll..( 7{,.()f.i(lc.£ f\f')D r,::1NE "'f'i .. q::�. 1:AStL.'i �flH)tv 

e) \.)c;.C'l-i \.v�f.1.K, P,:: 'l..,, "1oOF.fl.4r 1--1 S,/lrM't..::. 62.1 

S cr1:. .L 

1::>) cr..'i"..i'Y-tL.<,� 4<:> �(L,&v� ID%. 

c) Pq,'>-\\L�·. 30, l<g°/o, �[�- n)""""'· Wltl-1 

0) lltt7{l/...l t C.oA f-.Sf:. jAi>JI) � 1..:it T\..1({-. S\T� ) 

e.) ff\ 0 \)(:_fl A 1 E. ( '/ �( IZ OrJ (� , \?1 :: 7 0 

S 1..1 c� 1-i n.. -r w Ef} 'TH£ RS) . 

�) No L1rn1c_s1 �) Q.\=.aLI c u \'t-(2.-{<... 

�) 
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Stratigraphic Column : D A ,'7-'t 1-AQl'v\ 1\/(::..AR OM'1N�vJ/'.\ 1-/1LL'> -G.R.: u,,i;-/ si2�68' 1 

metres 

1.6 5 

11 

0 0 

C: 

<I 

y_ 

PROFILE 

0 0 

0 

0 0 

· O

D 

C) 

0 .o 

' 

, 

. ·o

I t} 

HANDSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION 

Q) \'.)1'1..oWN IHI [0 (LE 'I 

b) C(l.'<s,f1t-s: A� f.tr,c,,__,�

'":)) v ,,l\...1c. S/'"'. 

q) LI Sl�1 co ru:. 'f .

b) ( � '{ S. T AL.(,. : I o 
0/ o .

" Of ? <:. I 10 · , 

COMMENTS 

l..o,,\.nAc.,- w,� 

I �,Tr� S"" 

IM/J\I:'. f\11:.'J(I 

Dr...s.c. r .... , r, ,010 6 P-

Wt\1 �A-k fHl..t IL), 

Q\IJ'-(l �c.\). �VLLD!Al".lS sn� 1)ot,� NCl"t" o,r--tcn..'i UH1>t:l.l'ilf66. SIToS-
'-. - -- ,- --- -- -- -- -- -- - -- - . -C!: ·()_,.· f)·

I o.) L\C)\.JTC�(l.£'/ 1-c,)Crt'{S,AL...l,, !6°/o· $,fl.�('.!,-.. nG.o 
3 D ,. 

j 
. I

i �- °(J c) ?lAM\(� .' I �1 S% 1 /5'[,- 25]"" ""-

'# 

0 

I) 

D ·. '· llSHT 

l..-.API LL I / ( c,Afl �E. 1 t,m:.. 

.·o E')f'VtoOl;:<14,�L',1 ')T[lOt00J n ·: 61

1- ro r,,.--. , 

0. 

. I I 
I· 

.c:::::::; • . 

. . c? 

SAMP11:: p.6' 

w , 7... 1::t..18SO 
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Stratigraphic Column.: He1<ss TflAC..k G.R.: u 15/ 8'oci 6 52_ 

Vl Vl Vl Vl w w z z 
...J:,.:: :::.::: 
<Cu ::::' I--
OI 
1-1- I-

metres 

b7 

4-

65" t&' 

S-1 11 

4-1., \l, 

PROFILE 

0 D
0 

5 ·o .. C) 

<r 0 

J Dao 

D 

�:P 

HANOSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION 

C) � UM\ C. 't_: L.. 6' 15"0
/ ,1.2[2- 4,.c,y-r 

'bt u \, (t\ �,e ;f
L\r,:i 1-n- S Q..'t 'I, A Ql\r-l tx'.>""- LA'l\::(L1 ru� 

o)LM1c1.-1 1 lMl1.!;.t� A�O �IN� ,u.F�.

'2...)�'c.<l'f��Ak/V.t:-Ak, r,::. it-,;', 

�) t\) 0 L \T�IL °::. • �J \J\T�.\(_ 

COMMENTS 

£ 0 

0 tJ 

- -

0 

�.)_ \">oDR..� Son�') ;_ __ -�' 3-1:><;1-5' _ 

0) l...!CJHT ,., I� rz, �Ll\tn:.. SPo,<:,. 

0 Q l::,) (_ Q'(':,,Al-':>'. A� A �Cuf::. r;-
0

/ O • 

� 

o o ·o
c.)\>LIM\('=._', L.4-7 \7i, "lS-[1-74-j,-., .... �\0.1"'\ \N f'L/\<-� 

0 

o·o oo
()n.,�N,�T" \ o�. S,U�ll-ffL.. '-/ L.�N,lC..1...\1..-A � 

o) P'/,tcc..L.A')1\L i11lE(C\f'.\. \0 I=-,�� 'tl-,.U-:'. 
0 

0 
0 

0 

0. 

CJ LJ 
t) \.):, c.f.).k, rf-::.. 4- � ) �l..' t'. l;TL.'-1 

D 0� · \,.)l::Ail-\l;;..t'7-.E-P 

� 0 0 d \-) \\l c LITHIL� l �') \)\T\'-1 (_ .. 0 · . . h) � DOit 1.-'f S 00. \ t \).,
0 .  o .o

C....D 1..-IA r,-,,(\)f:\ Q_ 

l 0 \ �TH� �. 

S\Tt.':> 
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Stratigraphic Column \-\�.K�� rr .. AC,k 

V) V) 

V) V) w w 
z z�::.::: � 

<(w S! 1---
o:x:: :::c 
1--1- I-

met-res 

'lb 4-

1.1- \'). 

- -
JO 7 

- -
) � 

() 

PROFILE 
l\\oT -ro SC..AL�. 

0 0 v. 0. 

.0 
0 " 0 

HANOSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION 

C\) L1f01-lT �INk W\Tl� �L()CK <::,Q�. 

i:;.) C<l...'/STAl-':>". f.\<-:, 1-)�uE, 7'%. 

COMMENTS 

0 • 0 () 

Jc? 0 0. 

\.J,, 

a: 
(!' 

[ 

0 • 0 

0 

0 .. 
0 

, 
0 

• ·D

0 • 
() . 0 

0 0 

.v 

0 

·O.

\.\-ou..c u-:iG O A PpNQ.tM::t£: 

SI\-MPL.c � s >

-, _
0 

_ � �rqu_L, �rt\ot)E(L4H;.'-*oOCl.b::!.._ S1,t.Jt::_ _ -

o o. o o ·C) Q) Lt� 1-\T P trv KIO 'I 'rJ:Lo�, (3L.Al K SPQT"::.. INc. \ f IF- r,n 

C) c::7.· � · 0 b) C.R'!�iAL') As A (x)u(:.1 IO 
0
/o. CoLu,....,NAi\. JOINTS. 

� O 
O 

·o · D c.) Pu r•·qc.. �; 2 s-, I 5"fo rs-[."::. -5 1 Mr'"\ HftM / E.A<_. '-/ TO 

·c::::::>" W\-\11':.-\--P1f\Jk, D�\)ITR\F/E9, C,,Pf\{)';:. 

o 0 

0 
0 

" 
0 

---

� 
6 D 

() 

0 

c::;:> . 

0 

e) �6(-\k' PT:: 4. � , SLtC�I-J.TL'l �\:})11-1\:.�b. S ITt �. 

�) No L..1T1+1c..s 

�) \J \TR\L
-+-

h) 0'\oC>�l'l.mL� / ('ooRL'-1 

Q) P1Nk tJJ rn+ (),rnLJ.c; ,;po r- "> • 

b) �s Pl\oul:. I '.>
°

fo. 

So1t.T£C:, _ _ _ 

0 D 
• 

SIT\:.. '"2... 
0 

P11\\'K, sc""' L--.. E.t-.Yn(u-.i.,..A<l. 

0 • ·o.
- -

0 
0 

• 

0 0 

b 

0 

C>
o) LAPILLI I (.c,A{t<.,E f:\-1\)\) �\Nt ,u�i::-. 

e..) \>..\�f\k, P"t-: 5r; ? S,£.l{jlHL'i l.::i\\-1() 

_o t).flo QW'(DL\1'� cmw:s•.::i) \)\,<"'-\C, �Dt,;l../fTLY _ 

D a)Ll(�lff (J1N \<. \)fl.b'-&-' �\)oTS. ti ')A') A�c, Is°;.,.. ,., "(,; 
�o,,.s,11\'lC�. 

0 o) 'P'/ IZ.OLl.-/'.\')Tl( Q.llc.{(lf+ TO M fl-ml'( (�f 1"0 i--,,..,� il.l.F� v->T 2-:SSlD 

e.._) \JcR"f w"'"AI<? P\-: 4-1� S1,1�KfL'/ wi�H)- �,�-, 
0 

0 \..)
t;-_I\... 'f Ot C C'\S Io") Ah l-. \ 'I:\\.\ L, 

�) \)I",�( ( 

0 · \--\') (Y\Di)\:,fl...A--,'i::\.....'-1/w�u. Sc,1l�'h0, 
/ 
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Stratigraphic Column 01\0Pr S,oRc;E G.R.: u.1�/�nc,97

V) V) 

V) V) 
liJ liJ 
z z 

-1::x: :::.::: 
;::� !:::! o::x: :I: 1-1- I-

metres 

-
S-5 10 

-
4S'" b 

PROFILE 
HANOSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION 

C...AA'':.O f?>'"/ 

Arsi> �"" 6F-

4 M M /1St1 

�\.lc.�T u.. 

COMMENTS 

- - -....... --

I:;-

I.J.,,, 

. C>. 

. 0 .. 

0 

0 

·o . . o

a. 

0 

0 . . 

0 

o· · 

G\) Lr��n- f1.e.\)01�H �fl.E:,1• 

b) Cll'(':>Tl\l...S '. Quf.\1\P ... 1 Fc!.-t)�l'Aa.S 

AN() W r'-.A'tl:\�'4;.. t) MA�KS. '3°/0 • 

c.) PuM\C..f:: �o, 10�0, 14[1-1.4.J""'""" 

�OS1L'( Q.€.00t51-J. ��"(' 0c..cA5l(W,l,U.'t 
; 

W�lfT <:iA..E."f, De.u1r(l.tF1€0 

c) LMIW..\ To �\11)1:.. 'T�, fv\()STL'1 

UIHlV:.. T��. 

· , 
O 

e.) Su;t4TL.'f W�Ai\-\4:.�\), \j�'{ W�k, 

.' 0. PT, 41. 

o · · o q NONI':. Sc'='.ro. �) Qcu<.. tj rt' 12-\C... 

. 0 0 0 __ l.-i) Moor-ttA� SC\ Q.,G-0...:.._ 

c::'.:) 0 Q) L\£1:ff �u.l\PL\�H Si Lc'f. 

o. lo) Cfl'f":>Tf.'ll�·. A<:. PIP,c�H-:. 10
°

/0• 
·o 
O c.) �l\.M\C...c: 'l\? °J°fo, 1_\lS""-4.0jl'•'\,_ 

£) .. C) �L..-

0 �Lur':. ( ��E'f, � SH1L'f LG,,rrtC...O..t..lHl, · $t\lll\VL.E 'Jo, 

0 

, 

• 0 
---

·o

0 

0 

. 

0 

d') LA<' (I.L-1 \C> �1.-.>t: \u.ff. ""'O�"'(L 'f 

. 0 0 41=\tt�F.. Tu.��. 

• i::::::::>. e.) \ltlt"l W'c:A K /wEJH<., PT:. 4 'B

0 u.,->weAilt �CU:.\) Tl\lC..\PtE.rJ"f � ..... N�n 

0 
�)NMC2 ���I\\. �) lleuc. \)tT(b( Jo1,...rt 1'f-l�. 

�) M ct>t::CLA,EL 't <,01t.�D. 
-- -- --

D a) Lt�,n PlNKt<::,l,t S1t�'1 �� !OIN°\t�., 

b) C ll'f '::>TAI..<;. : l\s A-\\a0r:. � Df D �na 1'1c.P-\NE.D. 
C> 

(:) c.) PlA""'lt�: (1' 8%' 11[$"-111,..._M $AMP1...E '}D6

LtSl"'T r�\\.E'li l>l\J\Tf\.\f1!P' �f.)t0 T"O wT 2..��li,� 
0 0 c;.IA� l..tN�I (.IALA-Q, Q�U( �\j\, F.01-1.7 �'tUM:. � \,-{: l� 

o. O
d) t\� C\�oo �

e..) �tA'\' n-� �7
-, 

I.Al\1w�A,\l�ft...c.()·

CJ �) fvoN<:. ��t"'· �\ Q£.l\t.... \l n°"' t �, IY\oo S. Ol\."t" n 
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St rat ig raphic Column 01to Pt C'.:iM£E G.R.: u. 1 '5" / '?, n b '"rs 7 

V) V) 

V) V) 
Lu u.J 
z z 

-l;x:: ::.::: 
<X:w � 1--
o::c ::c Nol 
1->--

metres 

,ci 

PROFILE 

iD SC.I:/ L.F;. 

0 .. 

·o
'-

0 0 

CJ 

0 

. .

c.:> 

0 
0 

0 

·o

. o. 

0 

0 

.o. 

0 

0 

0 

·O.

0 

0 

0 

6 

I) 

0 

o. 

0 1  

0 

0 

0 

0 

0. 

O· 

HANOSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION 

c) Du."" tC.�: /6,,'f0 , z? [c-s-- ll] �M 

PtNk_l�l.l <;fl-€.'(' CILL/l-':,(Qrv"),{_ �(._ 

5) � (_ \J (tt'Ll(_ ·--

C\) 'i2..E.0))1� C��'( 

b) G�.'f��s . 9.c( o. 

COMMENTS 

Cow._.."""....,Af'\ j01N1l,-lli, 
Tu,�

ITl-\OC.....';}-\ J\ l-\A� l"\l'l'>TLy i 

011�\) Ot..."f. 

-

d) U'\9lU..f 10 �IN�,�' 11-VH�L'-{ ltl�l: Tl�- SA�i>Lf:. �D4

e.) r"'lont:fl..A.HL'f s�� PT -:. 5""� J lA \ "2. -'7.:,'S"� I

t) tu ONc $ f:.tN. �) �<_ IJ \Till<. 

�) MDD':..0..1:n-1'.,.L'f �U� __ 

0.) f\NK:1.';,\4 (j /1-1::'-( 

�) c_R._l/�T�LY � 

<:_) \11.\f',\\C..c', !>1 \��, �c1.-1.ljM""°'

�t'q(.W..,T Tc �'>�'>5) Vti...,.,.,,Lf:_ f.\(',o� ��i\MJ\\ _ �As'=- � �MY"\.. 

�L'f, 

�)Ltiv11lL1 10 r 1/\)r-_11,.,J\c' .. MA1l--..',L'i ccJ\-IL�,.:.. 

T Li.PG-, 

Ie.) \...')�0--'f \-1�.C\1<: ) vT---.. 41 J 1"'"'-ot'i t,.s-mt. 

�) � t L.\1\.1\ L >

c�) 118--tt \)n;n.1( 

�) N\..C')\3-'{l..f\,cLY sorn� \). 
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Stratigraphic Column:· Dll.br, G.R.: u.1s-/ ,g11 687 

V) V) 

V) V) 
uJ uJ 
z z 

--'::.::: :x:: <t:u ��-o:::c :r; 
NOT�I- I-

metres 

')__b 1. 

PROFILE 
HANOSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION 
,-0 �(.(fl,.£. 

·o . 
C\) LISHT OnM'\l:.. &Qo...l�. ·� � 

t? . . ·o. . . 

·C, 

1-;,) (lt'f'b,"L�'. l'l.C/o 

··o
C..) Pl1Mtc.r:: 16 7 5J tft.f-4.o] MN\. 

HlljHL"t l....)EAn�E.fl.€.D1 F,r1Qo0'S 

ii3.·r-r·1..u1�_ ( w·n.H) tJo, t)e,\:l\r,t.,r-:,� 
0 

0 

·:o ·. . .'o 'IP-W...O\.N � �N.

0 . .  d) LA"ILL1 \o �,,,H: Tu.f{:-,

0 

.. 

.. � 

. c:>·.. c:::> . . . . \\\�\.It..'{ va:.A,i1\��.
o ·  

0 c:, 
�) DCL4,':.torJ4L Q\c,\'(0L11r� L11H1<.E(� 

[.Qu,tr.:: \J..\;A,n+.€.n.£.t>] 2...-s- �"""' e 

o .

. o. 

o·

. . , O 
�) U l "t t1 I<.../ � • �) t"t\ ClOEitAT�, t

e.) \)c.fL'f \AE.A)<., PT -:..11, 

,) Q..H'il1-tt� l.Jrt�KS 1 1
°
/0-, 

�) \)\ ,(I...\{_ 5 floe..�" f'\'\,O(;f, • 

i...) f\\.o��AA'tGL'J /w8...l... �it,..t). 

COMMENTS 

(l tl.cw C.oL L...l"'\t\)4,(l 

J01N�6 0 2.o,,Js_. 

'U,Nc • [1:>e00,::\)1 

14/)/ 1../ S 

SAl'>'\Pl£ qof 

w T 2.. 'b� 'b<iS 

o. �) TAN T'C> f CNkl�U n:_�w-i0. IJG�'t' AJorrc.E�!oL.t:. 

C> 

0 

0 \:)) Ul'1smi...s.·. to 0l, INc.tLI:� 1..N 

C.) P l,\t"'\, ti:._; f+O 1 1 </'l 'l.6 [ 4,- 4-l}"'"'r- l.-.l�,.:n1-H�U.1Nc> i\t..it)

b L1 SH T 't �I,,) SIU'5'1 �G.<:.1 C."'-L..A(\,_ At\,() D i;l.. (l.+ ... J�S.� IN Pu "'lt. 

� Li-;,0.cci� 1 L.f.1 Sift-'i w GA-W-E.I\,,:. \'.> 
· 6

0 

0 0 • t, 0 

a) £.1�1'tLL1 \0 C..o�<,E_ '"'-'-�r, fo\A\Nl..."'f

Cof\nc,c ro r-tr-'I:. Tu.fr-.

·o·· .·o. o· 
() 

·O o \) QJ.\'1D'-t1f:. ll iH1C S 1 I "/0? 
'2. - S- iv..-. ,

Q. O. 
Q 

�) \JCTf'lll/� £�OMA';f,,

�) Mol)<=.J\..!1.t"tt.."1 / O�l\'-'1 Son..'f°P'J),

$\',t \'2.. 

C:..f\'>IL't �IAOtO. 
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Stratigraphic Column aClof', c.:ioil<..E G.R.: u ,�-; sn 6 �7

metres 

I 

It! ·1> O•i>" 

� 

\""\ 

'q;-

� 

I 

PROFILE 

.'O o

' .. (). · . 
' 

. , 
() 

() 

0 

0 0 •

, {), 

D. 

0 

0 ·.()

b O O • : I I.. o, 
C, ' 0, O 

• •  •· • • 0 •• 

': • 0 . , ·,·. 
. * 0 

'
0 , I O, 

. f··., ,, O,'• 

• • o·
0 \ 

01 . ' 
. : -� o ·o·. 

, D . • , 

� . . J 

HANDSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION 

q) U<:,1a '11::LLow of\.ArJS�, �•T•t

llrJ�l:.<.:, 01=- (.l{Lt.;_'(,

LI Sri r 'H�.L� ;{LE:."f, SL1<;il-/TL'\

\J��lC.C-A.l.A (l_ 4-r0 o �, "1 �<>'4.S 

I ' � 

o.)L1s1�r S(LE"1 t::.) Loo<..r:..,sus1wl'1"1,1-\o.

c.) U-'fSr-��: (,o°j O ' Qu.:r-.:.s% II..U'fot-111:.

�) 1'f:.1'\l'.>L€.'>, n, IV'.:>'>�'f COAiS£" To 

(:IN� �A,,-){)• 

o .. , .o,, .. �- ·.c� ·.·, e-) MoOc.rtA'l'€..L."J <,0�_ ...-, 

... O -�,.,-, ,.o. ,, : 'o'- . t) ()f;_{l,f'JLY S4-�0')'C"'1:>,QC:_. 

�-.:_:; ·:· �-..-.. ... �-
----

"·6. .... 0 :Q·. ,p .. o) WStl, �/\-B.-'-f. �) l.-oo'>1:-

v1 '/ ;:;__(;(�· .=: o-t. = . (_) U--f<:,,1tt..S: ID% ' (LoC.r- •• -s l) I ()
1 ... ,'--.)·o•:.o .·,.; ·-� ·.· 
f )j ::6·00/--?.0.: �u.""-\c_�_; �7% rs-[ 'L -Ito��""
0 �'():,:{,:.;··;:.q.; :} o) (ol)flt...C; TO St LT.

� }/_�(f F}. ��::�:::L�So:::�:"ArTo:�c.

� . ,: · : . · ·: ,' ,I)·.··.: · . ." _!.l U::,�f'JLE �A�o ��NS.
� . ' � 
ii_ l\) W�Hr (jfl�'-(• �) �\<LM ,r-1 ,L.Nr-.. 
0 (_) (.{b-/�\l')L. \: 1.0/

D 
' \lock. � I·;* ' 

SLA�C,� q1 ")D 1 

c) t=-11-,.}s_ <;.AN() "it> St Lr.

e) \) e,{l 'f w �.,u. c..o {\ �- P
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Stratigraphic Column : OR.c>P1 c.') an..sE. G.R.: u,-:,-/�176i1. 

metres 

1'5"-6' 

O·O� 

B4- I 

f 
0 

PROFILE 

-------
---

---------- -

--- -· -

. - . ----····-----.--. 
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Stratigraphic Column Ott.6p, (Je,ru,.\E. G.R.: u 1c;/ '8 716'97 

metres 

)·)Lt 
_J_ 
V>'t 

'lJl.1,-
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0 0 

PROFILE 
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G 

HANDSPECIMEN 
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Stratigraphic Column : C.tnT1�c� AT THE: \:::ND or �ELK 12.D.G.R.: <..u1+/ <g26 712. 

Vl VlVl V) w w 
z z __J:.:::: �<iw �1---

OI I 
I-I- I-

metres 

11,1 
b 

b· \ 
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'l·I o,q 

PROFILE 
HANOSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION 
COMMENTS 
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Stratigraphic Column : cu,nr\)r
_\ 

AT TlH, I=_(\)\) oF �€1-.fc-. a_o11-o. G.R.: u.11+-; 5?1611:i.. 

Vi Vi 
Vi Vi 
w w 
z z 

-J:::.::: :::.::: 
�'::; � 
o:::r: :::r:
i-1- I-
metres 

- b�
\,.. I
'l. l • 1. 

i! . ..I 
I-
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_o -� 

PROFILE 

0 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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0 
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0 

0 

0 
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0 
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0 
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Stratigraphic Column.: By LLO'fD n,Al\)v�ruc

G.R.: u1r/7'876'B.�-

V) V) 

V) V) 
LLJ LLJ 
z z-1:::.::: :::.::: 

�� � o:r: :r: 1-1- I-
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Stratigraphic Column : LLo'io MArJOf"'o cot..(i,1·1t->· 

[_ f'':� c;.,oU< R.t>4D j

metres /). 
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Stratigraphic Column L.Lc"fD MANCeNo G.R.: U\li/ 7 87 t �5" 

metres 
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Stratigraphic Column t.JCN() MANt>e.,\\r> 

metres 
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a)�> A hour-... O �F;.i1-y W6-4k, ,r� 7>0 

/.Jr!. f/1... '{ lN tATtlC: ,t.,::". 

SA"1lt.t 'r-1 
w, 2b'1::,40 
s \i£. 7 l.c,l\.)Tli). 
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Stratigraphic Column :Lto'{D M1t1110£ND G.R.: u 1s/7 a7 6 z'!i'.

metres 

50 1.. 

').O 

11-7 I 

7..b-1 1. 

1Lt·l 7 

PROFILE 

I .· • • , ' � 
() : . . .. : [), 

;; .. ' : 

• . 0
--

·, . D .. : .· ·• ... .. 

.. · .... ·. ·C: o .. o
0 . . '. 

D· 
, ' , 
.

0 

· 1 Qt) 

0 0 
o o· · 

'• 0 ·,· 0
.Cl 0. 0

HANDSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION 

r'IA1rJL'f CoAl2.\E TUFF", 

t} 04-A'>torJAL (214'(01...ffF... C:.: o-�l
j).__nJ.U'- V1Tfl.(<.. *€LL Sol"t.yc;._I)• __ 

:) U. St-IT I /Ill K. / o rlr't,uCJ �-

l-.J) U-'(��/..� •• 7 � () 

C..) i UM( LE ( 6 / I t>fo ( 7 [ ':, - S-0] "1"" 

Wtfrt·E i � 1 & RDt.f s , Oc.u��1orv1uL y ui;ur 'il:Ub. 

�) \J rr/..fl lj Jtct-t,.,,') M,i.c,<, _, Sc,� t> �}101 lw0· 

�) r11. o'Jf 11..n 1u�, ">ori..r<; � 

COMMENTS 

s,11;. '--

----+ Dtlnc.L_ __ 

OY.1 DIAN · 

A) LlSHT {�µ;_ ... ,. I:>) 0-'(St""flc/.."> .,-01
() 

0 c.) rl-\MIC:�'. \1._1 t0% � !b[f- )'2]h-.M 

0: '. o l.s)�\"l"F.. 'F-1 �l'<.ous, l',.Ol.\l\l�e\), 

·I. O. ·. d) Ml\,1r,JL.'-( L.Af'ILLI At->� (OAA.'>� TL\FC:· 

0 ,.. . . 
. •. �) v�,..., w,;.A-k {IT-:. 'J..). St-1Curl'-' 1 ... m1' 

511\� LL. 

(oA>T' I) 
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Stratigraphic Column : LLo'-ID °'Al'.lt>6N() 

I 

metres 

11-1 · 'J. 

14-·1 1 

-1-
ll.·l I 1 I
-

r
l 

0.1 

- -
:,S o.<;

- -
'.> � 

0 

PROFILE 
HANDSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION 
COMMENTS 

.; 6 �- � >/ � {) ums 1 °/ 0 >[1-2.0] = -

�) Uli(l.)(. so,v,,E 0�10!A1'-' . Stlrv\PL� {-1' 
. . 0 . �·. o. I->·-·-·.-·_::-_·_··:-·�� f\'\oo�tt..m·et.'I So�,&t).__ __ 
.· --·.· . ·O ... 

w,: 2..1>":>�S-� 

·. ·, ·_ ·. ·· � ·. ·o::" 0.) l..lSHi �µ;.'f. 1') C.Yl.'/�mu: 1..,_d/0 

. · C) 0.; . 
I 

• C..) \l�r"'\ I ( 1:..: ('if) 'f % ? I 7{ 'J-t/} """'

I' 

:O
·

0 

( .... o. ' 

wH11c., ',L/':)J./Tl.-"1 oeu,r/l.1F1tj)' f==.1P)ROv.� • 

J) {_/:}fJLl./ fO f ING. 11.AfC: .• 111/tlNL"'/ 

.
. 0. . . 0 .  e.) \) \.,ltt\k' or-.. 1.s-, C,LIC.,/.lrL-( WTiiD • 

, 

o .  , 
. ·o

� o_· __ 6 

I 

() 

0 # 

0 

() 

� ·.·-�·�/1··· :-� ":, l C • ., •• ,.�. , ·

� 
. 

� . . . :· 
.. ,. � 

' 
, 

. 

& -�.- , . ·. � .. .,4 . -� .e:if/;·;.1.- ... �� -1· . ;;,_ •. · .. · �': ,:;;:-:_

;;· 

. . ' oo· ·.o. . • . 0 . 
• : ,i 

' 
�. .. 

·o·. ,
. C) 0 

.. ·O· 0 

C) L1rl,f1c.. s: �U'fot.lre ? ,2.%,4-[ 1.. - �o] �-

-----
sin. 2. 

WT "2.. 'b°7:>"b'f 
C,,.4Nt.€. 4 ..,_ 

wo�l;.1'-Arl:t..'( <,o/1. fF.. 1� • __ 

C\) LI", t-lT C:, (l.(3;.'I • £:,) C.IL-1<:>mL) � c� .. 

c.) '11.lMIU::.: II' l"/0' /O[t- >/J ,..,.-. 

N or1c£A C>L E Sll./C. � 

_._ 

-'-

..,Arv1) 

o.J L1;1r, �M::.'I, ,1iv{,,i� � o�I:.. c.o.v,/.k.-r. 

?)C/\.'-(!,T�1.s: 3%-(c)Pu,..,c'.:.·. '2�710%, .. 23[4- 5'�MM, 

(.../ Sl-11 9·<;,'-t, � 1 � (OLA s . cJ) l'\J:\\ NL-'-! SA.t'>\.PI..S:._ \ � 

C)Ltn41c.s: '!.j6, 7 [1 -lo},"-· �) A'> A>1,0\Jr:: 

'",) l'oot..Ly Soll1 ��-

$\_\Alli C.�ii>tc.� \.>,1\1:"- °TN"v-.llA, Et> 

SA ..... ,� S'r"b-"" [\..\l')�e.Q �(!.\��� 1 
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St rat ig rap hie Column ; Lol.)E. a_ rn Af'l\)MMA- P��n__ �Ti:\T�N G.R.: u. 1t/7n 7' 1 · 

L/) L/) 
L/) L/) l.J..J l.J..J :z z

-J::.r::; :::.::: 
<Cu !::::::' 1--
o:r: :r: 
i-1- I-

metres 

bt; 

q 

5'6 

I 

c:;5" 3. 

�'l ..., 

4- S" 

4.l+- ')_ 

I+ 1. 

b 

"1 b � 

HANDSPECIMEN 
PROFILE COMMENTS 

fl)o, 10 �c. ALE:, 
DESCRIPTION 

... 
cf, 
� 
"'er 
� 
{ 
J 

5 

2 
&

'X 
( 

¢ 
3 

'.!: 

0 

<i 
J 

r 
; 
d. 
er 

d 
3 
.J. 

C) 

0 

0 

C, 

D 

--

().0
,D 

0 

6 

0 

C> 

= 

0 

C> 

0 0 

D 

C> 
0 

0 

0 

Q 

0 
0 

0 ·a.· .
0 

0 

O ·  

=· · 

Q) 'f c;_ /-.I... Ow 0 (L/.\rJ�l:.. 

S) C.G.'(STAt..S', Q4r.\<1.i"2., �tLOSl'AR 1-lr-->o 

/'Y'\f.\�IC.S s--"fo

<:.) P� ...... !..c_'=- I ct, 10
(
/0 10[1- 2o} �-

'!£LL.ow' Q�L �\(\(:.(I.OLA� 

\N €.A'\'\.+ E: (1.e. \) 

d) LA 01LL1 To Co/!\n�(: 

IE'Y-\o..�, 

�t) �lN� \0.f�. 

e_) \.H:.a.--t �eA"-, f'T-:.'3,1, 

�) � c. L1nt1c.. '\ , �) (LA"1/L>\Tl2.1( 

� M oo�Q.A--T�L'-/ � 0 n.,e..'\:I.

Oise L\ Rr: D 
n�E:.. 

\Jp.,,�P\Y:...AO..,Q\ \Q.N.1\'t\��'''=- \� ����� 

���,t-t.E� � � 1:)'c"oe..�\le'c..�, 
I 1>£\�'i �\�\1,..�Q._ """°O 

U."-->�'eQ.L"\I�� WPi,�F\'f.-A�,Q.., • 

o·� • o o.·
0 • . . 6 . a) L Ii; I-ff 'i E LLOw (� a. (:: '/ 

D ·  0·_ . 
6 . o · o. u· b) C./l...'JSTAL'":.'. Q.u,t1<1,-z.., �€Lt)$f>�ns 

I 

TcP OF 

wA1 ""A�A/'2.,,t.r. 

EASrL. 'i s r A- oe i) 

I DD/ S,0 / /\J 

. D . ,,;.--,--\ . 0 
.. - . L..__,) . A-ND M Af:K <':, i f\.'\E ()I� 1111"1 ") '£" / o <l C>,N,\;.� £.\)v;R":I 

0 ·6' . • 
o .o.�o c.) ru""'\C.l::: �, ::,0%, 10['2.- l\6j�""°' \_ M. 

o D. D O J. '11::LL�\�\.\ W1-h,t, S':-"'-1 \'.=,� �ous

# o , · {) · (e:,,...,.,..P�c..T, �EM\ LC;_rvt\C..U..L-A <l. . 
o· 

·O . 0 '• P t'vo \'2,,t::-nl'\1t0C... c.(I.... ALlSl\\�E-t'\'>'T 

S,f.\�� L� 5'(, 

w, '2..1:>4'3"2.... 

6 
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Stratigraphic Column :LO\.,)\;Q ""l.\t-)l:lPVAP(\ 9o��Q S-rr:n101\)G.R.: U.J5'/77'87ls 

V) V) 

V) V) 
LI..J LI..J z z

_J:::.::: � <x:u � 1--
QI :c 
i-1- I-

metres 

- -

:, \ 

'll 

3 

l\lO"T 

1 

t 

PROFILE 

0 

HANOSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION 
COMMENTS 

S11:r: 6 <""c11--YT' D.

Q..) l\'\EQlLlr- 'S \L-1. SOME; r1N>� �()f\l\) JDl'l'\li1NCJ /l'f LONTACl .... 

{) \)\Srt..'1 \.-vcLL- Sot2-,G:t> 

�85�tj- �-i"�G SONO'-< C!LT �-""'';_ __ r,_\-\ARl'l- _ 

-��--� c.) L1s1.n GRowr0. t:-c�,Ac._,J 

� �; :� �::t.i� b) f: I""" • c.) S 'l ,o o s sw; I/rt. 'f I\) U [ �cf,<, \', COD ,A)C 

[ R�: .... ,, ... 
� :.�--���- l-..iEA,l4t::(l.E.u. c� ll.Auct..� MooeQMe.L..Y 

Vl ;� j· �·<:·�: �:--\� �l;.ArHP..M:-0. (Ilg;� I\C:9�:: �60 "'"'"" 

i :.�_::·�-�-�-·\)/"_:/;� d) C.\'1-'{<;.T�LS' QL\M'f1- FcLO�PACl':., l£,\>C..T4, $Dr-,...--\..Ji'iYt\: · 

; I · .. ·. - .. � ;-_<_ :� ·. � · . ."-: _.:: 
. J - - -

� -•· · . · · .- -:· :..:_ ANt> �t..l<;H-TL"I W tA"r\-\-cP-\:.{) MAF16. S{Zftvt:.L� \f"\P..�1<fffE:C 
0 ...:.. - ·. .- ... - .. - . -

�-..: --:::.- �--�·- · _: �.-:- 9c°/0 oo;- S.AJ'V\.(>d:.. 1� "-'·S. t>\a..ec.i-:tcAJ .
.. . . .... ":.-! 1: 

- -

" .. . , 
- -�

-,........... . . ... �<71--1€.<l.OL.I ii<.. M l\y. c; ILi:.-::. 4 � Y-t...4- Ml"'\, -�';;/ 'l... 1/ NAJ_iu_

, 

-- --. • :....__:_ ALSo AN'?l;_SffE. 2 °l �M,1�; 

, .. 

-�

• I 

• I 

�\-\fo'\I<.t:·. \..,)'ti\,� �\��6.J� '2.
0

/o 

Sor-r, �IP.:i IL. '1 c. Q.u.. �1,\-EQ \N FwSE!lS. .SA\0 l)S, \J 1=.R ,1 

e..) Pcf.:>6LE. TD CDMLS.r:: �tn;MA,Ni.:v occ..,=\S\oN(\l..

C CJA11-5 E S A,s.:l T) 

f) �cciRL� �0R\ � .

�) � {LA\) E.LL 'f SAtJ D �TCW ( . 
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st rat ig rap hie Column : Lo��\L MA�A PM/\ Powe<l. c, �no/\J 

metres 

')J .. i 

14 

\l 5 

\ 'l. {, 

-
6 '.l,

:i <t 
j' � 

HANOSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

\.:,) C'1 f\..�. C.) f'l"IO()c(lAyt:l.'/ 1....ll:1-lT1-1€AfD- l..JT\t i:\ \";,OUE. 

d) C..o M ros \il6N : C O..\/S11'-'L s 16fo

PUMIC..E". \JErt.,, OC.(f.\$\ONAL-, Trtl".\C.t. O'\ASS1'1t::., NC 

C..L.4'/ '. qt'� q_ r,, I;) 0 p,.l l') • 

e.) f'l\os,t..'{ (�y, SoMa �'"'<c. SArot>. S\,E t;;. 

0 · .. .._ .._ t) W �LL S O(l."il;. \). �111.. fALL li=f>I-IR..t'l-
-·

.._ 0.\ SAN()'I UA'/ SToNi� 
�; 

H .. 
• . �A-Lll..T"\:..t)' W tA°\�r:.(1..�\) \.M�1T1c.�R..fh.T. 

<l: 
(J.) 

• 6 .. . 

TI-IAi f ... 
l)l;_':,C .. ./l.\"'=,£0 11'\l 

c,i. 
c) 
£,,. 
"2 
0 
H 

,,.. 
cl 

� 
,;I:" 
;i 
<t 
f 
<£ 

3 

-�() . 

�/)·;· !) 
. , . 

, . 
. 

t? 

. . c:::;:::, . 

�) C..\Z..'fS,AL":.:QuAl'lT"'l.., i:t-L-O'i>Ptla.� re�'::,\l)C.k_ o�,Lfr',,. 

AnH) (Y) AF lC. \ . ( 0
° 

/ () , O'I rowe.(l s:tAT I 01\J. 

c..) ru MlC..� •• '?S, 151
°

/ri J 11 Li.- ft.o1 M"" Wt:.�'=-� 'zP��

Of"" � T -= \00 •

�) Lln+1c.S: 1. 0/u 1[0·<5"- 5"jl'v\w-. w, '2.1:,u.2.°I 

� U n:R1 ( & �) fV\o�MiL '1 S:o.t'ii:. \') $ n:� 4' 

· ';J . ... ; ... £,(2..oru(.t..'f Cot.l>..i"'\�'4(l '>011\\1e:t> \::.\ll e." 0·7Sl...._""')·

� · �{/---�.',_i_Lu,l4oll\1..0NTAI.. �,")_G\J�t'L'/ 4-bl· <;\.\-Ai!J' _

D � :.·.' 0- · · -� : ·O ct) Lt�HT 'li::U-Ow OM-tJc��.
• 0 . c::>. 0 .. 

I 
• ' · 0 

� b) CR..\/STA1...�·. (h A�'-'E. /<;" ;
0

,, 1.,H;.Lr.>f'::O �A. 0 "·' · o 
·.o ."� .' o· c) rl..\rv-.1c.E. 1..4-, 1s-;'0 1.'6[1 - 5'l.]"'"' S.,n.oi\1c� fl>&.001,..i{> 
·. '.°9 6 .c:;;, ,· · o· 

-:-0 .-: .O: �. ·,� � Sttvs-\ l�� \(LAL.� R, l..014 ITG.. A PPttQ b,r, \ rv

·<;?o.
0 

· ·,: ·.(;° F \!)Reus

� :....... 0.. . . � .� -:,. e) WE AK , °Pt-:. 5 2.. J SL I 51-1 TL 'f

. >. :�. ·(?·,. ·C) W £ ATH c\'U�.D, � 'f "'l(<.ANSR>ClM€rt 
· · o. Q. . I· -0. . . d � L.M1U .. .1. ( Mfl.':->� C\tJ f) �\�� \ u ��. SP.- M�kt:_ S-14..
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Stratigraphic Column :Lo�E(l fY'iArs)C_APMr1 Pow£(\. �TAfl'.(Y'J G.R.: L\ ,1+-1 77 s>717._, .

PROFILE 

metres 

COMMENTS 

HANDSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION 

Jun11LS: 141'10�,1�-,�'
/. 

10(.1-1-s-J..,� l\>o,c � 

�) \)\,Ill(_• 1-i) Poon.t..'-/ (on\�\). Tl--/1s I<:. Nor 
I 

Q.t;,L14-11;.� ,o T;:._)<,u.rl4L (L-\,:\lli4C,dR1ST1C<;. PR011r.1�L'/ 

r:----;�-t-�--!---�������--l--kO�(l....�S�c�c,�����--�-.�---��--1��-�����
4.0 

0·4 

l 

�b O•I 

1 

. -

: 

- ... 

- o) L..1�HT 011..Mc�i:;:.. b) �\ILi""\. 

c.) fY\oo�O..'h�L'/ Wl=-'4THeQ..lo..O. 

d) LOI"'\ Po':,\ TIO"-�·. (__ 11.y':, ,/l-L.�c::, % .

L/.....r\'( -:. 'l 7
°

/0 , 

e) M � �lL\ ""_S.4ro ,) 1 C..
i

:Ay. 

- �) v., !;.LI- <;04..,r;_ \) 

- - _ .... �)-£i�� <;4@'f CLA't �Tl)N � 

- -

c:q I?, llt i; l-H 'l f::. LL.Ow � R.OI...:> I\J • 

�) �ll\..M • c.) Mo DE lltiT';L..'t' l,H;A-�I). 

�) �#D�li\ON ·. C a..ysnlLI:, 6% 1 

�o f�,v11ct:., Sit..,-· CJft.."/o 

9 l\. l'V\ I t_ G_ •. [ I - $ """'"' 1 

SIL., 8 o
0
/� • 

SILT 

-- _ e.) Y'>'\B.{)\t>-.....-.... '";,AN,) 1 SILT. 

. . ·. -. •• - • ' �) \.,Jc:· LL <:Oft --r-· r-. . . . . -. \ - \'::-'.) . . . . . I
_ _  -� � ··_ C)) S!}�\:>_:f �lLT_$,TOr--.'.1,: 

q_) LJ S IH '/ '\;.LLOW, 

�) ru2-I"\ c) �L1�rnL.'/ WGffitt�J1-t�. 

o) Lo� �OS 1, \ o N '. ((L'{t;.'0'ti.. S:: 8d/ c'

Ou.,M1(E:Nol\J� 1 f2..ocr-.: l,":::.0-t\�V'V\\;N'\<,": 

f %, ilq ,cf
O

/D , 

e.) r"I c 1) \ l,\ �V\ /:\r0 {) �1 N � <;A� 'D . 

'6'/ LAKI::. 

Oct_ 4S10,0,AL-
i 

Df\.Ars.)CAi;_ L.4�1.1'\lATT,"-' .. · 

USL>.ALL '4 

S1l1"P£..':. n > 
W 1 ,::i. "1, Ur 2Jo

_ ___.Sll..JlOmo,J� 

LON·n1Cf 

�n-x: 1... 

� ""-0� t; 12.., 1T'I 

�;;_L � il\'3.. 

S+{l'ri1P (.noS/0NJ.1L. 

C.0t0Tt\C..T, 

N Oflt'\"\ J'\-L..L '-\ 

Gc.C>Of::o, P.iL1c.1UYAr,,., t
;, 

C d4r').<;.IS Pt rv f:: 

· Til-TE.D. 

$._(·W..2' -� Ot� � l L 

\4134l> tL-'f rn(\ c.,m1N�J>. 

St�V·\PLt ,;--o '7 
'-'>T 2.�'.2� 

/00(\.MAll'/ �1;0D£-') 

(,,'.1,�L 
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Stratigraphic Column :Lo1..0�(L M�Sf'}Pf'.\()A t>ow£.Q s1t-)1''tcw G.R.: ui4/ 77rnn

V) Vl 

V) V) w w 
z z -J::x::: � <X:w I-- k:! 

o::i::: :I: 
1-1- I-

metres 

"3, 

0 

PROFILE 

�ff{ To 

f 
� 

t:! 

..._,4 

H 

-

i. 
d 

-

a: 

3 

-� ::, 

.. 

. -

-

-

---

$C..ALE 

-- . 
--

.. 
.. ..:::,, ::: 

' 

: -

. - .
.. 

.... 
. ' 

-

' 

-

-

I 

HANDSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION 
COMMENTS 

�) Ll l;L.L S Of/... TE. (). �lif:::'2. 

C\J St1 .... i'f $!}"" ySrvr-JC:: S4M<>Lr; ,qc,
/ ..., ' "-�---...> 

C\) l.....lCJl�T f> I IV k: . \JI lil-\ \5 U0'"1'N S('o,-":) C-At.J C.t-t1r w,,H

'o) Cfl.�S.rll.S '. Q4'1Q1-z..._1 ff.LD'>Pilll. '> � \>I\ t>E. 

\,.:,e:.AT�<tfi. b fl'\4F1l_<; 'lS�o. 

(_) l\)cT � c-E.N. BY LAk1e... 

o) (OA/L�I=;_ Tc, �'"'� 'TtxH 

Q..)0'\0i;)ERATE'L.)'<; \l.orM� PT-: 10. Sq.VI\ ()t..£. 'S°o'S' 

q l\)o, �E.�N �'"C 1..1)Ut 1..2..

c.\) U �T Qt(-/ (_LA.'(. 

h) Lv 8-L Son.."t"c.v S,n: 1.. 

TI�£. An.o..>t::_ C..oC-t.....-,.� lS A !>E.<",,<-1\..tP't"'Col\l cf' 

Ct s l N'--P L "=. 1 ST� P F�LTE. t) 1 s � .-.a.�c.� w �etc: 

"t-\+£.� ll,. U>N'".>T-ltt-)°\ 8--t;:_ P£r1 ,t.o:-1 � "tl-4€.. SA--,� 
P110C?,A t"�L'( 

C,�'D\�r,r,., ANO T(jf\l\"""f>:,ll1'tf::.> ,LS6�N A�\�Q l�� 

i=· ttc,c, 1NC� OC llJQ.,�. 
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Stratigraphic Column : T<;2J\cK To Ofl"\�l\)Al.J(\ Fr-HL'> '\">rM�Q_ G.R.: v..,c;; �2\ 682..

V) V) 

V) V) l.1.J lLJ 
z z 

_J� � <(u 
� >--

o::c ::c (\) Ol 1-1- I-

metres 

5 

PROFILE 
HANOSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION 
COMMENTS 

c::, 

b)C�'(!,T/lLl'.Qu1ttn. f'.l:LCf>Mn."> �f:0'111+'=.�r> J1>1roH,:.O �\)��rt.�1
0 " 

MAB£..'>. �0/b, M�-Olu"" St"2.�. 0·5-0·7,_,..,.

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-

0 

C) 

0 

0 

0 

C> 

0 

c)VLl""K�'. 11, '"lfo, !7[l.-(o1 ""'"" CAN C..\.\\� �,nt

Qu.:t.T':. Li;....-.T\C.t...U-1 � r-� 4LJ..l<'.
.iNE.i) s Of\� .. c� �'--r 

, \,'\) �w -�G 1)111.�c...Tt.6"'· PMtT1-ti.L..y 4,�,A{.1 t..,,,"*

Dc:u, T-1Z.\�l!:O Tl--\OU(,lt �uc. �,f\q,pu..', w�1'1\At<..�ru I\, Dl��lluitt" 

e-;) t'r\oO�il..AiF,.L\.f STll-oN<�, fT::- Ml 

!;us l-\ \b/ w E--1).-,l-h::(Lr:::.t). 

0 
�)�/C..LA'-1 

�) f\'\ot)l::Cl-t\-,EL 'I ':>()C2.iti:'i 

0 0 
0 

{) 
0

b) CR."�'Tl\L..\: QuA11-,2., �..Li)�?l'.}ll� ArvO
( (:/'/o )

fY\ A�\L� (sutJIHL 'I Wt2ATl.\t�'c '9),MEOIUP\.

D 

0 

0 c.) YL,M,c....�: s'l., \0
°

/0 1s-b.-6o)M"" 

{) o \JJH"L,�, S't1V'\ l)�\.I\T'il\�/1(0 ' l\l o,

Q l-.�r.l,\ L'--LA\l... QQ A L!r;.N � J) 

0 

d) LI'\ ()1 Lt...1, C..OAQ.St;. � ... H> � 11\l'c. ,1.>..�� o fue<Vf O• 4- -0-1"' o

e..) Mo�EQA,f;L'I Sntoivc) , PT:. 7S' S(L(C.A- \.lENt-t.� 
, 

0 i;.ll�l-tTt..'f/r"'oC'tQ.l-)'\�L'1 �E.ATl�c�D· Ull ro l·�c.-i\-\\('F, 

�) Ocrns10NAL t>f'.\l'L\';; LA�v�1� <.) 

L IT�ll � O·S'°fo I - 3 "'"'"" . 0 

0 

�) \JITQIC. / (.L.A'f ' OC.C.(\':,\01'\�L O�l(l/F\N S1,E S'" 

\-.,) rto�cn.�, E.L:y <;oR'1��, 

0 
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St rat ig rap hie Column : :1�Pic.K Te> OMA!\l�wl\ FMi."> �DUIEa. 'S,A·n:.ciu G.R.: u I'S/ i�, 6�'1. 

V) V) 

V) V) 
LL.J I.L.J 
z z 

_J� � <(w �-
o:c 
�� I--

metres 

"1 � 4-

- -
11,. I b 

...,..., 

- - 1-4
18 1

- -
\\ \0 

PROFILE 

D 
0 

" 
, 

I 

0 0 

C:) 
" c:'.) 

0 
0 � 

c::> 
0 c II 

C) 0 

c::::::;:) 

, 

0 
0 

0 

0 

, 

0 

, 0 

HANDSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION 
COMME�JTS 

a) L1�t-ff B{l..Du)�\'Hi C..\n.�,, n.,, Tu,->f"l'i.l.. 

\:JJ As A (sou£ �% . L<�M1Nc:.. m Pot,,1�,1.. 

c) Pl\rn\t.�: 1q, � 1�[:,-10).......... <::i�T't:oN. 

U�_rn-1 L\..\LA-('L, tl��C>'->€> 'K.�-n-"7' 

o) L(:)c1u..,, t_oA-QSI:: A.Ji> Frl\lt:. TU.�. 

e.) 

<; LI C.J {-H L '-/ \.-,1 � P,TI-\ E..Q E. D • 

t) L1,1-11<S C.o"" ..... �N 1 6
{) /0 4-(}- / S'j'°1'"' l-\��V'f $\ I-\ LA. 

�) \JI, R\L 1 (5 C.C.. A�(o,vi,.L e�s, o,('..� • 

�) � C)p ca...1>.,EL '( �(')12-,�D" 

$"OS-, WT __ 

u�r.H=E. <t (J_o-t� ---� 

� U 'l)1 Ll{:C(' �,i\.\ CS,�t>c 

S 1Te. 4--...- --

b) (�'l�>TTK\'. AS AP:>01.l<'-: \6>J
a . t:\)�il'-f "\-4{_"")• 

c.) PL,irv,,\t6: \l? f6
°
/ \4-(1- 'AS)""'"°' \-\AL--� WA'f u..P 

t:\ (LO\,,\ i0 SJle-'I , � '� 9..<!> u '? i 

q::_�,\ C..L\LA il.., <;;""'' Ai.,l(:rt-J/;9 

d) \''ln.oc.L.-i¥.:,n(_ �<LE CL-1 A, T� 

0 c:? I Ut<->1u...1, lot'.l(l..SE (.}tJt> �\N(: Tu.f:\: . 

tJ e..) <;.'tn.O'NS/M.o��QA,�L.'j �().ol\J� 

I r, -:.. �o 

0 , �) l..lT�\t.S; COMl°"ION J..6/o �D-t�Jf\'\-.

o. 
-

0 

-- -- --
0 

0 0 
0 

f C\) iu..ol.A'.)..)\<.:.\-t C�'ilc'-/ �'-I ()owEQ<"o.�110N 
di 0 

0 
0 I 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 0 

0 

0 

# 

0 

• 0 

c.) Pl,\�\(.':·. f b' 11
°

Jo 'l.o [ :,- '1.1jfr\N) �MF=. "!.N(U'\fNT 

DAR-k (��'I' SOl,..\t) I\) o, t=,��O"'-? 

No LJ\'lcQ.11\)C�, �L.IS'HTL'f 

Lt=.�,\C lA. L-AQ. 

b) LQ'{<.,,AL4.): A'-) f:\��� , 4- o/ C> 

��r--�W;_ so�
W"\ '2..."1,,,�\� 

�IT� 'l. 
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Stratigraphic Column :iv:\c.K ,o Of'\Af'\\Awf.\ f=ALI... .. ?o\))•::il s1",in"G.R.: t.us- / n, 6'iJ'l.. 

V) V) 

V) V) HANDSPECIMEN L1..J L1..J 
z z PROFILE ....J� � COMMENTS <t:u � DESCRIPTION �-

o:c � �f-

metres 
·o ·o .,

oO 

0 o) L.f.\P1U---I ( 0A<t.(,{;.. AND �IIVt°:. s ITI.:. 'l (or,)1 I /\.lUt: D-
0 0 

O.·

1
Tc,-.i::t=:. 

0 0 ,. 0 

e_) f'riOl)\'2.llATf::L '-J '"<>,\l(.)NC� ') PT-= b�

D 0 

/ SL!C..}HTL'/ w�i:..n-ir-c:.Qi::-o
, ·o.

I
0 0 

q 
I 

L ITI-IIL':>: 01) Qk Cot-000-� v. 
0 ,

0 
l!.I , · O C.oM.=ol\J/ A�LAf0C)A1,r1, f{ rs---[1- 'lo]r 
I- 0 

....... 

0 � ., 0
0 

r.f D. �) \J \TQ-\L / L1T1-t1L C� \1.ou.r0 Q Mil\"'>':>. 
� . c::,

I 2 0 0 , 0 � f"\�(I._A,'>::..L't/ PoD(l.L�_So�. _ -
r1 - - -- - - -- -

I I # 0 
0 

0 
0 0 Cl) � iloW/\.)\'i, H CJ CLt. 'I. (?, 't 5.T0,'1:. orJ 

cl 0 I 

o, 

d a 
" 

b) C.Cl.-"/STALS: As A r..00� '.l o/o ," t'Ju,1.-1::.,. 
C 

l.' a 0 

'l "3 °fo , J.). b - 7 S-] ,... ,.. a: 0 0 c) Pu M, c. E : 11 , i;\ !.-.I ( A lJbJ�Eil 
f: ' 

# 0 

- 0 0 [NC.IP 1t;,vT er " 0 £�-1, 0Cl4S1DroALL..'I �\.4- I Tf:.. J �\{1,j2.0V..7 C.OLUMfVlll 

3 
0 

0 , 
0 

0 No �c;.0<;>1,-Jt"�, RouNO� ,:> JO \r0T\N �,fotil'/ '2._,-
d C) 0 , 

0 0 
o) f''fll<:>Ct...4�T1t. t'\i2.£C..C.11Q TO �Ir.IC:: ,o.F�. SA>V\yLI=_ s-oo 

0 

<.:> • 

0 � 0 
e...) wcAk

) 
<-'T-:... 5""17 <;Lll"..1 1-/iL 'I Wn\D. lvl" 2-�Licll 

0 
0 0 

0 0 
C �) Ll�r<.S: i)IHli-.:_ (C>L..Du�O, cf[,1ill- 1D] S, IT f.:_ '1. 
6 <.,, 

0 0 0 
q\ UtTi\lt. l-i) C'col'l.L'f <; c,n._1£: t). 
�; -

I 
I

I 
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Stratigraphic Column T�L\(Ubs\�r'\ Crr-, L OL\l\.lC. \L W�\<\.
[T.C..c..) 

G.R.: U/4-/ 85"7 7'3,7

Vi Vl
L/) Vl
Lu Lu z z 

__,I� :::.::::
��o:::c :i:
1-1- I-

metres

qo 3 

6 I

PROFILE 
l\)CT

- --
0 

0 

0 

TO �cAU:.

--

0 

D 

0 

0 ·o 

a 

0. 

"· 

HANDSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION 

C\) () lN'K\".:iq (..\ {lT::.. 'J

I-:>) Cn..'IST"t'-\L')", Ql..4.r\1l."('2, l.="E.1.-oc:,.Pf.ln">

� 'fl.£'-1 I':> !-I Qc ') 7 \) +; \) n- 0-, flt O .

�) P'ill.o(.1.-A1,,\I:"(. 8.1'2.E..c...c..tr'.\ 10 i:,l"Jf.-

1 L,fr- ' MA /f\lL '/ Co', {U-.0.. To .. �f:.

{). e) l.) � {l-( w r�f.\ K' P,:_ '2. �' Si..tCJl-f fL 'I

() �"' r,. <;t=.t=../\l. �) (l.8..., (_ \J n a..1 c..

COMMENTS 

-- - - -

1- "vi) Po(')r'LL'f so(LK�.

i _i_v_ l l --_Oi"!,>U-lllfl). --= -=
E.. 

\-1

·O

'·.
C) 

0 , . °.· \.,,jl-t!. it:. Tc PAt,G.. '-feLL-oW . P!ll1TF7.1�1eo TIW:, Sl"H�- \<';, /\T

0 · (); rYMl..L.4(,.Ttl �/2..ECLlf.). ,o �Lru� T""t>..�F, Y,r)�E O';. C.CL�,...,i\lM
0 

. o. >---�. 

.. ·. <---'' 
0-·

_o., o·
0 : 0 .  

0 0 

C> 
0 

Oo 

o· o 

0 

0 � 

0 

tvi.AtrJL� L,�i11i..L1 Arvo C tJ An.� ,u..�r- �C1N"tt;.p 2�t •

e.)r'\oOG.<"LA.,G.L 'f <;,Y1..-i,��, �T:::. 76 •

�) Ltnhc.... LDNL��/1-f\., tl)N �NC:.

s% �o [, - ?,g] �......_ . !5rJ1"'eia.1T�--

� O tl L..:::t_ � Ofw"t.\) • 

C\) l\S�T V...�001<,1� � 1Lt,v1....:i

�) C llySrfw·�·. A� t'.'.\(l,o"E., fal.S,Qr

c) Pl,\M\l'..E". Jo, � 01o, 1o [r-110] h-\wV'\

(\.)O"t l::.'i:.\irtQ.�\� F(L.E.S\..\- 1

F'\�\2-0US , �i:M\ L..�NT\C..UL._I\ Q

\)E.:(l..'f PA1...G. ORPl\l r� E ,,

c) P'J ctoe.Lf-\�;nc.. � R..-! c..c., ti 'f o

w T "2.."7.:.U-Co I

-- -

0 
o ,:-1rv,:- "t"u\:-r, fY\AtNL...'"/ LA-r1hL1

TD C. OfULS� Tl\ n •
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Stratigraphic Column: ,Auo..A�f\ c.1,'/ LC<.-\r0uL wr-::,rt G.R.: u, 4 / 'if':,, 7�, 

V) V) 

V) Vl 
LU LU 
z z

�c ::i:: 

>-·- � 
o:r: :r: 
1--1-- >-

merres 

- -
�o 

�� I \) 

lJ.I 

,! -

PROFILE 

0 

o.
•

0 . , �. 0 -·o

HANDSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION 

e..) IJ t. Q. � W f:_A K 
1 

P T :_ 'l l , 

Q.) \.) � {l '1 I..,) 1c. ll \< , PT::. 2 S"", LI i\l I.) E.A11-1£ '7..£ i). 

COMMENTS I 

C.C:,r.3 \ 

1...,7 

� 

0 
: C: +) LITI-HO: I 0/0 � [o-s- - It,.] I"-\""" 

0 
a;. 
.k'. 

-

c! 0 

3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

D 

# 

0 : 0 

0 0 

·o D

D (1 

o .  

0 0 

1 1 
i - -

-
:5 

Cl. 

0 

(} 

D 

0 

0 

0 

Dilrt.K. �\.\'{C:,L\T': 

:j)�1T1t.,c.._ '1�611..L ,._, Sofl.l� 

0 {)Sc u. n...� D 

C\) \/ �LLOvJ t� t� {� fL� '/ , 

\;)) (_,L'/ S 11)L �: f.l') �\ {100 (� 

cJ Pt.\r."\1c.r:.: 20, 1°/0, �2[1-S-1+] '°""" 

LJ t; 1n·· c
<> 

(LE"'/. SAl"',rl.-f:__ q 1;-0 

d) LA1'lt-Ll To R�e.. Tu."".:, Mcr,,TL.'f C:)M1.1,.f5. • Ls.IT '2.1,S'� 

e..) ���rVK /l'MOe-RPf,P.L y s1�.o-Y3,P 1 --__6,g Sr ,F_ 1t 

t) l t 11 -l I(_'> : � ()'\ <; E E-tJ {?,i)<,A L l..-0") � . 

'\ ') t) ,T\1.1 <.., h. l � DOI\. LY So12.;r&l) 

o) LIS,1-iT '-/ SU....Vwl�l-l c�JLE'f. 

b) �i<l..rV' \N PU\C.f: ,c) Mcpf;.nl\f�'---/ 

4') ((l\/1'._,l'AJS. VI t, 0·6 � I ·1. �--.. 

Pu......:,c.t. ·. 'i�LLovJ 5J... f"- '?.O '""". 
C 

1\)0 �C.k �<l-ftl�JV\.l;:r\}T$. 

%1
0 

\l rtllt( S \ L.. ,. 
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St rat ig ra phic Column : TAL1QAr,.1c;A c..1T'! c..ol,\rJC.l L WE\Q. 
G.R.:u,tr/ 5'57737. 

V) V') 

V) V') w l.LJ 

_J� � PROFILE 
�::'. � 

HANDSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION 
COMMENTS 

�� � I\J o, TO SC. AL-� 

metres 

5"· "\ 'l

- -
:>·> 0-� 

3 

o 0 

::L 

0 

0 

0 

0 

• '• • •• • I • : • 
- - - -

<;..l'\-N'i) 1 0 IV\'3.C)\l..\,..,..... ;11...1 • 

\LSA�0'-1 SIL.,S.--oN(:. 

O�")C.L\ Ile �'I ur::.c,r:.11'.\Tro� 

o) v AU: 'I i;LLl) w � (le uJ N • 

<::.A l'\r,t..r:: 6 o I 

b)\:\QM IN OU\c_f:.
-, 

<;(\C.)\-lfL'/WTl4'£) r\.lorLM,l-t-�y �€.l)OfO 

c.) oc_( ��wrlAL Qu�Qi2 (_R\..\c.,'\A.L... I 
0

/ 0. 9t;::1()..cxLL�L L::\.t-\1NR'i� 

l\)o Rou, on. PuM,c� �(tf.l(.)""�r,r\<, S'AM(>LE" 600 

·�..:.��:_; :·-:·�·.·=·:.�:.··;/�� 1'if'{ \.)1T1\.1�ScM� O�iD/w'\N. 
w, 9.'1,J.i/56 

-. 

d) ,=:.\�I;. SArH) \ t) �\NI:: <:.11- J. 

'. ·: ,;�·-. :·. _ .. _ .. _ e_)__fiN�A�S\L.T S't'6N__£_, 

b) Lo OS E.. , (.) I.,\ tJ W 'c. � ·n.\ E. n_ E. t) . 

-, d) c12.y::,il'.\ L ">: <;;�
o
/o 

\J \i\1...\ <.. 4- o c/ c 

a) L\C�HT \'.>tf0\<\':)\.\ 

. • • , 
�) C 'hf S., q L �; '1. 5' % .

c:i Q..E.'-f 

-.S_i2.A'O\T'\O�AL_ 
(ONTAC.T 

S '� M 1'q: {, O'l.. 
W'\ '2_;,; L\ '5" 

SIT� 1. 

' 
e.) MoDc.ll.A-W....L'-'/14\CJ l4L...'f \..'Jcf'..\1\-1-E:.<LE.i). Sti,··"'L.I:. bos 

'\ 

PT-:. S-S- -:[,� S0\C'1�rt Plft.t A5, 

.. '· PT '- lo Ir\l 1-4Atl.OEi\ PART�. 

�) f\:iol'l'=.. S E:.'e(\). 

- C
.)
) \J\1(!.\l/ (L_t:'t'{ (�(l.DU.I\JUl\l'\AS<;. 

h.) i\". DO E<l/.he.L 'I c; Ol'l"tc. ') 

S1,� 1 

1:_ N Q. \ u C::.Q \SE () 

\_LJP.t o RAH I R.\ u�R,) 
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Stratigraphic Column : Sc.on':> TILA(k G.R.: U. l5 / 71H T7

V) V, 

V) V, uJ lJ.J 
:z :z 

....J� ::x:: 
�� 
o:x: 
1--1- I-

metres 

$"2.. 
0·1. 

-
�/· 6 , 

--·- OJ 'JO .b 

I 

- -
e:,,o 5' 

'jO·> 0·1 

S'D \ 

'1 l 6

[ To PR1 u /:\T"'=.. VO\.>l�Q s,,n 10101 

PROFILE 

� .. -. -:----.----. -.--�---
. ' 

�_..___._-.-.--·-.. --.. -. 

---�� .-

0 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

·o
- --

0 

0 

0 O , 

D 

0 

0 

0 

0 

(I 0 --

0 

0 

o. 
.. 

0. 

.. ·O
0 

0 Cl 0 ·• 

HANDSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION 

r-111.,-. IIV i>LAC.c. �EOOF.:v 
(J 12-A��ru,-'-'"'- C.t,NT•\l.T 

i?1\J..(;_ W\hTf'::_ Ci......"'\1<. r!. fl.1c...H 1f-v'lil'LA. 

AT ro o M 4'-;,S I v r:. 

Ci) (.)11\)\-( �n.i �LALK/rs� flio1n.£� 

I.::,) CILlr s 'i"f.\L s �
6

/o 

c.) P(AM1(1:. ·• 14-, ts-"� 1s-[)-- :.'3J"'"'"" 

e.) \)�fl'f wF.-1)�
'> 

Pi'"'l. 7...t;, 

.f)�o I...ITH\(.",, SG.£N. 

� RE.I...\( U\l'lltc.. 1-))l>oollc..'"/ �on.,!S.i) __ _ 

C\) Ptl1..� P!/\Jk 

'I:)) C.ll.'/nA1-s·. 7% 
c)puitlr(�: 4") ., 

110! 
lo 8[1>- 12] tl'\� 

Si;Mt u::_ r\J TI C...IA.L�ll, 

DF..v,r 11.1 rr-. 'I) 'flWl,((lf-4 

,f.y. ru 11r:. Aft hl-E-,.X-.

�...>1�1� 

f?.HI( 

d) c.o�nc,c_ To �,,.ii::_ r 1.H'�, 

\/ e; Lt.()v,> , 

r::10�1,t� 

�) W F.4k/ M.r. Dt-t..J>,WJ 'i.,notAt.. • Pr-: I,�-

COMMENTS 

\:A�IL'( 
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Stratigraphic Column : Seo� 'Tf2.A(J<.
G.R.: Ul'i/777'77 

V) V) 

V) V) 
w w 
z z 

-'::s::: :::.:: 
�'.:::! w 

o::r: 
I-� I-

metres 

1-

�\ 

16 

l \ 

.J. 
1. 

0 

-

l 5" 
-
5 

C>•oi; 

Lt 

? 

1. 

0 

1 
u.l 

t;:: 

� 
.,..... 

l 

i 

PROFILE 
Not -co sca/e 

... o· .... o·. · .. � ·. 
. . . 0 

. . . . C> e, . o.· . . > 
' b 

· ' • • 0 

' 0. 
0 • • . 

.. 
·:o

·Do;·
0 . . . . • 0 

o.: D _0 .. . 0 0 
0 . . 

D 
.. o· -·o·· o 

:C;·.' ... :· .. 
:o .·o_,. 

0 ·�. . • 

0 •' . . ... . ' 

u o: {) . . 
0 

HANDSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION 
COMMENTS 

�) /)c..<-f.1'71r,NIH- l-trt+J'- [1.JMTilt.(1.€1) RJl'(ourr:.1 £'.OL-1.A""Nll� 

�LIL U ITfl-1'-. J...) POO'-L't S()(Z.,�t) . --"2.oNE. • 

0 (')St l..\.<Lt t>. 

",) (1L'-1<:,,tj1,.�·. 10 0/0 

-.--- --

C.) f'u.M1(E_ \::i,'l� 16[5°-30j M....._ 

NOf' \)t,.V\i<LIT-1� i'At..E. '1€.LJ..o�.F,�n.ow;. 

d) L.tlP1u..1 ,t> �Ille. ,u.�r:. 

e.) ll£.(l'( \..,J'f:.(1.k, P,- -:.. S S") 4N�AAKC'\.f:.i). 

,) l\l O LIT\.IIC. <:, � GC'�M 
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Stratigraphic Section: Rul'\1111-+1 Cr.,,NAL. 

metres 

0 

i 

�i) ,0 
;J 

l 
� 

,, 

[�otz. 1H F..(2.1\) i;A LI\<-] 

0 .

'D 

0 

, 

0 0 
, 

c?D

" 0 I 

() 
0 

I 

o·o
0 

, 

0--

{
7 o·

0 
0 

, 

0 

0 
• 

0 

C) 

,. 
0 

0 

0 

0 

,. 
6 

HANDSPEC I MEN 

DESCRIPTION 

L1<;1-n sn�'-( ') \J�':.\C.L-s.L/l.(\ fl.oH�'(· 

o) P'f<lo(L.A',T\( �1\.c;_L(lf.i To �,ivS 

Q) l.1 S 1-J r '( � LLvv::> Cj (l ;;, 'I 

b) C. r'l. "l ') T 1'.1L "> : ti� A r,� r:: � 
0 
/ 0 

c.) /,...I t
J
/fT '"{ �Ll.ow {j (lF;.'{ • 

b) c.,t 'fs�1rt.-'>: /.ls /'�/1;,avr.. q
t>

/o 

c)Pt..".tcE.: H, l?/,
{) 

1l., [1, - s-o] ""� 

l/�l-ir 

) i1-E. '·(' ';,l-tC,(irL."( V �S/C. u..LAl'i. 

J) LA'?IC.Lf To \:1t-JI: tv(::f:, IV\/t(NL. Y

13.R.: u l 4./ 1 '8� 7 '21 

COMMENTS 

OF C.c,__11,rvc....., 

S4nod: 6'2 <i? 

�T 'J..�l..\�:> 

Sn-r_ '"l. 

(__,,,J. 
0 • c.o '\(l '>'.:: Tu i=�. e)ve.11. ... , \..J0\1< /1.>Jtlh;, Pr :. 4- !

0 

t\ 
'O 

)
; 

�) 
t) .0 �) 

llTHtCY At, tl �D\)I'.:_ 'l. [0·1. - 4-] I 0/o �

\) Ii n.1 c.; Ocu\<;,10101.11... OP;.s101Arv· 

V{>OflLY soe..��
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Stratigraphic Section: Ru./\�\14, c A"-'.)AL-

V) V) 

V) V) w UJ 
:z :z 

...J::-:: :::s:::: �� �o:i:: :c I-I- I-
metres 

15"0 -

1.00 �-

tJ..' 
t:: 

c:::i 

� 
C:

-� 
3 

PROFILE 
HANDSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION N o.c co .s"C.::? k 

.. 

. 0 

0 

' 
0 

0 . .  o 

Q) Ltr.j 1-n S/2.c"/ b)ca.'<�n:1£. ') ·. q%,
CJ· a C) 0 Lr Ml CG.·. '24- ! 7%, 2.J. [ 3 - 5"S"j � ""' 

0 ·. 

o ·o
. , . 

0
• \)f'=-�'l L/C.j t-tr C�(l.c'-/, SL..!�1-til..'i \J�'>l(C.,.L../.ln •

d) LM{l..L\ To l"'\411'\ll.'1 Cor,(lSE /.1,.-.ii) 

• O

0 

0 

. ,

0 

0 

0 

0 
e..) I) r-:_(L" 1.-'J '=-1-h< , P1 -=- s 7, u.l\) "-lei/JTu-€:ttci) 

f) L1rn1cs·. Q.1,.1'{0L1TE. 1. /,s-% 1 2. [o·"':>- 6}1,.,..
• 

. o O () �) \J\T/l.1( 7 oc.c.AS10Nrlt.. DP..S.l\">rA/\l· 

0 __ -�) f'I\CJQfi.(\.A-'i'�JL'I ",;,o,1."f('-_1L:_

,. ·.o 0 Cl) L(C,t-iT '1 flE.y. b) Cfl'(<,,1AL-'.> 7 % . 

. . 

o, 
0 () ·o· 

I O:' 

0 

0 0. #· 

o. 
0 

c.) Pu()-\1('::'. 2..'1,°t% -, ?..00--2s},,,.. 

�) VIT(t1c., SOf\l\.i:. ow·..,, i.)1�· 

· ·. o. · . , ··o _0_ • · . __ · �� IV\ 0..2.£...,Q.O.,�-i::LJ PooQ.L.'( C.on TS\>_· _ _ 

0 0 

/; ._ ... [?· o·. / a) L101n f_Jfl.f.:'(� b)C\1.yST(}l5, .s0!o.

COMMENTS 

S.A1V\PLI':: 6 > <
w, 2..1:>u.�b 

0. · . .0
. o ·

(}
·
CJ ... � .

' C) (,'lA•"'rC(:.'. 16 7 l�l J 4-3[s-- 60]"'""' SAMPl� &T'.}...

·O,. ·· · ·.o· . 
. . '.,' ·, .

... • 0 \Je/l-'t l.(C,IJr 'J (U:.y, f". 1 11�0U.,':, Sl.../§/H'/ kl"J'1�-,,. W1 '2..z,Ll.%"J 

{) 
4 . . . .· 

.. 0 · .' Q.·• e) V�rt,; 1,,/�flK-, pr-:: 4,7.., LANv..rl:.,�nJi=J;i>. '=>IT(: o 

: •:o· o· ·. o· .... ' ,, ·().' ') L1rn,cs: t"/0-, !+[CJ·s-ljM""·

o· .o .... .. :_!!__ _·_• �61.,c �r� s�� ______ _ 
·O 0 

0

D. 

I 

0 

, 

0 

f 

. c) 

, 0 
0 

0 

o. 

·o
I 

(;?' . 0 0 

�) 

"S01N'f'll>J6' A-rJO A u l...4r1u., --re MAl""L...� C..0-.l'L.,� ei,-,n f=',� 
111,c,c '$IL.IC A V Ef\)Le � Tt.1.1-r-•(Q.) We:Aki "T-:. s--o, l.\.t..) w��i:�,,

qLLTH1cs: \0/0, '2.. [0.1 - 6] ""� , 
�) l.l\"ttltt_ �) �%f1...Aie.L 'I So�O. 
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Stratigraphic Column Ql\A ... ,1+n:: c_���L.. G. R.: u. 14 / n :i., 7 1. 1

(/) (/) 
(/) Vl w w z z_J:x:: �

�� � 
o:c ::c 1\)01 
f.-+- I-

metres 
:,l·S' 

q 

ui

� 

f. 
� 

·- - )L
1-s 5"· ""1 

j 

4-·1.. '2·1 

PROFILE 

-

\0 Sc.A'-'!:-
-

I , -
-

• 

I 

I 

.-.-- . ·<:): 
' 0 . . ,

o O·
II 

O I 

0 ·. a ·, O·

.·.,·o. a . . 0 
:·.

0 .. 
D -

" 

O·.o 
0 

HANOSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION 

Q) [.,./SHT 't�U� C,1(1.-£'(

�) Cft.--.l.�11H-S '. Q�n, F:.E,.LC,!iif��S 

fl�i.) W\Af'll.S lw�fl.N'=.M3-Q] \0% 

c-) t\loT fc%,�� Tc Ac,�� �S, TOO

\.).)t �,l+S-M:,. Q Q"'£.,t(_ fc.i.tv11LE � 

c-,.i,')t 

COMMENTS 

c) <'..oA�r A�'i:) �\Nt �� l'.:4pi,c;.v..f1.f:.., �ll"�lil'I 

e..) \:-\ l � l� L. '-1 \A t=:-_4 tf..\-E. f\-6. � ') lJ . W c A K • � �"T"\.\-;:...f\.0.:. v , t> ,T,ti(. 

\) L\,H1c.c;'. n.w,,ct..rrf: ?_, o,•//a{E·1. -4.)i""" .... MA'ttrt.1A-t.. 't"u-Nvt!) 

�LA'-( � Wi:;:.LL �b/1...\'t::.� 

C\) LI s� 'i E:LLO� ' � /l,bw� s.� t,TS 6 

1-J) (it.,./ srn.LS: 8 /o ' �> f,,rt,o,jt

t) f'{,2c(_LN,n <.. � 1\-tc.<. p'\. T1J �� Ty_r...r, 

l\.\·.Q.\t>.)l-.'f t...Ar1tLLI + (('.)j'.\I\..',� Tt,..�" 

Q.) ��""1 lo..ll::.AK., p T-- 1 'l , Moo�"f

WSAN�ru;..O. 

" 
7 

C..ON1 1 D• 
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Stratigraphic Column �t..AH!Hl C,h,nL G.R.: U(� /7S1:>12 7. 

metres 

HANDSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION 
COMMENTS 

� Mt.r 

c.) 9 u M l C. E: '2.f+? / ':,.!I� ). l. b - 7 t] '°" .,_ ·

'1-€AQ I l. '( C.1,ftr e�w

F'�""' FA(.�. 

,,rt! 

SA-M ('I,./; 6-Z.. 7 

wT ��"t>J.. 
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S trat ig rap hie Column : s u N ct...u c?> ta.Ack G.R�: L\\4/ '2').1701.

V) V) 
V') l/l 
lJJ wz z PROFILE _J:::.::: � 

j<(
u 

!:::! �-
o::r: I 

!\) (>\ ,o SCAt-� �I-- I--

metres 0 
0 

c::;:i 0 
4-f3 b 0 ,, 

0 

0 

c_) 0 

0 

0 � 0 

I 0 

I
I � 0 

l o. 
D 

I 

I
J 

I 
0 

\,!.I 0 0 

t 
0r:,! ' 

r!2 
� , 

t) ... 0 -
'<. 

0 0l 
- - � -·--· 0.

4-1 \ \ ·o.· ·o·
, 

' 
, 

I 
c:::::> c:. 

c::!. ·O<t 

(!' Q f 0 ·oI 

0 

I 

0 .  

.o 

"2:,\ 1.0 

\l 

HANDSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

C\J [__.l(�H, �l2o'--....':IN. TO<J Of ourc..�P-

�) C..ll'/ !>tALS '. Q,L\{Ht n_, �c:LO�Ail> 1\.)0 �01NT1NS 

t'.lrv\> <;.t...tC�IHL'/ WbA·n\£��i) 1\-V'l�\l.'> -f/c, <;.{)Ab�<, E:A">tL '-( 

c.) PLAtV..\c.C: ·. 1i.-,,z 1. 6 [1. -'.OJ MNI 

J\)O �';;..Q01�1S,,Ll1Jt\T �W>,)N' \:. tC.>� c;AMPL�. t;1...6

St.,\ \)I+ TL 't '--t..NTl(_ � L..A f'\. I WT !1�4-�

c,) LA.Or LL...i, �<'.£ HNV �(NI:. TuH·

e) �f::.AkJ "' -- 40 , �c,t>\::'1..4,EL '-f �l\t. 4-
W B-A ,\..\ � Q f3. () .

� )L\rn]lS: (). 5% �l)- �1W\�

!X\llk Q\4 '-{t,t� \ Tf: � 

�) \J rt�,</ c. Lf':jY. 

_S) rv'\�9E.11.o.r �t.. 'i Soa.,12:.5) -- - - -

n) \)(::(I...'( lttJ 1.r, (� 1\-t '/ 

b) (_(\.\/<",\�LC, '. I\� !\f\c\j� 
c_; 0/ 

O 

c..) � l,\rv\t(.'i; •. \'l.°lo f8, \S" b,-s-6]'"'� 
o) LC\ r, LL.I Arv� CoAn.s_-:: 

'"TuFr-:.

l),�Q\c. \'1.._\-\'/0L.l '�-. 
l<;c,._c O�I01A,-.'] 

\)-I.)-nft� h)_?oo<U ... '/ <;.of\.'t�t>

I'.\ I 1)1)1.. E_ W':;. L D{"-:.. ,) co-,0 �

Sf:M, Coi....u""'�" fl. 

.\. 0 \ I')\ �t). 

\.JG<l'i -sw.,...:, t) 

I 
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Stratigraphic Column:<;uNcLul\ TR(K\<.

V) V) 

V) V) w UJ 
z z 

....J:::.::: ::.:::<t:u �1--o:r: .-I- I-

metres 
t; '5'

f 
-

d 

er 
':I. 
(! 

t a: 
3 

0 0 ! 

PROFILE 

Not co scc?le 

Q. •
' 0 D· 

0. ' o. 

o ·
. 

.. 0 0 

• 
. 0 ··0·0.·.·! 
�· 

. 
•. O· 

0
• 

C) • . .  ·o.
. .

0

'0 . . . . . . . 
0 0.' . · O.

HANDSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION 

Q) Ll�HT cj 11.1=,,

�) C. <l.'/'>T�L', : A<:. A<'x,\l� 1, 0/o •

c.) 9L-ll'\'\\C..�: s7 , / ,;° /0 ,15'[1. - 6 'lJ"· 
o) (' 'I {LO c. £-.-A':., I<.. '\1 Q£ cq t'l- TD r-tNI=_ 

TUFP--1 
MA\NL'I C.uAr\.')t;_ Tu\:-r-

(>_,) \) t:..<L'l w � t.lv<.' Q, "- '.J.2., Uro'-lcfHH�ilc.l). 

�) L.1tM1c...s: 'DAClK Q'"yOL)r�? 3°

{ �[,- �1] 1') 

:\) l> rr n., c._ , So"'I:. 0 �\t>I f:\N. 

COMMENTS 

G �<.:.AL. 7. o N e.. 

,SAl'\'\C?L..€ s- 'l. \

WT �341>4' 

S ITr-:_ 1 

h· 
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Stratigraphic Column CA/Za.'::> Trl.rK11::: G.R.: u.14-/ 'i??..."8 7'+'€..

metres 

4-1 1 

1 't \ I 

- --- 'l 
1..1 1 § 

lb 

PROFILE 
No� co .s:ce:,I� 

� .... :-:-J_�·- ;-_ � 

%� 
- -· ---· J..� - . 

0 

. C::J 

0 

'· 

� 
0 

' D 

c) 

0 

0 

D. 

0 ' 

C) 
, . . 
. Q. 

HANOSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION 

')__� oF 01ST(}L l \-ll�'-IL'I WT\.\5J 
�l'(E.e.\ 4-

/J'\ �MAK,�· Tl.\\<;, \-\4� 11-\� 
.£IN•) �t1.0IA..,DM,!\<,$ 

p L\ ""\ I < � L_f o 4N D 

� l...__�\fli�-:._ TO Pl)L�- '-(r;U,()..._0, fvLL�"'t°Q.,,,u-.> 

i'J flo,..,..lA) �PoT�. 

COMMENTS 

(_i..A'-{
) 

\�1<., HA'> I 

-C-NL(l.+:,.�t \') l'lW)r11JI°; 

Snl-t,¥,it"4, �or:,� e:i'i 

�)Llru1(.S \ t:>lb, \-::, �.-.) t'l.4Yot.1jr':. G!,,-::,x,t--1Dl'rT•0"0, 

�) u..f'l '( (J /l-cL ,-.:., ;)W\JV::,S -- (2._;:....l-l ( 0 �(., 
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Stratigraphic Column : CAa..a:s Ta..:ic." G.R.: Ll II+/ �'.2. �74'B 

metres 

1 

4 

00;, 

'l I 

PROFILE 
Ne,c t:o sc.::1/e 

·.o o.·. 0 

HANDSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION 

·.o.--o. ' . 0 ·. e.) wt;.r.n._ ' PT:: 4- '2. ' Ur0 vli:Ai-1-lE.%,\).

:o 0 · · t) l...tT1-ltc..,: I·�: Lt-[j-0 -10] M� 

�) 'J \ iRI<.. �11-0��M.f!\',S.·o· ·. o d � ·.
J.' � o. · o .'·o .� o.� 
I- __ --t-"'-')+- Mop!=:l"Ul"t,::...b:::l.--2..oru-�

� ·o . ei. i, C? . o . 
� · · · . . c?. C>. o.) Mw::.. w \+nc--:.. 

COMMENTS 

Nor 1c_1:Pi�J..i::. L4flCJ C:.il 

'>A"'-i'L.(;. 

i • . � o· , · o,. 
5 .� .t?·. o ·o·.
r\ ,. .. 0 

b) C..(l'1 "7TAl.� �°lo. "°>A-wd>L..f: y. s 1 

-· O· O· o ·

c..) <' l-\�t c. <:·. -9, So%
7 

-s-ofa-z.7� ��·- wr 2.�U:ll 

I I . /, . o··, 0 IL-:-"" 
. ,I 

6) M41A)t..'1 Pl...f (1oc.�r1L �ll.-£att1-

·D.,.D. o•
, <-) U.NWe.An\��\)' \J t-rL'f w�""'

D · 0 o_·: r, -- s 2....

() 

�) L.tn.Jrc.s ·. 3 % le-: -z_ o �-.

� \)\iru<. G �c.--1 OMJV>S . 

"' ) \..) U '( .,? t:,eA.L V C, c-fL \�,...\). 

0..) l I � U 1 011./.h.1�� 

l:i) \:= I RJ\'\ I ,-l flW'tc..�_ 

c:.) SL-I S 1-lT L. 'f �t:.At"H €.� ,� 

0) ct ? 7o \) n-fl{ <. M�t"H- 1 4L , 
[_ou:N;,10...>qL Dqs1on410J 

l..) r;;_{L 'f O UL\<, I ON-t\ t.. CR 'f s. TJ=\L-...• 

1 "u.""-\l.€ Pfl..AS�N, 

oc.......rc...�0. 

SUAll..P t.o��r 

fl_E,\) \l;,(2.o�N �i)�f\..2_ _ _J;-t°l.oN P(}1-. \. .. ,n,-1.\ O�.A.. � 
� ()r:::. L.\{ 1..S� q,;;;_\)\ 1<1E..N1'$ 

�) � ULL. 'ffL.L.OW. s) LDO':>E 

c.) (f\Y��t-\: .o
0{ 0·5"[0-1 - '3.j�"'"'

-- 30 """""' 

(M(JLYI N� A �OIL,H 

F: l...O\.) \) \ (t {: l.--T' I 6 ,.) ' 

SA-mpL� 4-15' 

WT 2�<-1.\ Z.... 

£.<rF 
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Stratigraphic Column : c�11-a.s r/llk,K 

metres 

I· o O·'l

--
0-9 D·'?

PROFILE 
Not co scale 

HANDSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION 

G.R.: {)I� I ';2. g 7 4,5! · 

COMMENTS ! 

--+ 

Ci-l;l-1'\Jt.J/;L l. /)_ I
'), 

O�/Jt74>1 T 7 
-·--
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Stratigraphic Column: ?o-2 .. 2PiLRNA QuF'\Q..R'i G.R: u14-/,11 n 3 

V) V) Vl V) w u.J z z ....Jx:: �
�� 
o:r: :c 
1-1- � 
metres 

t+· 1+ 
1·12 

-,.o 1 •'L 

PROFILE 

f'v D'f 'fD '.,c..ft[,.(;. 
, 

HANDSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION 

- - :.. - -- t\) t..H'\ \,E.. 

. �� ---·- � 4-' ��- . �· c.) C..<l'fS"'f-� toj
0 ---------

- - - - -
---� .. d) J:1r,1 E.. ��� t.) TO S\L1, 

e.-) Wi:.LL... SC)/t.iE.t). 

�) f.1r-l� SAN\)'I ',;( L.T Stb"ll: ... 

�-------.:_---

COMMENTS 

�'l�/.11.. '?.01\lC.' (.)(.1Efl1VAr(), 
I\Jon .... f.lu.'f nerioi:i) 

�t:rt..iHN {\\J,ON_l,&J'lAL. 

�---=-------

.. 
. . · \. ... 

{.) ltN \.\le.A'l4E.� t) ,'IJeit'f (.�4r-l APPR'2.4N<i' �111""\t'J..t 74-7 

6) Ct."fS.TCJL':, 4, c:.0/0 • IJ hll\(_ 60
°

/ 6 Lv T 21:>g_o 

�------·----1 e.) l.o�I\.'>':, TO f:rt->I: SA�v, S�S\l.,i• 

.C) tr.oOert.ATl:.L'1 WC:.Ll Son...,E.� 

� SIL..T'f SJ:l��':.Tc,t\.l�-· 
--1--' -----

•• 
1-- 0 •• 

(.) Sl...lSl-trL'i W':A-n�-':.�v· 
u.l • • • 
t . · .. " � · , d) C.ll't'�mL'> 4-0 °/0 , f'u�1L.C::. 5"' °/r,

" . .

" . 0 

0 
I L':,�""'' Qol..\lll���, F-1(LM,1-�""'J 

'+ % Uol.k: FO.-M,l't\1;.roi '> [ fl.1-Nol-f rt.] . 

�) C.0/.\R.':.� -:,(.:\,..Ji) n:i �1rH::. S \I-\· 

�) Moo�n.irr£.t..'t s.on.Hv. 

- �) �l-\ 11t:.. �\Tl-\ 'f J::. LL.O...i 
---------

�) �Ill""'- IN �1.-At.£. c.) \..(t'\)l..l�JJt"l'\E.11-€,;>, 
--·--- --··---··---· -

4) f IN 6... (.:a
l\...�, N� t> ''v \T(L, '-' 

-- ------------

( 0N1f'\c.T 

��M('&,<;_ 14" b 

wT ;1:�'S\�

A<1W; �ftAN ( �- , � () '1,i.\L ') 0 ll. �C.k f-(ttl;. 54m () L-i'-:.. 7 J,.. S' 
-· .• -·----------. 

�) 
--- --·------·-------+--

�) '> IL..T Si0r-l1-_ 
-----

�) w1�ni::_, �)c:.,o.1\-\ 1N v1-r.ic.�_. c.)ttl\)w'1H>. 

v,..>\ 2�':;\.°2> 

�ILAl>l'll0"1� 
�rJT'f'IC.. i 

�) \=1�1:. ��1�1:..\) • \ln(\.tL', -"'>o c.1\.-'fS�L� �o \lAn.vi;.�. 

�) {:.1/\l� .. S1L-T, t) \), Wf:.ll. S.Ofl T€. \> · 

�) SI LT c;, rr,Vll C: 
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Stratigraphic Column: o<>LHA\.<..\ t2.\\l(::_11., u.ps.10tA""" oF wt,nG.R.: u.1s-/76S-692 

NcnC:_: 1"1-11'> C..OLl>.-.11,) I� .t\l'!,ot.tf 'l R....._ �O...il'.) '.."T"-':.f.l"" o� CoL..L.o....-..� P.,' 

I.I) V) 
V) V) w w 
:z z 

_)� ::ii::: <tu u1-- :r:o:c 1-1- I-

metres 

c; """':,� 
� 
� 

I,.. 
,II 

� 
IJ) 

Ci 

z 

/,:I 

� 
A 

.£ 
X l.!..I 

�· 

( 

r'1 

1;0 0·1 

��I
-

\•'.> 

PROFILE 
Noc co sc.q/e 

•• c,_ ·. o

I
o: 

c:, 

. I 
·o c::J �

�, 
CJ 

C, 

I- . 
2 .. # 

� 
f C? 

"2 . i;?.
._p 

H 
a ,., 
ci <;,I. 

ti 
<:" , 

CJ 

� 
3 c:::;i 

� 
I C> 

� 
£ 
6 
\!) 
v' 

. ;...--

• 

... 
0 c;:.,. 

. c::::::::> 

C) 
C> 

, 
0 

·P 0 

, ·a
0 

0 ... 
" 

c::;) 

,--- ,... ,"""• 

HANDSPECIMEN 

DESCRIPTION 

0.) 'fi:;.LLOv:1\�l-1 C�fLf:.'1 

l?) c_-a_��'i>'kS 10°/
0

• 

<.) f.>u""-i (f;: \ 'i?' '1..0°� \�[1_- ��jM 

LISHT "IE.LL.aw, �,<'ic.Rllu.), wfc.()f"1.1E.f'IJ:c\). 

COMMENTS 

Cci-u ,....I'll A f'\ 

� c, •N,�_1"') 
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APPENDIX 3 

Modal analysis of the ignimbrites of the northern Mamaku Plateau, total percentage for whole rock. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 Mamaku Ignimbrite 
1----------�--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sample Matrix Rock Total Plagioclase Quartz Opaques Pyroxene Hornblende Biotite 
No. Fragments Crystals 

Ngamanawa (Ul5/791647) 
303 94.75 - 5 
304 93.75 - 6.25 
305 87 2.25 10.75 
306 86.5 1. 75 10. 75
307 89.25 - 10.75
308 85.25 0.25 14
309 84 - 17

Belk Road (Ul4/826712) 

3.25 1 0.5 
3 1. 5 0.25 
4.75 2.25 0.25 
6 1.25 0.5 
6.75 2.75
9.25 4 0.5 
9.75 2.75 1. 25

402 90.5 0.25 9.5 4.25 2 1.25 
404 95.25 - 4.75 2.25 1.75 0.25 

0.25 
0.75 
0.5 
-

0.25 
0.5 

1. 25 

407 91.5 - 8.5 5.75 2.25 0.25 0.25 

1 

0.25 

408 91.75 - 8.25 4.25 2.25 0.25 - 0.75 - I 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 

ICarrs Track (U14/831739, sheet 4) I 
1430b 95.75 - 10.75 3.25 0;75 0.25 - - - I 
1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ I 
!Tramway Tunnel (Ul4/825711) I 
1414 88 - 12 9 3 - - - - I 
1416a 87.25 - 12.75 9.5 1.25 0.75 - - - I 
l-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
IOmanawa Falls (U15/821682, basal welded zone) I 
1507 90.25 0.25 9.75 4.75 3 0.5 0.5 - - I 
l-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
!Joyce Road (Ul4/853736, 543 sheet 2, 544 surge, 546 sheet 4) I 
1543 93.75 - 6.25 2 3 0.5 - - - I 
1544 89.65 - 10.26 5.5 3.5 1.26 - - - I 
1546 82 - 17.3 14 2 1 0.6 
1-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IMamaku Type Site (U15/887554) 
1613 85.25 - 18.5 
1614 85.75 - 14.25
1615 86.75 0.25 13 
1616 85.25 - 13.75 
1617 85 - 14.5 
1618 89.75 - 10.25 
1619 87.5 - 12.5 
1621b 88 - 12 
1621c 88.75 - 9.75 

8.75 
8.5 
7.25 
8.5 

10.5 
9.25 
7.5 
7.25 
3.75 

3.75 
4.75 
3.75 
3.75 
3.5 
0.25 
2.75 
2.5 
4 

0.25 

1 
0.75 
0.25 
0.5 
1. 75
1 
1 

0.25 
0.95 
0.5 

0.25 

N 

\D 

w 



!Sample Matrix Rock Total Plagioclase Quartz Opaques Pyroxene Hornblende Biotitel 
I No. Fragments Crystals I 
l-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
IOmanawa Falls (U15/821682) I 
500 97.75 - 2.25 0.75 1.5 - - - - I 
503 95.5 - 4.5 2.75 0.5 0.25 1 - - I 
504 90. 75 - 9. 25 7. 5 1 o. 25 - - - I 
505 89. 5 - 9. 5 7. 75 1. 25 - o. 5 - - I 
506 91. 25 - 8. 75 8. 25 - - o. 25 o. 25 - - I 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
Lower Mangapapa Station (U14/778713, bedded zone) I 
514 83 - 16.5 14.5 1.5 0.5 
Youth Camp (U14/838743) 
611 95. 25 - 4. 75 3 0. 25 1 0. 5 
612 93 0.75 6.75 4.5 1.75 - 0.5 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Ruahihi Canal (Ul4/783728, following 5 thin-sections from the major cutting) 
I 43 96. 75 - 2. 75 1 1. 5 - 0. 25 
144 95. 75 - 3. 25 1. 5 1. 5 - 0. 25
1627 91.75 1.5 6.75 6.5 0.25 - -
1628 90.0 - 10.0 8.25 1 0.25 0.5 
1634 89.25 - 10.75 9.25 0.75 0.25 0.5 
!(exposed flow units by No. 1 tributary, 951 is overlying flow) 
1950 91.5 - 8.5 7.25 0.75 0.25 - 0.25 
1951 89.5 - 11.0 5.25 1 0.75 - 4 - I
1-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I 
l(Oropi Gorge, U15/877687, Subaqueous Waimakariri flow) I 
I 807 92. o o. 25 8. 25 7 o. 25 o. 25 o. 75 - - I 
l-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
!Scotts Track (top of flow, UlS/77677) I 
I 972a 94. 75 1. o 4. 25 4 - - o. 25 - - I 

I Waiteariki Ignimbrite I 
1-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I 
!Ngamuwahine River (U14/752727, densely welded zone) I 
124 72.5 - 27.5 18.5 5.25 1 2 0.25 - I 
1100 77. 25 - 23. 75 19. 5 2. 5 - 1 o. 75 - I
I (U14/737734, basal zone) I 
1742 76 - 25 16. 75 2. 25 1 2. 45 2 o. 5 I 
I (U14/737734, lithics) I 
1103 75.5 - 23.25 17.75 1.5 0.25 0.75 3 - I
1743 62. 3 - 38. 6 32 2. 3 - o. 7 - "- I
l-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
IMcLarens Falls (U14/783728, 442 is welded pumice) I 
140 66. 75 - 32. 75 25. 75 4 o. 5 1. 75 o. 5 - I
1207 75.75 - 24.75 19.5 2.5 - 0.25 2.5 0.25 I 
1411 68.25 - 31.75 25.5 4.25 0.25 o.75 0.75 0.25 I 
1442 79. 75 - 21. 75 17. 25 3. 5 - o. 25 - o. 5 I 
l-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
IM.O.W Quarry (Ul4/752727) I 
1211 81.75 - 18.25 13.25 2.25 1 - 1.5 - I 

N 

I.O 

+:> 



!Sample Matrix Rock Total Plagioclase Quartz Opaques Pyroxene Hornblende Biotitel
I No. Fragments Crystals I
1-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I
!Dairy Farm (U15/828681) I 
1621 95.75 - 4.25 1.75 0.5 1.25 0.25 - - I 
1622 90.75 2.75 6.5 4.25 0.75 1.25 - - - I 
1623 85.75 - 14.25 10.5 1 1.25 - - - I 
1626 91.5 - 8.5 3.5 4.25 0.5 - - - I 
1------- ·------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------

IOropi Gorge (U15/877687) 
1901 64.75 - 35.5 32 2 
1903 88.5 - 12 6.75 3.25 
1904 89.75 - 10.25 8.5 1 
1906 88 1.5 9.75 6.5 1.5 
1907 91.5 - 9.13 5.25 1.25 
1911 90.82 - 9.13 8.53 0.3 

0.5 
0.75 
0.25 
1 
0.75 

0.75 
0.5 
0.25 
1 
0.75 

1912 93 - 6.5 6 0.5 - 0.5 
1-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IT.C.C. Weir (014/857737, base of flow) 
1953a 92.75 - 7.25
!Scotts Track (015/777677, base of flow)
1973a 86.5 1.75 11.75 

5.75 

8.5 

0.75 0.75 

1. 75 0.25 0.75 

I Waimakariri Ignimbrite I 
1-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I 
!Lloyd Mandeno (015/786675, base of flow) I 
11* 96.5 0.5 2.5 0.75 o.75 - - 1 - I
l-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
!Soldiers Rd. I 
I (014/762709, base of flow) I 
1215a 93.75 - 6.25 5.5 0.75 - - - - I 
I (015/752694, welded outcrop) I 
1216 76.5 - 23 16.5 5.75 0.25 - 0.5 - I 
I (U15/754697, welded outcrop) I 
1217 72 - 28.5 21.25 6.5 0.25 - - - I 
1-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I 
!Kiwifruit Orchard (014/822722, middle flow unit) I 
1421 96.25 - 2.75 2 0.5 - 0.25 - - I 
1-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I 
ICarrs Track (U14/831739) I 
1430 86.25 - 13.75 11.75 2 - - - - I 
1431 89.25 - 10.75 7.5 2.5 - - - - I 
1432 92 - 8.5 6 1.25 0.25 0.75 - - I 
1433 96.5 0.25 2.75 1.75 0.75 - 0.25 - - I 
1------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------1

!Lake Mangapapa (014/782703, strongly welded zone) I 
1450 89 1.25 8.75 4.5 3.5 0.25 - - - I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

N 

� 
u, 
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